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cluding entertaining games, excursions
to the park, the story hours, etc. Saturday was patriotic day and in fact some
reference was made to this subject at
each performance.
The Mendelssohn
Sextette’s program Saturday afternoon
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the upper school com
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is really what Theodore Roosevelt call-
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ideal location in every way,
particularly its central position and the
shade furnished by the many tall elms
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The Community Chautauqua arrived
in Belfast last Friday night and began to
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’cello

vocal selections.

i

owns

large

a

rancn

in

western iNeDras-

I tenor, were listened to in breathless sili ence an<f followed with the most insistent

Margaret's chapel next ka, a man of affairs and a general favoras follows:
Holy Com- ite with the people. He spoke on “The
m.; morning prayer and True Patriotism,” and from the first senof his address held the
a.
m.; evening prayer at tence until the close
one is cordially welcome closest attention of his audience, who
frequently interrupted with applause for
his noble thoughts and high ideals. His
Church Rev. J. Wilbor
mister; residence No. 1 manner of speech is very direct and he
telephone 212-3. Every- plays on the heartstrings of humanity.
and a cordial welcome is The present
day condition of men and
people without a church national affairs are classified in his mind agement of J. H. Balmer, who taught
There are no
p with us.
them and later introduced them to the
and he tells readily what he knows. Afe church depending upon
Governors of Africa and the crowned
buttons for its support. ter giving all due credit to the wonderful
heads of Europe. They are happy, bright
church.
Sun- inventions and materials used in this
erybody’s
and gifted and appear in their native
bathing service at 10.45,
"A voice greater than world war he said that victory is to be dress—coming direct from Africa.
milder and earthquake.” won or lost by the men in the trenches
Not a drop of rain fell during the five
application. At 12, noon, with their guns, and that patriotism must
c ues in the vestry.
Large not fail them or our country that stands days of the course and the evenings were
< h
enthusiasm, and good
unusually cool and pleasant.
s
for every age.
A wel- j back of them.
While it is to be regretted that the
to all visitors.
Sunday j Sunday afternoon the program was givof the expense account will be
ng service at 7.30; minis- en by the Boston Musical Entertainers guarantors
held responsible for $10 each, the majori:ie Talking Snake; The
with Wm. C. Griffith, baritone soloist,
Mime consequences.”
An
ty of them have signed again for a course
and Edward T. Stallings, violinist, in
ie atfair in the Garden of
here next season.
Thirty-four of the
s away w'ith doubt. This,
the special work. Like all Chautauqua
forty signatures required were obtained
mg prayer meeting in the work the selections were all of the
best,
at the opening of the afternoon session
to which the public is
but the impersonation of an old country
Preaching next SunWednesday and all but two of the guarMr.
R.
Pierce
was
Harry
the Northport Baptist gentlemen by
antors had paid on this season’s deficit.
m.
the best thing of the kind ever seen here.
Sunday evening James S. Knox of Cleve\LUMNI AT SANDYTHE DRAFT.
land,
Ohio, a business expert, spoke on
POINT
“Community Efficiency.” A rapid speakOne hundred and fifty more men have
an open-eyed
members of our Alumni er, a magnetic personality,
been summoned before the examining
beir three weeks' annual traveller and a student of humanity his board at
the court house beginning to-day,
Blull, at old Sandypoint, j every sentence was full of thought and
Thursday, and their names were in The
wide expanse of the i
He complimented Maine for its
advice.
Journal or
yth.
<J1
his

0

;

■

■

location.
uays

mere

Breezes !

are

cater, and plenty of shade

aimed

which he

many!

a

direct blow

at its poor

roads,

in every direction, and its
the
water power, etc. To pick out a
if the queen of night, : wasted
path of gold across the thought here and there from his wonderis always planned so that ful collection of advice to the chamber of
occurs about mid-way of
commerce, business men, farmers, the
: lie
Alumni camp, which
the churches and in
d over forty years ago, school authorities,
most unique institutions fact all phases of community life would
grand place of rest, open- be useless. Naturally we were interested
where our graduates may in his advice to the business
men to use
and recuperate. A place
their home papers as advertising mediiy loaf, and invite their
He said if the mail order houses
who have ever attended, ums.
desire to go again, and continue to take advantage of the mer•ir cares and duties can be
chants who fail to advertise in their
home paper some of them will be obliged
an possibly form an idee
joys and rest to be found to close their stores. The mail order
less through personal ex- houses are a factor to be reckoned with
it- is always such gladness
in every community and the only way
nds.
We always find as
for local merchants of all kinds to counyears along life’s pathends are nearer and dear- teract their trade is to advertise at home
er acquaintances.
There among the customers who can see the
iiig in the human breast, goods before they buy.
-d schoolmates, than any
idles words.
Monday afternoon the Tschaikowsky
umnus of the old Castine
Quartet gave a most delightful concert
■id, who chances to read with two
violins, a ’cello and a piano.
ii us at the
camp whenThe quartet is directed by Leon Welt1 >ne of the
Campers.
man, the noted Russian violinist, a gradsaw

■

NORTHPORT.
orth of Boston, formerly
a guest at the
Northport

the Imperial Conservatory at
Moscow, a student of Leopold Auer, the
greatest living violinist. He has played
all over Europe and is well known through-

milton,

out this country. Josephine Chilton, a
Southern woman of culture and refine-

Washington

■

D

and

a

has

been

made
and
favorite wherever she

possesses

rare

beauty

Campmeeting. The
meeting of the Temple

m<bits

ual

Association

at
this
expected that there will
udance. One of the best
season has been arranged
ction of speakers, includWhitney of Springfield,
k C. Nicholson, pastor of
'I Spirtual church of BosC. S Bradley also of Boswill be under the direc•y Lyons and wife of Bosgram opens Saturday with
of President Whilney in the
: lliis will be
followed by a
|ig of the Ladies Aid Society,
here will be the morning
a- n»-, with a lecture
%
by Mrs.
Tth followed by messages
In
Bradley. the afternoon there
ecture by Frederick Niclioli,
mages following and a med■nK in the evening.
Message
he held on both Monday and
....
nings. The Maine Trans*
ompany will operate their
Ins city to Temple Heights
’" IB of
those who wish to atCars will leave
meetings.
It
'n Hotel
k,
daily at 8 and 10 a. m.,
mThis will give excel*t xi-rV"
hil ,'lady and Sunday during the
Is

on

■

■

'ling session.)

Saturday

opens

of

good in the home life and in the commuEight honorary members were received
nity. Prayers were offered at her late
into the Association, Francis A. Gilbreth
home in Newport Sunday at 5 p. m. Rev.
of North Belfast, Enos Hatch and GardiJ. W. Reynolds of the Union church ofner L. Hatch of
Citypoint, Alfred Stin- ] ficiating. The remains were brought to
son of North
Searsport, Francis Mayo, I Belfast Monday, accompanied
by her
Robert F. Russ, R. A. Hollis and J. C.
mother and daughter, and the funeral
Clark of Belfast.
was held at the home of her
aunt, Mrs.
The noon hour was spent in the hall, Ellen P. Boulter, at the corner of Conwhere a dinner was served by the ladies gress and Miller streets, Rev. J. Wilbor
of Thomas H. Marshall Circle, assisted Richardson of the Baptist church officiatby the gentlemen of the Post, when ing. The interment was in the family

PERSONAL.

Hon. Charles F. Johnson of Waterville
Miss Margaret Owen has returned to
in Belfast Tuesday on business.
Bangor after a visit with Belfast relaMiss Annie M. Knowlton of Boston is tives.

was

visiting her mother, Mrs. Fred A.
ton.

Mrs. Elizabeth Orcutt of

Knowl-

Mass., is the guest
Boston Tapley.

Mrs. Sally Durham Hanshue of
Friday to visit Belfast rela-

arrived last

Northampton,

of Mrs. Eugene D.

Mrs. W. L. Hadsel returned to Boston.
a visit with Mrs. B. O.
Norton.

tives.

Tuesday after

Miss Ellen Dyer of Augusta was the
over Sunday of Mrs.
Rose F.

guest
Fahy.

H. L. Godfrey of Portland spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Harriet P.

Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Livermore
Falls arrived last Friday for a few days’

Godfrey.
John F. Shuman of

visit.

Malden, Mass., is.

visiting his father, Mr.

E. S. Shuman of

Miss May Walker of Rockland was the
guest over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
B. Holmes.

this city.

County Attorney Walter A. Cowan of
Winterport was in Belfast Wednesday-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Saxby of Boston
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B.

on

are

Dinsmore.
Mr.
of

ly
Harrington Hammons.
Dana Lawrence
visiting rela-

and Mrs. Charles M.

Worcester, Mass.,

are

of Greenwich, Conn.,
is the guest of Rev. William
Vaughan,
East Belfast.

tives in Belfast.
Mrs. H. F. Gibbons of Old Town arrivrecently to visit her daughter, Mrs.

ed

Mrs. George H. Dunning of
Brunswick,
formerly of 'Belfast, called on friends

R. M. Tibbetts.
Lllen

Mrs.

Mass.,

is

G.

Colvin

visiting friends

of

here last Sunday.

Reading,

and relatives in

Belfast and Prospect.
Mr.

busness.

Dr. Edith C. Kidder of Dexter, formerof Belfast, is the guest of Mrs. Ross

and

Mrs.

Lynn, Mass.,

Martin

arrived last

Marian
arrived

Webster of Northfield,
recently to visit Mrs.

Patterson

of

Arthur E. Wilson.

Saturday

to

Mrs. Ella Ryder and daughter Jennie
from Thomaston were callers in the city

visit Belfast relatives.

Sunday afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ridley and daughter
Mary of Auburn are spending a few days
in Belfast and

Miss

Mass.,

Mrs. Elizabeth B. Brackett left Tuesday
for Portland and Scarboro in the interests
of the Girls Home.

Searsport.

Mrs. Winfield Lunt and daughter HarMarblehead, Mass., are guests at
the home of Eben M. Sanborn.
riet of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wiley of Camden
guests last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.

were

Charles H. Walden.

Horace Chenery arrived from Boston
last Friday to spend a short vacation
with his family at Crosby Place.
Mrs. Ida Stinbranner of New York is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. T. George
Dodworth at North Shore, Northport.
Prof.

A. P. Raggio of the University
was a week-end guest of Ralph
A. Peavey at Bay View Farm, East Bel-

of Maine
fast.

Mrs. C. S. Eastman and son Donald of
Westbrook were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel H. Strout.

j
!

Dr. E. L. Williams of Chicago was the
guest of Rev. Chas. W. Martin while in
Belfast Monday and Tuesday.
Mrs. James F.

Bradley of Bangor has

short visit with her sister, Harriet M. Bradley, 116 Waldo ave.
returned after

a

RACES

R.

After

F. D. 3,

were

Sargent,

R. E.

D.,

De-

AT THE TROTTING PARK.

unusual interest.

The

Belfast

Band was present and gave a concert before the races and several selections
between

the

heats.

Miss

Eudora

W.

Ramsay of South Carolina, who is in
Waldo County in the interest of woman
suffrage in Maine, gave a fine address for
the cause to an audience composed mostly of men. Following is the summary of
the races:
Free For All 12 Mile.
Add F, L. F. Nash.1 1 3 1
H. C. Buzzell. 2 3 2 3
Booker.
Lady
Mercer C., F, G Gray.
3 2
12
Time, 1 08 1-2, 1.C8 1 2, 1,09 3-4, 1.07 3 4.
2.20 Class, 12 Mile.
1 1 1
Belbin, Peter Gallagher.
Picolata, H. C Buzz-Mi.3 2 2
Link Braden, F. G. Gray.2 3 4
Kaiser, Ernest Merchant.4 4 3
Time, 1 10 1-2, 1 10. 1 11.
Farmer's Race, Unfinished 1-2 Mile.
|
j Eureka Boy, F, G Gray.1 1 2
! Polly VasBar, G L Slipp.6 2 1
| Esther Sterling. John Hobbs.2 4 Dr
Pearl Marston, W. B. York.4 3 3
Alclayone Bay, A. L Curtis.3 5 4
Time, 1 19. 118 1-2, 1.17 1-2.

THE NEWS OF THE

GRANGES.

The September meeting of North Waldo Pomona, which was appointed for the

third Wednesday, will be held on the
regular date, Sept. 12th, at Swanville.
The annual field

meeting of North

Waldo Pomona will be at Swan Lake
Aug. 31st, and State Master Thompson
will be present.
Bring food for a picnic
lunch and coffee will be furnished.

and Mrs. Charles F. Flanders of
N. H. were guests the past
week of their uncle, Dr. D. P,(Flanders.
Dr.

Manchester,

a

few remarks

on

~

j

filling the eyes of the beloved colonel

and of

the comrades he had

not met I
in the thirty-two years of the life of the !
association. After three rousing cheers
with all standing Col. Hersey came to the
front and addressed his audience.
He
said his purpose in coming to Belfast this

on f’riday night were those
given by Ira M. Cobe, Dr. W. C. Libbey,
R. A. Peavey, Dr. George F. Eames, T.
George Dodworth, R. E. Stevens, Frank
R. Keene, W. G. Thompson, J. H. Howes
and E. B. Gilchrest. Both dining rooms
were tilled.
The dinner was exceptionally good and the menus in French were
unique. The music by McKeen’s orchestra was especially pleasing on Friday
night and the medleys of old songs of 20
It included
years ago made a great hit.

French dinner

by-gone days

Harmon, Liberty.
Calif., formerly of Belfast. For some time
Bennett, R. F. D. 2, Stock- there was an impressive quiet as tears

The horse races at the Park last Saturday afternoon were very well attended
and of

lot in Morrill.

solved that we express to their bereaved
our heartfelt sympathy in their

President Morse introduced the guest of
honor, Col. Philo Hersey of San Jose,

Harriman,

Roy Alton Smith, Belfast.

1

laid for 94—members of the

Ernest Nelson

troit.

offcMonday

covers were

Association and their guests.

great bereavement.

ton Springs.
Nat. Edward

ment delighted all with a program composed exclusively of negro selections in-

ing’s program, when Dr. E. L. Williams,
the noted pastor of Grace Methodist
church
of
his
faChicago gave
mous talk on “The City and the Soil.”
For the past eight years Dr. Williams
has been engaged in cleaning up the vice
and crime of what is known as Chicago’s
“loop district.” He beganjsingle handed
and alone, but is now assisted by the resident clergy, their churches, the city
authorities and the police.
Hejwears his
badge as'a member of the police department. The story is as fascinating as a
novel and as Dr. Williams stands before
his audience all can easily recognize the
thoughtful, considerate and honorable
man who dares do his
duty as he sees it in
the face of opposition of all kinds. He
is one of the best story tellers on the
American platform today.
Tuesday the Royal Blue Hussars Band
gave the afternoon and evening programs
of the most delightful music before the
largest£audience of the course. There are
16 members of this noted Band who are
picturesquely dressed in royal blue costumes with shoulder capes, plumed hats
and high black boots. They are directed
by one |of the greatest band-masters of
the day Signor Louis Castelucci.
The
solo numbers by Irving|F.[Joy, the lyric

character and of unusual executive business ability.
She was an influence for

Forest Grant of
John F. Thomas of Morrill.

Fenton Leroy Roberts, Brooks.
Nelson Ainsden, Brooks.

Lee Andrew

__

nents

Monroe,

Belfast,

Belfast,

relatives

Clinton Winfield

cluding those of the famous Uncle Remus,
original quotations from servants of own
household, etc. She won the hearts of
all, particularly of the children. The
rge Dodworth has returned
iK and Rye Beach, visiting first part of Monday evening’s program
Mrs. Pierre Tartoue at Rye. was by the Tschaikowsky quartet in sevompanied her home for a eral familiar high class selections. Prof.
the Dodworth cottage on
Weltman held his audience spell bound
shore.
wun iwo solos or ms own
composition.
iiinuusou oi rvew 1 OIK nas
The Canary in the Woods—dedicated to
remainder of the season
'named by the bright little the Community Chautauqua and the Soul
It was with unusual exwas her guest last sum- of the Violin.
id came under the notice of pectancy that
many in the audience awaitduring her work in Heilry ed the second' section
even...

North-

Stockton Springs.

manager of the New
iservatory, returned this
Boston, where he was called

r::

Sleeper,

Emery

iders,

Mr

Franklin

port.

uate of

the Boston violinliering here, returned on
brief business trip to Bos-

A. W. Ellis of

PERSONAL.

Col. Philo Hersey of San Jose, Calif.,
Mrs. T. B. Gregory of New York and
formerly of Belfast, arrived Saturday I Mrs. Harry Kochersperger of Boston arMrs. Hannah Flint Fiske died at her night to visit Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. rived Saturday to visit Belfast relatives.
j
The afternoon session was called to orhome in Mansfield, Mass., July 27th after Dinsmore.
Miss Lillian Davis, who is spending the
der by president Morse, with I. A. Cona short illness occasioned by overwork.
Among the Bangor High school gradu- summer at the Battery left recently for
ant in charge of the program. The openMrs. Fiske was very well and favorably ates to enter
college this fall is Joseph Sag Harbor, Long Island, for a short
ing prayer was by Rev. J. Wilbor Richknown in Belfast, where she lived many
Makana, formerly of Belfast, who will visit.
ardson of the Baptist church; the address
years in the home of her uncle and aunt, enter Brown.
of welcome by Capt. E. S. McDonald,
Dr. Elmer Small returned Wednesday
the late Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Keen. She
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Burd and daughter from Lynn, Mass., where he was called
commander of Thomas H. Marshall Post,
was born in Freedom, the elder daughter
Susan of West Medford, Mass., are by the illness of his brother, James B.
and the response by Frederick S. Walls
of the late William and Lucy Whittemore
ot Vinalhaven and NortlmorL a cornnra)
spending a few weeks at the Burd’s Nest I Small.
Flint. Her parents were united at a
at Little River.
He said that these meetAugust
those sum- in Company D.
Mrs. Marian Bellegate of New Haven,
with
Mr.
double wedding
and Mrs, Keen.
moned August 8th the following have en- ings were a source of the greatest pleasMr. and Mrs. C. r. Bryant ot Bangor, Conn., is the guest of Mrs. Sherman W.
She first married Mr. Frank Tufts of
listed: Arthur Currier Young of Sears- ure to the boys of the 26th, that they
and Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Knight with Freeman, who is spending the summer in
Everett, Mass., at a double wedding with
their children, were recent guests of Mr, Belfast.
port; Reginald R. Cottrell of Belfast; prolonged their lives. All feel' at home her
cousin, ex-Mayor William K. Keene
Charles Irving Littlefield of Stockton in Belfast, the permanent meeting place,
and Mrs. S. A. Parker.
and Miss Bertha C. Pillsbury at the Keen
Hon. and Mrs. Charles S. Hichborn of
and
each
and
all
Herbert
Springs;
appreciate the ef- residence on
Blodgett Foster of BelJohn Beckwith of Springfield, Mass., Augusta were guests of Belfast friends
avenue.
Mr.
Northport
Tufts
fast; John Read Monroe of Monroe; Les- forts of the resident members in caring died
Later the deceas- arrived last Thursday to join Mrs. Beck- ; Sunday. They also visited the Country
many years ago.
lie Ferguson Murch of Brooks; Fred In- for the association. Mrs. W. E. Kotman
ed married George Fiske of Mansfield the with in a visit with her parents, Mr. and ! Club at Northport.
graham Walker of Swanville; Everett of New York and Northport rendered two widower of her
sister, Miss Lottie Flint, j Mrs. Leon O. Bucklin.
Mrs. Allison Post Swan ami Miss Swan
Ezra Brown of Brooks.
soprano solos—A Song of Peace by Julian
also of Belfast. Her adopted daughter,
Mrs. William Phillips of Long Island, of Garden
City, Long Island, N. Y. are
The following were accepted and have Jordan, and When Johnny Comes MarchSirs. Arthur Abbott of Wollaston, Mass., N. Y., and Miss Ethel Reynolds of Hart- guests of Mrs. Allan McLane at her sumnot applied for exemption:
ing Home. Miss Amy E. Stoddard was and her two
children, Arthur Jr., and ford, Conn., are guests of their cousin, mer home on Northport Avenue.
James R. Carver, Lincolnville.
her accompanist. The audience sang
All her life Mrs. Mrs. Robert P. Coombs.
Charlotte survive.
Miss Emma M. Hiehhorn is spending
William Phillips, Belfast.
Round
the Flag, with Mrs. Bessie
Rally
Fiske was prominent in church work and
Alton Getchell of Augusta is the guest two weeks at her home in Stockton
H. Pearson Keller, Lincolnville.
Reyes at the piano. Later Mrs. S. A. of late years had been most active in the
of his mother, Mq>. W’illiam B. Getchell, Springs, while having a vacation from
William J. Adlington, Winterport.
Parker read The Things that Make a Sol- work of the
W. C. T. U., the Salvation at her
cottage on the Condon shore, for a the James H. Howes’ dry goods store.
Chester Forrest Robbins, Belfast.
dier Great and A Tribute to the Flag.
Army and the Italian Mission. All of vacation of a few weeks.
The committee on resolutions reported:
Guy Jay Jackson, Montville.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McGunmgle of
these societies were represented at the
Miss Grace A. Lord and Ralph L. Augusta and Thomaston were in town
The following have been accepted and Resolved that in the death of Comrades
funeral which took place at her late home
have applied for exemption:
Tracey, Cook, Heagan, Webb, Emerson, July 29th, when her pastor and a former Cooper were called to Newport last Fri- Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I
Winfield Vivian Colby, Belfast.
Staples, Rneeland,Overlock,Wise, Wood- pastor paid high tributes to the worthy day by the death of Mrs. Arline Simmons Brown in their home on Miller street.
Cooper, formerly of Belfast.
Carroll Redmond Trivett, R. F. D. 2, ward, Clary and Bowen, members of this
Mrs. Lloyd Simpson of Newburg, Miss
and useful life of a good woman.
Stockton Springs.
Mrs. William K. Keene has returned Doris Knights of Monroe and Mrs. Francis
association, we feel a personal loss, we
William Vaughan, Jr., Belfast.
from Mansfield, Mass., where she Whitten of Lisbon Falls arrived recently
certainly will miss their genial smiles The
Northport Country Club. home
William Henry Tuttle, Troy.
and the grip of fellowship that made us
was called by the death of Mrs. Hannah
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Riggs.
j Flint
all comrades, indeed; and be it further reLeroy Samuel Green, Belfast.
Tufts, formerly of Belfast.
Miss Marjorie Pratt of Chicago, who is
Among the parties entertained at the

1

ve, while at night,
i piazzas and enjoy

Regiment Asso-

of our men in the foreign fields. Comrade Alfred Stinson told of Beeing Linciation
encores.
He was called back again and
coln under fire at Fort Stevens and that
|
i a®a'n' He sang in his native language,
he was as cool and collected as if at his
most musical in itself. The last
selec- In its 32nd Annual Reunion in Belfast with house. He also spoke of his visit to
tion of the evening
Col. Philo Hersey the Guest of Honor.
program was a comGettysburg, where he met men from a
bination of sacred songs, martial music
Early Tuesday morning, August 14th, Virginia brigade. Comrade A. E. Anderand National airs. This is one
of the the few remaining members of one of
son of Belfast was called for a song and
greatest treats of the
Chautauqua course Maine’s most honorable regiments, the
he responded with “Where Did You Get
of good things.
Twenty-Sixth, began to assemble at
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. M. J. Brad- Grand Army Hall in Belfast for their 32nd That Hat’’
After exacting a promise from their
shaw of Palisades, N. J., who is in
charge annual reunion.
of the junior work of the
beloved
Colonel to come next year, if he
At the morning session the
Community
possibly could, the meeting closed after
Chautauqua in Maine, called a meeting officers were elected: President,following
Lucius
of those interested in
forming a play- C. Morse of Liberty; secretary, H. M. one of the happiest and at the same time
the saddest in the history of the Associaground association in Belfast After Chase of
Swanville; committee on reso- tion.
lengthy discussion Supt. Wm. B. Wood- lutions, John W.
Ferguson, Frederick S.
bury was called to preside. Mrs. Chas.
Walls, Philip S. Holmes.
E. Rhoades, Mrs. O. E.
OBITUARY.
Frost, Mrs. MarWhen the roll of the regiment was
ion E. Brown, Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore and
called the following deaths were reported:
Mrs. Fred RacklilT were made a
Mrs. Arline Page Cooper died at her
special George Tracey, Wm. F. Cook and Alfred
committee to arrange for a permanent L. Heagan of
Franklin, Chandler J. home in Newport Friday night, Aug. 10th,
organization. Mrs. Bradshaw has been Webb of Stockton
Springs, Benjamin after a long and severe illness which she
constant in her endeavors to do what Emerson of
Winterport, Francis M. Sta- had borne with remarkable fortitude.
she could in Belfast for the children.
ples of Stockton Springs, Henry F. Over- She was born at Poor’s Mills, March 2,
Wednesday afternoon was given over lock, James H. Wise, L. D. Woodward of 1866, the daughter pf the late Nathaniel
to a man of Maine, John Kendrick
Bangs Belfast, Henry J. Rneeland of Searsport, and Mrs. Abbie Patterson Simmons. She
of Ogunquit, who gave his famous lecture Nahum E.
Clary of Brooks, Daniel O. graduated from the Colburn Classical Inon
stitute at Waterville and came to Bel“Salubrities,” made up of personal Bowen of Morrill.
recollections of distinguished people he
where she was employed for some
1 hose present were L. C. Morse of Lib- fast,
had met. These included
Kipling, Stan- ert'-, the president, H. M. Chase of Swan- time in the office of the Critchett & Sib■cy, mioseven, noyie and Twain.
ley shoe factory. W hen a young woman
The ville, the
secretary, Colonel Philo Hersey she
united with the Belfast Baptist church
speaker and his discourse are both too of San
Jose, Calif., the guest of honor,
well known for extended comment. Beunder the pastorate of Rev. George E.
T. S. Ford of
L.
Keller
Swanville, Joseph
fore Mr. Bangs came to Maine he was
of West Rockport, John W. Ferguson of Tufts. Sept. 28, 1898, she married Walknown to the reading people by some of
ter Cooper of Belfast who died in 1902.
Belfast, Fred L. Burnham of Greenfield,
his articles that have given him a permaLater Mrs. Cooper and her little daughFred
S. Walls of Vinalhaven, John
Mass.,
nent place in American history.
S. Gilmore of Belfast, A. W. Hassan of ter Isabel went to Newport where they
The last entertainment in this splendid
have since lived with Mr. Cooper’s fathBelfast, Fitz W. Patterson of Belfast,
course was one of the most
Freeman Cooper. She was beloved
er,
interesting, Isaac E. Cook of Monroe, Fairfield Cole
the Kaffir Singing Boys under the man- of
by all who knew her, of a strong resolute
Winterport, I. A. Conant of
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Comrades,

After the

Sidewalks of New

Ball, Annie Rooney,
York, The Bowery,

Kenney A. Burgess of Boston arrived spending the summer in Belfast, and Miss
Saturday to spend two weeks with his Charlotte Knowlton left Tuesday for
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Bangor to visit Mrs. James Pickard and
at their cottage at Pitcher’s Pond.
family.
Richard

P.

Whitman

of

Campello,

Mass., arrived last Friday to join
wife and

little

son

Frank A.

Riggs has received

a

letter from Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Charlton

in a visit with her

of Lowell, Mass., now at Lambert’s Hill,
Cuba, announcing the arrival of a son,

parents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert R.

Dickey have

Pennsylvania, where they
several weeks, and will later

returned from
had been for

Mrs.

his

locate in Bangor after
fast relatives.

a

visit with Bel-

Lambert.

Royburt G. Simmons, who recently

en-

listed in the Coast Guards and was stationed at Brunswick, returned home last
Saturday having failed in the physical

Mrs. John Washington and Miss Edith requirements.
Washington, who spent the past two
Mrs. Sumner W. Lothrop and daughtime was to attend this reunion and to which have not been heard for many
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Smyth, ter
I
Anita, Mrs Blake and Miss Ethel
see if the bond of confidence and trust
and
set
feet to dancing that have
years,
returned to their home in Brattleboro, Youmans of East
Orange, N. J.. are
that had held them as boys was still in- not tripped the light fantastic for many
Vt., last Monday.
Mr Lothrop
guests of Fred W. Bote
tact and he fully realized that it was still years.
r,. riayes, cniei lineman oi me new and son Philip will come later
TIL
L!ll*
as suoug as ever.
lie leitnis uouie uune
uiumiu
luuiiiaaicut
piugicasiug
who is employed
Miss Juliet A. Wiggin who has been
5th and came by the southern route and many of the preliminaries have been England Telephone Co.,
in Bluehill and Brooksville on the comseriously ill in Newton, Mass., where she
through Arizona, Texas, visited the noted very interesting. The following is the
pany’s lines, spent Sunday with his fam- has been several weeks with relatives,
Roosevelt dam, where he stopped to catch score: Robert L. Bean of Camden, played
ily at No. 3 Court street.
wrote Tuesday to her brother N. E. Wigbass, visited the home of the Cliff-dwell- Ira M. Cobe 142 to 150; Charles E. Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs, Leslie C. Follett, and gin of this city, that she is improving
New
then
to the batYork, played Bean, 150-129, piayed
ers, of pre-historic times;
Mrs. Walter S. Darby and Mrs. Wiltlefield at Irish Bend, La., where he tried Dr. P. E. Warren of Bangor, 142-150; daughter Ruth, Miss Amy E. Stoddard
to make the place seem as it did in the played R. L. Peavey, Belfast, 150-90; Ira and Mrs. William F. Schoppe were the liam H. Staples spent the week-end in
sixties, but failed. Asking an old gentle- M. Cobe, Northport, played Bean, 150- week-end guests of Miss Florence E. Portland, where they went to be near the
former’s son, Carl F. Darby, who is a
E.
man, who lived near the place, a few 142; played W.
Hatch, 125-150; Dunton at The Outpost, The Battery.
Dr. P. E. Warren 132-150; played
played
the
Mrs. Pierre Tartoue of New York ar- member of the Maine Coast Artillery.
were
questions
changes
explained
and an officer from the ranks of the Blue Charles E. Kennedy, 150-132; Hatch rived last Friday to spend a few days
l.ieut. Lee H. Cahill, <). R. C., has won
met a cavalryman of the army of the played Ira M. Cobe, 150-125; Dr. P. E* with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. George a commission as
Captain in Oflic ers ReWarren played Cobe, 150-132; Kennedy,
Dodworth. Mr. and Mrs. Tartoue plan serve
Gray in friendly conversation. Col. HerCorps at Fort Sheridan Training
150-137; R. A. Peavey played Rogers, 90sey brought with him from this field of
150; Chas. E. Kennedy played Cobe, 132- to come in September for a vacation.
Camp. Capt. Cahill is the son of Mrs.
battle three bullets he picked up and pre- 150; Warren, 137-150.
Rev. Frederick Paladino of Bangor, Ralph Emery of Kalamazoo, Mich., and
A large number of reservations have
sented them to his regiment with the reBelfast.
been received for the special dinner District Superintendent, was the guest
mark that they should be thankful that
which will be served on the 24th when a of Rev. and Mrs. Charles W. Martin
Donald S. Clark, only son of Mr. and
they had not hit them. It was on this cabaret will be the attraction. The en- while in this
vicinity to conduct the Mrs. Harry W. Clark and a student of the
field that Col. Hersey lost the use of his tertainment will take place at the tables
quarterly conferences of the Methodist Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
right arm as later explained by Pres. Morse. directly after dinner and following there churches.
Boston, has passed the examination at,
will be dancing with music by McKeen’s
From here he went to New Orleans, to
orchestra. Tables will be laid in the livPlattsburg training camp and will leave
Mr.
Mrs.
and
and
Charles
Bradbury
Chattanooga, to Lookout Mountain, and ing room and both dining rooms to achere next week
other historic places all of which he most commodate the large patronage.
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Stevens
Dr. George F. Eames of Boston, a
of
M.
Boston
Miss
Anne
and
Kittredge,
vividly described. But it was in the desThe Willis & Guy Ashore.
returned last Thursday from a four days’ former Belfast boy, who has returned
cription of the log cabin at Hodgenville,
Ky., the birthplace of the beloved Lin- i Pemaquid Point, Me., Aug. 9. The auto trip including visits in Augusta, every summer for a vacation and for
several years has occupied his bungalow
coln, that the Colonel became most earnest two-masted schooner Willis & Guy, bound Belgrade,-etc.
at Murphy’s point, recently sold this
and eloquent. He visited Washington, from Port Harding to Halifax with 215
Col. Everett E. Hatch of the U. S.
property to Dr. Adams of Boston.
Mount Vernon, Gettysburg and then came tons of anthracite coal, went ashore on
Army, now stationed at Gettysburg, has
North. He is now 81 years of age, but is the ledges here at high water Thursday, been taking a ten days’ furlough. He
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. MacDonald of Otenjoying life as when a boy in Blue. Rev. while eight miles off her course, in a visited his son, Capt. Hatch, an instruct- tawa, Canada, arrived recently to visit
J. Wilbor Richardson was called upon heavy fog. She will probably be a total or at West
Point, spent several days Mrs. E. S. Mitchell at the Jones bungaand responded with a few apt remarks loss.
Captain John S. Lowe of Deer Isle with his father, Mr. Enos Hatch of City- low on Allyn shore. Mr. MacDonald has
and a tribute to the men of 61-65, who and crew of four reached shore safely in
a veteran of the Civil war, and returned home, but Mrs. MacDonald and
their boat. The schooner, which is owned point,
did more than fight, bleed and die. They
in New Y ork, was built at Belfast in 1873 left Friday to visit relatives in his home two children will remain with her mother
preserved a patriotism that is now back and registered 199,tons gross, i
for the summer.
town, Liberty.

Daisy Bell and

1

a

many

other old-timers

—
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The above are the important
features of the so-called food bill. We
now have national prohibition of the
manufacture of intoxicants. This strikes
at the root of the liquor traffic which has
been the chief of the evils which have
afflicted this country. The enforcement
of food control of which national prohibition is a part, devolves upon the President. It is a tremendous task.

or
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beer.

Capitol

ter and have his vote recorded.

FILTH, FINGERS

Although the amendment providing for
a congressional committee on war expenditures was stricken from the food

These Are the Most Potent Factore In

bill at the behest of the

President,

matter is

settled.

a

by

no

means

Last

provide for
probably be

bill is concluded.

CONTRACTS.

Additional contracts for 500,000 pairs
of army shoes have been signed by New
England manufacturers. Uncle Sam is
beginning to engage in real preparedness.
THIS

AUTOCRACY AND GREED.

IS

OUR

a

WAR.

Therefore the entire business interests of
“The creation of a joint Congressional
the empire are fearful of the future and I committee on war expenditures is not
are anxious for peace.
The widows, the
necessarily an expression of lack of conorphans, the maimed, the soldiers and fidence in the President’s integrity, but it
their dependents a re all wishing for the indicates lack of confidence in the ability

defeat.

1

greed of the German people for lands and
gold which are not theirs. So firmly has
the omnipotence of the Kaiser been imposed upon them that they still hope
for victory, when the Fatherland can enlarge the boundaries of the empire and
its debts can be paid with money belonging to other nations. Germany desires
peace, but she wises to dictate its terms.
From the Kaiser down to the peasant

exercised the legislative powers of
public, there would have been no
;

|

re-

Assertion of divine right and assumed infallibility must be overthrown in Europe
and must be forestalled in America. This

vested in it by the constitution.
The time and the occasion are here.

BUREAU OF MARKETS.
HELP

The United States department of Lahas agreed to waive for a temporary
period the requirements of the “literacy
test” the head tax and the contract labor
requirements of the Immigration act,
which will enable Canadian laborers to
come into the State of Maine and help
harvest Maine’s gigantic potato crop.
This is one of the most radical steps
taken by the government since the war,
but it also gives promise of being one of
the most beneficial, for it will probably
mean the salvation of the crop the nation needs so much to help in the fight
against Germany and world famine.
Headquarters for the officials in charge
of the work of passing Canadian laborers
over the border will be in the Bango^Federal building, and there will be branches
at all the official ports of entry, Eastport,
Calais, Vanceboro, Fort Kent, Fort Fairfield, Van Buren, Houlton, Madawaska
and Jackman.
A. S. Morrison, inspector in the immigration service, with headquarters at Augusta just now, gave out the following
interview in regard to the practical workings of the plan whereby Maine farmers
may obtain help from Canada:
“The already discussed admission of
harvest hands from Canada is about to
be placed in operation. Instructions have
been issued by the U. S. Department of
Labor, covering the steps to be taken in
order to secure exemption of persons
brought in, such exemption being from
the contract labor, literacy test and head
bor

plies.
Two college professors who have
spent
most of their lives as students and theo-

knowledge

of markets
has been mainly limited to the
ordering
of household supplies by
will

telephone,

aid very little in “attacking” food problems in the present crisis. The Bureau
of Markets thus

reinforced,

will make

just about such a fight as Don Quixote
made against the windmill.
The poor
old Don was knocked “galley west” and

kept on turning.
efficiency in all directions”

the windmill

“Maxisays

the

President.

That is excellent doctrine.
not go into the great business centers and secure some men who have made

Why

unqualified

success

in “the

MAINE FARMERS.

handling

and distribution of agricultural food sup-

plies?”
THE DRAFT.
To list the names of 10,000,000 men and
conduct a draft which gives the order

taA.

yiuvisiuns.

ramicis

ui

umius

iiuw

in Canada should consider at once their
plans with reference to harvesting the
Maine crop. The wages to be paid hands
present himself for examination was a
great undertaking. It is to the credit of will be in the neighborhood of $3.00 per
day, with the usual accommodations of
the administration that no suspicion of
1 board and lodging in addition thereto.
favoritism attaches to any stage of the The harvest will be a big one, and the
proceedings. The drawing was carefully additional impetus given by the State
and federal governments will work both
planned and was conducted with absoto the advantage of the farmer and the
lute fairness.
When the drawing was
; employe.—Bangor Commercial.
completed the lists were sent to the local
Application for instructions as to the
divisions, of wrhich Waldo County is one, obtaining of help should be made to the
and the work of furnishing our quota of
j Immigration office, Bangor, or to the
124 men devolved upon our Exemption above named branch offices.
Board. Fortunately for all concerned,
Brand-New Jobs.
the men who have
of this work
in which each

one

of these

men

shall

|

charge
are men who deserve and have the conThere are soon to be three and a half
fidence of our people. The selection of
milion dollars’ worth of jobs for deservmen for war is a most serious matter,
ing Democrats. Brand-new jobs, these—
but it must be done. It is not a pleasant under the food-control office. Without
task, but we can rest assured that the let or hindrance, they will be distributed
by Mr. Hoover and his assistants. They
work is being done by honest men.
may carry with them some military title;
surely they will entail the wearing of a
FOOD CONTROL.
uniform something like that which has
been prescribed for the cooks and kitchThe food control bill passed the Senate en-maids who use the Hoover recipebook; and best of all, they will protect
last Thursday and has been signed by the the holder
against being drafted for fightPresident. The bill provides for the ap- ing in the trenches. Small wonder that
pointment of one food administrator, and the Democrats in congress refused to
have these jobs parceled out under the
for control of food, fuel, fertilizer and
efficiency methods of the civil service.
farm equipment. It prohibits the use of Come
early and avoid the rush, is our adfoodstuffs in the manufacture of distilled vice to all deserving Democrats in this
beverages and also prohibits the importa- vicinity [who have not yet established
tion of distilled spirits for beverage pur- themselves on the payroll.—Kennebec
Journal.
poses.

It empowers

the

President to

commandeer present stocks of such liqfor military purposes and to regulate
ro restrict the use of foods in making wine

uors

DURING

THE HOT WEATHER.

“Are you a vegetarian?’’
“When I’m not very hungry.”

Washington

Letter.

Washington, D. C., Aug. 13. Maine
shipbuilding and owning interests are
much interested in
last

a

conference held here

week,

called by Secretary of ComRedfield and Secretary of Labor

merce

Wilson,

for the purpose of considering

the water transportation situation Those
in attendance represented both the owners

They

and whose

FOR

Our

war.

powers

will assist the Bureau of Markets in
attacking problems affecting the handling
and distribution of agricultural food
sup-

*.o

a

be accomplished only by courageous
exercise by Congress of those duties and

period,

an

s

can

of Prof. William F. Gephart of
Washington University,
and Prof. Charles S.
Potts, of the University of Texas.

mum

commensurate with the individual

ized power in executives. If the legislative body in Germany had possessed and

The Secretary of Agriculture has secured the services, for a temporary

rists,

tions

volves vastly more than the question of
confidence in the President. It involves
the very fundamentals of democracy.
The war is a direct outgrowth of central-

where they have not sowed.

TO ASSIST

HIS SEXTON'S

and experience.
“Creation of the joint committee in-

they believe themselves to be a people
chosen of Gott to rule the world, and to
reap

of any one man to conduct the affairs of
great government such as this when involved in the greatest war in history.
It

integrity, ability

The second factor is the inbred

uauu.

and the Seamen’s Unions.

Practical-

ly all features of this important subject
were considered from all angles and it
is believed that much good will result.
Maine and New England interests were
represented by Col. E. C. Plummer of

Bath,

who has looked out for their inter-

ests here for many years.
One of the important matters considered was the two bills, HR5609 and HR4373,
which authorizes the President to admit

regard it. There was a general idea it
would go through the upper branch of
Congress and there is a decided sentiment that the House will place its O. K.
This will not come

upon the measure.

without a big fight. The liquor interests
are already lined up and have been for
months and are pulling every string and
using every artifice possible to prevent a
favorable vote in the House, if they cannot postpone action until the regular
session, which opens in December.

muu.v

1
I

|

1
!
i

It. Was Meant to Be Sarcastic, but It
Hit Dr. Hale Just Right.
The sexton of Edward Everett Hale's
church suffered from that convenient
form of deafness that prevents a man
from hearing what he does not wish to
hear and enables him to hear what he
does wish to hear. Occasionally when
sweeping the sidewalk in front of the
church some stranger would ask him
for information, and his usual answer
was a wave of the hand
“I’m totally
deaf, totally deaf. You will have to
ask some one in the church.”
It often happened that Dr. Hale in
the midst of a busy day would find the
luncheon hour at hand and an important appointment still unmet.
It was
his custom to Invite his caller into his
study and ask the jauitress to make au
oyster stew. The sexton resented Dr.
Hale’s informality.
The time came for a new sign to be
placed on the front of the church, and
Dr. Hale and the assistant pastor were
standing in the vestry aisle discussing
just what the wording of it should be.
To their surprise the conversation was
suddenly interrupted by the deaf sexton, who stood far enough away to
make doubtful the ability of a normal
person's overhearing what had been
said. “I'll tell you what to put on that
sign!" he exclaimed. “Come in! Everybody welcome! Meals served at all
hours of the day and night!”
“All right." said Dr. Hale quickly.
“That’s what we will do. I’ve always
wanted to call this church the Exeter

“So you want to marry my daughter, young man?
Why, we hardly
know you. Have you enough to support her on?”
“Sir, I thought you had too much
pride to let any of your family take
Baltimore
money from strangers."
American.
—

An Unappreciative Audience.
“What this country needs”— began
the oratorical man.
“Wait a minute,” interrupted Senator Sorghum. “If you know what this
country needs don’t stand around and
lecture on it. Hustle out and help get
It.”—Washington Star.

his parents

by that.”—Life.
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What CanYou Do to Cut Down
the Cost of

11

|j

Living?

i

“All you need is a good recipe and
flour
these two things
essential.

“Start in with baking at home.
It’s easy to make good bread—
better than you can buy—and
you’ll be surprised how much you

1

good

“One of the best flours that I knowthat I have used in my own baking
for years,.is made in Ohio—right
the Miami Valley where the rich lin
stone soil produces a soft winter wheat
of peculiarly superior quality.

“What you save on the cost of the
bread is only half the story. The
better your bread, the more your
family will eat, and, in eating more
bread they will naturally eat less of
other more expensive foods.

i

j

\

“Ask your grocer for

1

sack of

a

William Tell

Flour.

j

“There is twice as much food value
in a pound of flour as in a pound
of meat—and the meat will cost
you probably five times as much.

1

—

one

can save.

“It’s easy
it for

to work

everything,

with;

and it

you

gives

delicious nutty flavor to your
“Try it in your own home.”

can use
a most

baking.

WILLIAM TELL FLOUR is the Flour
of the Triple Guarantee

B
M

Guaranteed under the Ohio Better Flour Label,
by the manufacturer who made it, and by the grocer who sells
it.

U

SUGGESTION.

{Senator Hale of Maine who has worked very hard to Secure the 1300,000 for
improvement of Portland harbor, is on a
short trip to his home in Portland, where
spending the summer.
The Senator took advantage of the legislative lull between the vote on prohibition and taking up the revenue bill, to
make this trip. He will be back in the

and suggestions on household
economy and home baking, which will
affear in these columns from time to
time, will be found of interest and
value to every housewife.

people

Generous.
“Could you lend me $5?”
“No. I'm going to be married. But
I’ll see to it that you dou’t get an invitation.
So you’ll save at least $10

are

5

«
wiiu

foreign vessels to the coastwise trade of
America during the emergency period of
war.
The object of this, of course, is to
provide tonnage to reduce present high club!"—Youth's
Companion.
rates for water borne freight. At least
one of these bills, HR6509, introduced by
Power of Big Guns.
Congressman Alexander, has the sancIt is not easy to understand what
tion of the administration.
Naturally the power of a gun really is—its penethere is opposition to the measure. Just trating and destructive power.
What
how much this will develop is difficult to we call a fifteen inch gun, which means
one whose muzzle or hollow part is
predict, but it is felt there will be certain
fifteen inches in diameter, will hurl a
modifications before either measure can
shell right through a plate or wall of
possibly be reported out of committee or the hardest steel twelve inches thick
These
will
tend to make definite seven miles from the muzzle.
passed.
The
the period which the permission shall be power of the very largest land guns
ever made, the German howitzers or
granted for.
Shipping interests oppose the bill be- 10.5 inch guns, is such that one of their
missiles cracks open a steel and concause of a number of reasons.
First,
crete fort as if it were a nut.—Popular
fear
conthat once the restriction
they
Science.
fining coastal traffic to ships of American
registry is raised it will never be returnOur Precious Document.
ed. Second, they say it will be putting
The original engrossed copy of the
a serious handicap upon them, for the
Declaration itself is safely shut up in
a safe in the state department in Washreason that, while they will be bound by
the laws of this country as to size of ington.
It is inspected every twenty-five
crew required and manner of feeding and
As its faded lines were inspect
years.
of wages, these vessels of foreign neued in 1003, they will not be again
trals would be subject to none of them,
brought to view until 1928.—Philadelwhich would give an unfair advantage
phia Ledger.
over the American owned and operated
ship.
Other Views.
The passage by the Senate of the National prohibitory amendment was not so
much of a surprise as some seemed to

JJer

hints

a

is axiomatic that centralization of power
in an individual can only result in opera- I

ism aiul would sacriliee the last one of
their subjects rather than to fall, and to
whom death itself would be preferable to

common

I

Baker’s Mather.

Daisy

Disease.

that is not only dangerous from a
health point of view, but is disgustingly indeuent from every point of view,
is the constant picking of the nose and
A safe rule
mouth with the fingers.
and a decent one is to keep the hands
away from the face, particularly the
nose and mouth, and if these parts
need attention use a clean handkerchief. A dirty handkerchief is as dangerous and may be as much a means
of spreading disease as dirty fingers.
The United States public health servlet says: “Disease germs lead a hand
to month existence. If the human race
would learn to keep the unwashed hand
away from the mouth many human diseases would lie greatly diminished. We
handle infectious matter more or less
constantly, and we continually carry
the hands to the mouth. If the hands
have recently been in contact with infectious matter the germs of disease
may in this way bo introduced into the
body. Many persons wet their fingers
with saliva before counting money,
turning the pages of a book or perforin
In this case the
ing similar acts.
process is reversed, the infection being
carried to the object handled, there to
await carriage to the mouth of some
other careless person."
If anybody doubts the filth of their
own hands and fingers let them take
note of the many unclean things they
handle within a day’s time. The doorknob which everybody handles will be
only one source where the hands may
get the germs and filth of some careless person.

“President Wilson’s objection to the
creation of a joint Congressional committee on war expenditures, with a mabecause they are suffering from hunger
jority of that committee composed of
ihe rich desire it because the cost of thi
members of his own party, is based on
war
is stripping them of their wealth
the false assumption that this is his war,
the bankers desire it because the forcec
that he id* responsible for its efficient
shipment of gold to other countries ii
management, and that he alone is infalliundermining the solvency of the banks ble. With equal reason a president of a
The manufacturers who before the wai
corporation, as soon as elected, might say
grew rich from foreign sales of theii
‘we will abolish our constitution and bywares, are now working to product
laws and disqualify all the board of direcarms,
munitions, clothing, explosives, tors as soon as they have delegated to me
submarines and other war supplies. Thet
all their powers and voted me the right
do not get their pay in face value dollars to
expend all the assets of the corpora3£ in the days before the war, but in ar
tion.’
;
inflated currency, which is admittedlj
“President Wilson is undoubtedly corworth but half its par value at home anc rect in the
assertion that creation of
The profits of man- such a committee could be
is valueless abroad.
interpreted
ufacture are eaten up by taxation anc
only as a lack of confidence in the execufuture profits are mortgaged for at leasl tive. The fact is that our
system of gova generation, to pay an overwhelming
I ernment, providing as it does for three
war debt.
The export trade on which co-ordinate
branches, is in itself an exj
Germany once prospered is dead. Big pression of lack of confidence in the
business in Germany has incurred the | executive acting alone. Throughout the
enmity of the world. Small businesses world today, there is lack of confidence
are the foster children of big business.
in dictators.

his autocratic satellites who have perched themselves on a pinnacle of absolut-

This is

AND FLIES.

anything dirty.

The Germans desire peace.
There is
The poor desire ii
no doubt about that.

j

J

Fingers as disease carriers rank next
to flies. Dirty Augers and finger nails
may carry about with them as many
disease germs as dirty fiies. For this
reason filth, Augers and Ales are said
to be the most common means by
A safe rule
which disease is spread.
tfiat has been given with reference to
avoiding any infection that the hands
might carry is to wash the hands immediately before eating, before handling, preparing or serving food, after
attending the sick and after handling

the

bill was introduced to

SHOE

—

Maine District to appropriate S40,000 for
a postoffice building at Dover, Maine,
and the consolidation of the Dover and
Foxcroft postoffices. The act provides
that the consolidation shall not take effect
until the.new building is completed.

such a committee and will
taken up after consideration of the tax

cease.
Two
factors alone prevent an uprising like
First is the Kaiser and
that in Russia.

imiRHIII^nflilfliH)lll!!linnilljlH)llll[llllt1lfll!lfi!!t!l!IRitmilli

A bill has been introduced in the House
by Congressman Hersey of the Fourth

Spreading

■

—--

band in this mat-

COMMITTEE ON WAR EXPENSES.

April

day when the struggle shall

so as 10 iaKe a

<

j
I

§s

I

PROSPECT.
Blueberries are reported

Belfast-Camden Auto Service

plentiful in

this vicinity.
L.

C.

Dow

has

lately purchased

“The American Line.”

a

“Briscoe” car.
F. W.

ON

Kingsbury

of Stillwater recently
visited Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Dow.

E.

Blake of

Bangor has spent

m..!12 m. |
LEAVE CAMDEN,

8.00

Mrs.

F.

home of

Mrs.

3.00. p.

1917

1,

ARRIVE IN CAMl
9.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m

m.

:

ARRIVE IN Bt-.LF AS l

I

10.30 a. m., 2.30 p.

m

Connections made at Camden with electric cara to and from Rocklan 1;
gor and Waterville, via Maine Central Railroad; boat to Castine and Is!
Belfast, for special trips to any point desired. Careful drivers and first-cl

Ward recently visited in

C.

a.

Bav View Hotel,
9.30 a.m., 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. m.

a

week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dockham.

Brewer at the

AFTER JUNE

LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,

Mrs. Lena (Sprowl) Weed of Winterport has been a guest of relatives here.
A.

AND

Melvina

Crockett.

THE

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Bachelder of
Frankfort recently visited Mr. and Mrs.

Telephone

B. G. Bachelder.
Mrs. Ira Ward, Mrs F. E. Harding and
daughters Phyllis and Maxine, have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. G. Ward.

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMP'.

^-3
» 375

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager, Pythian B.
18tf

>

UNITY PARK

ASSOCIATION

The many friends of Arthur Boyd reto learn of his death, which

THE

gretted

occurred July 26th at his home in Frankfort.
For many years Mr. Boyd was a
resident of

Prospect, always

highly reThe sympathy of the
a

j

Trotting and Pacing Races
AGRICULTURAL

spected citizen.
community is extended to Mrs. Boyd and
the daughters, Mrs. Marcia Gray and
Mrs. Mary Clark of this town, and the
Funeral
son, John Boyd of Frankfort.
services were held at his late home in
Frankfort and the int erment

was

in

Maple

Grove cemetery in Prospect.

FAIR

is open for

UNITY, MAINE,

gagements

September

OnuareiL Uif

$600.00

FOP FLETCHER’S

First Day,
Mrs. Leonard Donahue and children are
visit.

No. 1.
No. 2.

2 22
2.60

11 P. M.
no

Win. M. Thayer

bar.

1 P. M.

Business

Purse $130
$100

Purse

Manage

at 1 o’clock P. M.
are

Miss Marjorie Goodhue of Hyde Park,
Mass., is spending her vacation here.
Charles Heath is repairing his house
was

Tuesday, Sept. 4,

Class, Trot and Pace,
Class, Trot and Pace,

cut, where he has employment.

which

at

Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 5,

L. K. Perkins is home from Connecti-

H. B. Eames and family of Boston
at their cottage for their vacation.

1917

PURSES

Records made after Aug. 26, 19(7,

sandypoint.

a

IN

Entries Close Aug. 30, 1917,

CABTORIA

in Boston for

4 and 5, 1917

en-

No, 6.
No, 6.

2 18
2 29

Class, Trot
Class, Trot

E. T
2m32

or
or

Pace,
Pace,

Purse $176
Purse $100

REYNOLDS, Secretary,
Unity, Maine.

^mm

L.

FOR SALE

badly damaged by lightning.

the shipbuilding company.

Frank French of Boston has lately been
a
visit with his sisters, Mrs.
French and Mrs. Thompson.
here for

L H. BOYINGTON.
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44

South Main Street. Winteroort, Maine
OFFICE DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

Use Mi-o-na Tablets, they are one of
the most effective and safe remedies for
out-of-order stomachs. Besides quickly
stopping the distress Mi-o-na soothes the
irritated walls of the stomach, strengthens and builds up the digestive organs.
Do not suffer another day, get a 50c. box
at once. A. A. Howes & Co. can supply
you.

VVAM 1:1)
HAND GOODS of

every descripSECOND
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,

Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and

STAPLES

BROOKS. IVUINE

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barrows of Hampden recently visited H. M. Griffin and

That tine old residence and lots
at 4 Court street, Belfast, Maine,
wife.
owned and occupied by the late
Mrs. Nathaniel Partridge has returned
from a visit with Mrs. Ira Cobe at Hill- Charles A. Pilsbury, containing
ten rooms. Choice location and
side Farms.
Milford Turner has moved his family good drainage.
Apply at the
from |Camden and has employment with premises.

;

The

haru

veteran

halter manufacturer

an

est harness maker in

would respectfully

aim

his patrons ot Brook>
ty that he has the la
of

harness gooos
this part ot

all

and

harnesses

*

ever

the count)

nesses,

collars, whips,

etc., and

everything

"

with the harness busine-

pairing done with
despatch

Seth W.

neau'(

Norwood,

etc.

you

will receive

Tel. 249-3

prompt call.
WALTER H COOMBS.
64 Main Street, Belfast.

a

Attorney
BROOKS.

at

Lav
M

!

'£

LADY

[00w5

ITEMS OF ALL

IT WILL

SORTS.

The Peace Formula.

SAVE BIG BILLS

[From the Kansas City Times]
It sounds fine and noble to lay down the
Kendall Tells Her Experience axiom that the United States ought to
fight for a peace “without annexations
1 his New Tanlac
Ith
w
and without indemnities.” The matter
nt l'anlac will save many large isn’t so simple. Do we want to pledge
said Mrs. Rose Kendall of ourselves in advance to return Armenia
as she told her experience
to the Turks for furthur slaughter of the
\1
reconstructs e and stom- Armenians? Are we to take the ground
con such great popularity
that a nation may break its convenant
and bring woe on tens of millions of inin indigestion,” Mrs. Kennocent persons without suffering
any
'and after eating 1 would penalty?
j
heavy, feeling and then
from
gas, bloating and
England's Wav Is Good.

IgjJoRD
■

[From the Baltimore American.]
England proposes to put the food profiteers in prison.
Over here we refer io
them as grafters, gamblers and all-around
scamps, but that seems the limit of our
displeasure; for an American gets a heap

recommended to me by a
1 could easily be relieved
Now I am
ch suffering.
l'anlac because 1 no longer
and
and
this in
■ing
pains,
! that my appetite is much
\fter beginning the second
see a decided improvement
on and I am on the third
s

;

of satisfaction out of

[From

the

Prospect.

Philadelphia Public Ledger.]

A plan is being considered to send 50,000 natives of Porto Rico to the United
States to meet the demand for unskilled
labor on the part of railroads and large
industrial concerns, according to a letter
received by Commissioner of Immigration Skeflington from F. E. Roberts, an
agent of the Department of Labor at

Busy Girl.
•\
Me., Aug. 4. Sadie F.
11-years-old girl at Maple
4

has an acre of land under
which she is raising 34
of vegetables.
Miss Desg all the work herself and
capture many prizes at
tall.

Washington.
It is also proposed to bring 500 Porto
Rican women, between the ages of 20
and 30, to Boston if Commissioner Skeffington can find places of employment
for-them as domestics. Mr. SkefFington’s
co-operation has been asked to place these

K, Farming-

ton.

Me., Aug. 4. The 2000 soli.i Maine Regiment w'ho are

women.

the State camp field
get word to depart most
at

594 Champlain
St., Montreal.
>’e“rs, I was a miserable
sufferer from Rheumatism and
Stomach
Trouble I had
frequent Dizzy Spells,
and when I took
food, felt wretched
and sleepy. I
suffered from Rheumatism
dreadfully, with pains in my
back and joints, and
my hands swollen.
A friend advised
“Fruit-a-tives” and
from the outset,
they did me good.
*or

well and

Workers from Porto Rico.

MAINE ITEMS.

Felt Wretched Until He Started
To Take “Fruit-a-tives”

After the first box, Ifelt

The fifty Dutch ships in New York
harbor, which cannot sail because the
Dutch Government will not give the assurance necessary to obtaining
export
licenses, are in effect blockaded by Germany in an American port. This must
be a very satisfying form of neutrality.

ug specially introduced in
City Drug Store. Tanlac
\ towns are: A. R. Pilley,
Co., Stockton Springs; L.

Co.

names.

Neutrality.

lac will do all it is recomand will save money for

Mascot of

calling

MISERABLE FROM
STOMA ROUBLE

Newfoundland Needs Flour.

I

can

I was
getting

truthfully

that

say

Fruit-a-tives” is the only medicine
that helped me”. LOUIS
LAIUtlE.
50c. a box, 6 for
$2.50, trial size, 25c.
At all dealers or sent
postpaid by FruitU-tives Limited,
Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Trade After the War.
WASHINGTON, Aug.

Extensive injuries to corn have recently been reported to the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.

These have been
accompanied by specimens of the StalkBorer which is sometimes called the

“heart worm”
of the attack

on

account of the manner

on

corn.

Many of the

samples received were at work in the
spindle, though the earlier ones were
farther down in the stalk before the
spindle pushed out.
The only direct method of control is
the removal and destruction of infested
stalks as soon as the presence of the pest
is discovered. This, of course, will not
save the corn stalk of 1917 but it will reduce the numbers of the insect and prove

(Special

corre-

The British Trade Corporation, with a capital stock of $50,000,000,
par value $50, has been organized to push
British trade after the war. A first issue
of 100,000 shares has already been subscribed at par, and a second offering of
150,000 shares is now being gobbled up.
The organization of this company was
the result of recommendations of the departmental committee of the British
Board of Trade appointed to “consider
the best means of meeting needs of British firms after the war, as regards financial facilities for trade.’’ The directorate
spondence. )

of this company includes prominent business men and capitalists, and it proposes
to provide financial facilities covering

longer periods than ordinarily given by
bankers, and to assist in opening up new
channels for enterprise.
The opportunities to be found in South
and Central America will receive the
earnest consideration of this new organization with a view to capturing as much
of Germany’s lost trade in those markets
possiDie.

The Stalk-Borer.

8.

INCIDENT IN GREAT CANNING CAMPAIGN

I

hese

countries

purchase from other countries a bout $600,000,000 worth of manufactured goods,
and sell to them

I

—

raw

materials and foods.
It is said that
share of this rich trade, prior
to the war, was $337,000,000. Our trade

Germany’s

We are repeatedly asked if the

lapan
us

tlephant Dies,

Contracts

have been placed with the
a newly formed company, and other shipbuilding yards in
Japan by the Nippon Yusen Kaisha for
10 steamers, aggregating 85,500 tons.
They are approximately valued at S21,100,000 and are to be finished by 1918.

Osaka Iron Works,

attended the Sparks Bros,
ue interested to know that
ml died in Gardner, Mass.,

usual, Quite So.
piece of construction work
completed at the plant of
Pulp and Paper Com-

“Atta Boy."
Copies of newspapers from Paris

nto
e

ou

iuul

con-

tain “human interest” stories of the
American troops. Here is a lively incident written by a reporter for L’lntran-

l’alls. This is the erecron smoke stack 120 feet
a
to help out in the boiler
now have more boilers than
it chimney would take care
a up this big stack the bigtimber was used seen in
ity in recent years. It was
■rgia pine 105 feet long, 24
neter at the small end and
rough at the big end and
a
gun barrel." This was
y the use of a steam wench
me

weeds in

Looks Ahead.

sigeant.
‘Atta boy! atta boy!’
“This cry was heard today by Parisians
who acclaimed Gen. Pershing and his
vigorous stalwarts.
“It will soon be popular with us—this
American cry—and on our front it will
soon be
the war cry of the American

troops.
Alia
Doy! is a simple popular contraction for ‘That’s the boy!’ which means
‘Here is the man for the situation.’
“It is by this cry that the crowd in
New York or in San Francisco encourages its athletes, cyclists and baseball
players. It is this cry which will soon
reach the front lines to be held by the
great and brave American soldiers, who
are alway on the job.”
One after another, Congress is giving
It can still appropriate
up its rights.
money, call itself a Congress, talk, and
draw salaries.
Nobody will, during this
administration, point to that aggregation
and exclaim “Atta Boy, Atta Boy.”

sections oi

place, and strange as it
big chimney was built

down,

the upper section belirst. After the work was
of the workmen stood on
■ud of the big stick of timber
cigarette and smoked it as
irently as if he were on terra

Sheriffs Removed.
HI), Me., Aug. 4. The most
incident in York County posince the removal of SlierEmery of Sanford, some
■' ns the
notification served on
uly P. A. Ledoux and Deputy
■ex A.
Wormwood, both of this
ifternoon, that their commisbeen recalled.
The notices
by Deputy Sheriff Henry A.
iis city. No reason is given
H. A. Roberts of Sanford for
e two.
s

o.

THE COMMAND OF DEATH.

Let the world stand with bared heads in
honor of those 200 Russian girls who
went singing and laughing to war for the
sake of their fatherland.
They called
themselves “The Command of Death.”
and they made good their title to the
name.
Fifty ofthe200 remain—the story
of the rest is told in the casualty list.
Near Smorgon, on the northern front,
Salary Increased.
they “went over the top” and charged
new salary apportionment
ic
Prison, Warden Frank J. the enemy. They held their short lire
■inaston will receive $8.22 a when men were deserting on either side
n
Ham is chairman of the of them.
“Futile, does somebody say? Perhaps
■State Committee, and, in the
republican National victory, ; from a cold, military standpoint. What
been a candidate for post- could -200 women do against Germany?
This position pays $12.1)0 Little, if you measure it by the scale of
■‘Vs included.
The increased ponderables.
But shall not the immortal story of
■State Prison has been lixed
Board of Prison Commission- ! these 200 women inspire the world?
Shall it not shame the indifferent and
half-hearted among the men of all free
nations into playing the role of men?
.one Boys in i^cctiand.
Measured by the scale of spiritual
tors have been received from
values, the deeds of these women who
e
Augusta boys who went shrank from the sight of a
corpse, but did
w mill units to Great Britain,
not quail when facing wounds and death
'ned from messages received
for themselves, have a worth beyond
lie boys are near the town of
Post.
Scotland. The timber that is estimate.—Chicago Evening
Scotch pine and larch, aver15 inches. They say there is 1 State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss
f timber near them about four
Frank J, Cheney makes oath that he is
a. averaging 12,000 to the acre,
senior partner of the firm of F, J Cheney &
ak of the chances for mill sites
Co, doing business in the City of Toledo,
; I
will be able to County and State aforesaid, and that, said firm
hey
hope
they
i 1 sh
something soon. The great- will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL'"‘dii'le at lirst is getting the organi- LARS tor each and every case of Catarrh that
"
cannot be cured by the use of HALL’S CAstarted.
TARRH CURE
FRANK J CHENEY.
A‘success.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
l-i wiston Public market is now presence, this 6th day of December, A. D,
as a
A. W GLEA ON,
success.
The farmers are 1886.
Notary Public
(Sea1)
1)roducts f°r sale, though
s°' '1
is
taken internally and
Hall’s Catarrh Cure
m quantities
large enough to sup- acts
;
the Blood on the Mucous Surthrough
demand, and both the sellers and faces of the System. Send for testimonials,
seem satisfied with the free.
F. J. CB ENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
s
for ail stocks are quickly disposed
Sold by all druggists, 76c.
if
Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.
■

■

vi1lle'r

ir.,ePUrfchas.ers

corn-fields,

where these have

sprung up profusely. The burrow which
the stalk-borer makes within the stem

upwards from the entrance opening,
and of course varies in size with the
growth of the larva. Sometimes in leaving a stalk it makes a new hole above
that by which it entered, and it may in
this way burrow in succession several
dilferent stalks and several different kinds
of plants.

with these countries in 1914 totaled
$404,500,000. of which $241,000,000 was im- ment seems to be
contemplating the regports. This year it reached nearly $850,ulation of coal prices, on the other hand
000,000, of whi h $540,000,000 was im- the Government itself has felt
obliged to
ports. Still we made an appreciable intake such contrary steps as the sudden
crease in our sales to
them, so apprecia- seizure of New England’s coal for naval
ble, in fact, that the Germans refer to us I u
eposes.
Moreover, the tremendous
“Yankee vultures” who are “grabbing
pressure which the Government is putthe trade of South America.”
ting on industrial establishments for war
While it is true that our increased trade
and the consequent acute commaterials,
with Latin America is due entirely to
petitive labor demand created thereby,
conditions brought on by the war, there tends
to deplete further the already insuffiis a possibility of holding a great deal of
cient supply of labor at the mines, and
it after the war if we keep awake. The
besides, conscription, if applied to miners,
Administration has numerous agencies at will also
soon aggravate the situation
hand to make a study of the situation
still more.
A fixed government price at which needed coal cannot be secured will not run a

factory or keep
ter. Then, too,
tion difficulty.

“Besides the com,

wheat,

and

blue-

can move

by water, and while railroad
rates are stable, control of water rates so
far has not been undertaken
the Gov-

basis and the market is highly sensitive.
Today’s spot price is now much more favorable than last winter although still
much above the price before the war,
which was well under $1.00 to Boston
with corresponding rates to ports east
and west of Boston.
We think the only safe

England

course

for New

to pursue is to pura considerable scale during

consumers

chase coal

on

was

moved from Boston

or

other New

England port back into the interior. A
possible saving on the price of coal at the
mines may bejnuch more than wiped out
by the extra cost of winter transportation.

Thorndike,

Swanville and Brooks, Me.
The bride is a graduate of the 1915 class
of Brooks High school also of Gray’s

Business College,
Portland.
A very
pleasant girl and much liked by all. There
were many beautiful and useful presents
of cut glass, silver, china, linen and
Refreshments of ice cream and
money.
cake were served.
The young couple
will reside at Brooks, and everyone wishes
them joy and prosperity in their married
life.

the next ninety days so that before the
end of October they may be sure to have

STATE BOARD OF TRADE.

On invitation of the Houlton Chamber
liberal supply. In no other
of Commerce the Maine State Board of
be sure to keep warm and to
keep our industries going next winter.— Trade meets this fall in Houlton. The
New England Coal Committee, by James dares are Wednesday and Thursday, Sept.
12th and 13th. The Maine Central and
J. Storrow, chairman.
Bangor & Aroostook railroads offer reduced rates to delegates, and many are
WEDDING AT BROOKS.

hand

on

a

way can we

Murphy-Reynolds. A very pretty
home wedding took place at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Reynolds Saturday, August 4th, at 8 o’clock. The'contracting parties were Miss Phyllis Emroy,
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Reynolds and Manter Levi Murphy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Murphy of Swanville, Me. The single ring service was

by
Last spring and winter water
used, the Rev. W. E. Streeter officiating.
carriage on coal to Boston went as l The bride
wore white meteor silk with
high as $5.00 per ton, and to this must
chiffon and silver bead trimming. The
be added the cost of
railway trans- couple were attended by Leon
Murphy,
portation from the mines to tidewater, brother of the
groom, and Miss Hildred
a
plus second railroad charge if the coal Webb of Monroe. The room
was

ernment.

very

prettily decorated with pink and white
sweet peas with

an

arch of the same

also planning to go in automobiles. An
attractive program is being arranged and
addresses on Statewide topics by prominent speakers are assured.
On the evening of the opening day the State Board
delegates will be tendered a banquet by
the Houlton Chamber of Commerce, and
on the second day under the direction of
the Houlton Chamber of Commerce an
automobile trio of 125 miles is planned
taking in a very considerable portion of
Aroostook county. This tour among the
extensive potato fields of this most, wonderful county in the very midst of the
harvesting season will indeed be a revelation to the State Board delegates. The
forthcoming meeting will be the first
business of the Maine State Board of
Trade to be held in Aroostook and :t
promises to be a notable occasion in the
history of the State Board.
INCONSISTENT.

un-

der which the couple stood. There were
guests present from Framingham, Chelsea,

Athol, Mass., Bangor,

There are many inconsistent men.
But the doctor tops the lot—
He tells you you need change, and then
Takes all the change you’ve get.

Newburg,

“As You Like It”

Waldo.

Geo. H. Ryder, Brooks, to Llewellyn
Stimpson, do.; land and buildings in
Brooks.
Idella D.

Knowlton, Belfast,

Did you ever find your steak or chops too
when they came to you from the kitchen?

to James

Webster, Swanville; land in Swanville.
Elbe A. Jacobs, Burnham, to Mae E.
Watson, do.; land in Burnham.
Anna R. Pendleton, Cambridge, Mass.,
to Fred L. Thurston, Freedom; land and
buildings in Unity (two deeds).
John

Manson, Pittsfield,

W.

Pittsfield National

to

rare or

too well done

or

cold

THE ElECTBIC TABLE BRILL

the

Bank, do.; land and

buildings in Burnham.

Perkins,
Springs,
including potatoes, tomatoes, rhubarb,
Lillian Ellis, do.; land and buildings in
and spinach—blackberry and raspberry
Stockton Springs.
canes, the thick-stemmed weeds, such as
Benjamin F. Colcord, Belfast, to Maude
ragweed, burdock, and cocklebur—a conA. Carter, do.; land and buildings in Belsiderable variety of garden flowers, and
f act
rant, grape, apple, willow, etc. Indeed,
its food plants are so numerous as to indicate a practical indifference to kinds, the
only necessary condition being a relatively thick stem, soft enough to allow it to
enter and feed freely within.
In the
small grains and larger grasses, like oats
and timothy, it makes its presence manifest by killing or even cutting off the
stem within an ensheathing leaf, thus
causing the head and the whole plant
above the injury to turn white, and presently to dry up. It is one only of several
insects which produce this general effect
at this time, but its own injury may be
at once distinguished by the round hole

house warm next winthere is the transporta-

a

Our railroads can carry
much less coal in winter months when
the needs are much the greatest. Less

runs

grass already mentioned, it may infest
oats and timothy, various garden crops—

con-

sumer, by waiting, will be able to get his
coal at a lower price. We cannot answer
this question, because while the Govern-

■

ves.

At present water rates to Boston are
about $2.50 per ton, though few or no
time contracts have been placed on this

THE COAL SHORTAGE.

$1,200,000,000, principally

A shortage of 41,000 barrels in flour iminteresting sights on the ports to this colony, as compared with one useful preventive for 1918.
\ample of trench work. It the normal, is shown at the end of the
There are other control measures possiMiuad trench, traversed, seventh month of the present year. If
ble with reference to next year which
ample of concealed para- this rate is continued the shortage for
the year will be 72,000 barrels and the will be made evident by an acquaintance and to arouse American business men to
: ! sodded, so as not to at-t suspicion of entrench- supply during the long winter will be
with the life history of the Stalk-Borer the importance of
“consolidating” for
troops remain here long scanty.
as outlined in the
that purpose. The British Government
following account.
The food situation is made somewhat
Sard field trench containThe eggs are laid in the fall by a faun- and British business are alive to the needs
nations will be constructed, more hopeful by the fact that an enor'tin is paid out to the solmously increased acreage of potatoes has colored or mouse gray moth where the of the future, and Germany is training
been grown in Newfoundland this year.
crs monthly, and the enyoung caterpillars can fe*d or, grass or for the commercial struggle when the ref the mobilization camp It is expected that the new food control
weeds when they hatch the next season. strictions of war have been removed.
board
soon
will
announce
a
measures
for
month.
As
much
uO.OOO
The larvae work in the stems of these What are we doing in that direction? The
change is just now being the regulation of the food supply.
it
means
a
plants while they are very small, but later tariff commission is circularizing imporCapital city,
He is Not a Slacker.
\ugusta to have the expedithey seek larger plants with thick stems. ters of foreign goods with idle questions;
Dennis T. McGuigen of Bangor was Its
feeding habits are recorded in an Illi- the Federal Trade Commission is unset.t- oi amusement on me
working in Rosetown, Sask., when he nois bulletin:
ting business generally; the Department
pc cub bear, the mascot of !
learned of the forthcoming draft for the
! armington.
It is 4 months j new national
“It is most noticeable in early spring in of Commerce, from the auroral Redfield
army.
Immediately he
playful. The several cooks ! packed up and started for home, arriving blue-grass, by roadsides, or around the to the black janitor are wholly immersed
av take turns in caring for
Friday. His first visit was to the city hall, borders of a held, its presence there being in the export control work, and most of
The boys of the company j where he found that he had
not been
the whitening of single heads our business men concern themselves alents apiece and bought it 1 registered.
He expressed his anxiety to betrayed by
•r woodsman.
When the serve if called and was
given a registra- of the grass while all the rest of the plant together with financing current needs. It
Jght down town at night tion number.
is green. At this time it is of small size, is to be hoped that the German charachave a job in keeping the
and finds sufficient food within the grass terization of us will prove to be without
being blockaded,
Busy Bath.
stem; but later it is compelled to resort merit. A “vulture” gorges himself and
lament Band, under the
The American Express sent out a spec- to thicker-stemmed plants, and it is at then goes to sleep.
Herbert G. Cobb of Portbe the only organization ial car Wednesday afternoon for San this time that it
may appear in fields of
made up wholly of college Francisco with a shipment of 10 tons of
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
I with a United States machinery from Hyde Windlass Co., Bath. corn.
“Going in usually from outside of the
The following transfers of real estate
eight boy mascots in the
held, its injury is, as a rule, almost
A Limerick.
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
ging in years from 13 to 15.
confined to the outer row's. It is
wholly
sons of. Capt.
of Deeds for the week ending August 11,
Murray of A soldier while sleeping in f'rance,
probable that where the injury is not
r
among the mascots. They Got dew on his new khaki pants;
1917:
limited to the margins of the held, but is
uniform and pick up much They drew up so tight
William F. Packard, Waldo, to Henry
a the
month, sometimes re- While he slept in the night,
its
the
are
general throughout
area,
eggs
K. Gurney, do.; land and buildings in
whole more pay than the That he had to be stripped with a lance.
laid in the fall in grass or thick-stemmed
sel

■

Ail persons are urged to save as much food as possible
by “putting it up” when it is comparatively low priced.
II.ustration shows a tray of packed Jars ready to be placed in a homemade
water bath outfit.

annually

Fred F.

Stockton

Larrabee, Unity,

Merton C.

to

to Ellen

Pomeroy,' Unity,

Enables each person to supervise the grilling of his own portion. It broils
steak and chops to exactly the point desired. Furthermore, it saves all the
juices of the meat and you can have each portion piping hot.

R,

Pomeroy, do.; land and building's infinity.
Ellen R.

I

Boils—Broils—Toasts—Fries

to Jedediah

W. Merrill, do.; land in Unity.
Frank H. Mayo, Belfast, to George M.

Dunton, et al., do.; land and buildings in
Belfast.

Ellis, Belfast,

Elisha W.

No home should be without this most convenient of all
utensils.

to Valorous

D. Larrabee, do.; land in Belfast.
Ebenezer Eisnor, Belfast, to Irvin W.

Peirce, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Frank S. Goodhue, Hyde Park, Mass.,
to Mary S. Harriman, Stockton Springs;
land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Willard G. Staples, Newburyport.Mass.,
to Lillias Staples Emery, Stockton Sprgs;
land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
tvhich it leaves in the stem of the infestGeorge O. Danforth, Freedom, to E. F.
ed plant.”
Bickford, Dixmont; land and buildings in
As will be seen from this account, cutFreedom.
ing and destroying (by feeding or otherClarence F. Spaulding, Brooks, to Mervise) the infested stalks one season will
rill & Mayo Company, Waterville; land
•educe the number of these insects beand buildings in Brooks.
ore they develop to lay eggs for the
aext. Clean culture by fall and spring
slowing to destroy the vegetation near
vhich the eggs are deposited will also
:eem logical.
Also if grass land adjoinIf you feel a growing dissatisfaction
ng corn or potato fields or garden plots
with life and ill health seems to threatshows in spring the work of the young
en you without the symptoms of any
specific disease showing, your nerves
arvae, it might be worth while to mow
are probably undernourished because
she infested grass and feed it before the
your blood is thin.
caterpillars could escape to enter the
Take a moment to examine into your
corn.
own case.
Have you lost the ability
CHAS. D. WOODS, Director.
to make C quick decision and take
prompt action whenever necessary or
Harvesters To Be Exempted.
do you worry and hesitate in indecision

table-cooking

Single Heat $5, Three Heat
Penobscot

-;

$6

Bay Electric Company

—npuMirnnniniT —■ mwwi—■ ■ —

DON’T LOSE YOUR PUNCH

WASHINGTON, Aug. 6 Provision
protect harvesting from shortage

to
of

bands due to the mobilization of the Nation Army has been made by the Government in regulations now going out to disMen needed in
trict exemption boards.
the fields to complete harvesting will be
permitted to remain at work until need
[or them passes, when they will join the
Local boards, because of their
knowledge of local crop conditions, will
colors.

determine what
ilass.

men are

Application

for

necessary

delay

in this

on

this

ground may be submitted to the district
boards. The papers of harvest hands will
be returned by the district board, to the
local board, where selection will be made.
Applications should be made to the
District Board Bangor, Maine.

Bliss Business
LEWISTON, MAINE.

MAINE’S SCHOOL OF MODERN BUSINESS EFFICIENCY

and consume an undue amount of time
over things that you used to do quickly?
Are you prematurely old?
Don’t let the arteries in your brain
get hard. Don’t let thin blood starve
your nervous system. Proper diet for

the first and

a

Fall

good tonic, Dr. 'Wil-

on nervous

disorders.

Opening Tuesday, September 11, 1917.

of study include all commercial subjects, modern office appliances and
recommended
normal training course. No theory, but actual business. Indihighly
vidual instruction. Bliss graduate s are constantly in demand.
Our

liams’ Pink Tills, for the second are
what you need.
If you have any nervous troubles
write today to the Dr. Williams Medicine C'o., Schenectady, N. Y., for their

little book

College

courses

j

a

It

Please

gives methods of home treatment and
directions regarding hygiene that every

should have. A diet book will
also be sent free on request.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People are sold by your own druggist
of will be sent direct by mail, post-,
paid, on receipt of price, 60 cents per
box, six boxes for $2.60.
one

Send

Me Your Illustrated

Catalog

NAME.CITY..

..

STATE.STREET OK. It F. D.'

I

j

The

Republican Journal

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUG. 16,

1917.

TUBUSHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Journal Pub.

The

Co.

BROWNTEditor.

A. I.

one
advertising Terms. For one square,
week
inch length in column, 25 cents for one
insertion.
each
subsequent
and 25 cents for
00 a
Subscription Terms In advance. *2
50 cents for three
year; *1.00 for six months;
months,

SARSAPARILLA
PEPSIN, NUX AND IRON
The combination of Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills is one of
the happiest because one of the most
effective and economical ever made
in medical treatment.
These two
medicines, one taken before eating
and the other after, work together,
each supplementing the other. They
give a fonr-fold result in bloodrieansing and nerve-building, and
form the finest course of medicine.
Get them of your druggist today.
STRONG LAW NEEDED.
The Illinois Council of Defense has sent
invitation to the governors of sixteen
States, to attend a conference in Chicago,
Aug. 16th, for the purpose of bringing
about a uniform regulation of the price of
an

Nearly all the invitations have
been accepted. The suggestion has been
made that in order to put a stop to the

coal.

TURKEY.
Turkish empire is about onelarge as the United States. Its
possessions lie partly in Europe, partly
Turkey
n Asia and partly in Africa.
about twice as extensive
in Europe is
The

third

as

the State of Maine and has a population of about 6,000,000. There are said
to be about 17,000,000 people in Turkey
in Asia and some 10,000,000 in Africa,

as

taken.
no real census has ever been
The Turkish empire was founded in the
13th century, and grew rapidly in a lawless way for about 300 years, when a decline set in which has lasted till now,
each century finding the old murderess a
but

little weaker as she advanced in years.
The word Turkey would have been strickhad it not been
en from the map long ago
for the jealousy of the powers of Europe.
The dismemberment of the Turkish emwas not undertaken because it would

pire

a

trolled by law.
Law can reach extortionists but no law can prevent the errors of

incompetent administration.

general

“CIVILIZATION.”

provinces.

the slower but safer process adopted
by the greedy powers, until Germany
adopted Turkey, furnished her w'ith
■was

•‘Civilization,”

the giant

photo-spec-

tacle which opens at the Colonial Theatre
for a day’s engagement, has earned the

reputation of being the greatest motion
money to spend, built
picture
achievement of the age and has
a little
her
protege
would
help
they
where
with been privately shown to some of the
and help herself much, supplied her
her how uiusi noiea ana eminent persons in this
guns and ammunition and taught
witn country and abroad, and President WilArmenians
and
to kill Jews, Syrians
When son congratulated Mr. Ince on its progreater neatness and celerity.
few railroads

a

Germany declared war and started for
Paris and London by way of Belgium,
Turkey found herself bound hand and

duction.

The subject of this remarkable photoplay is of particular timeliness, since it
deals with the attack on the civilized
world by the unscrupulous European Em-

her foster father. The Sultan
receiving an income of $7,500,000 a
This would stop unless his people peror, who is intended to represent the
year
of the German Kaiser. Vast scenes
could get money from Germany by loan, figure
and action of titanic proportions follow
or in exchange for rugs, meat, cattle and
one another
swiftly in this powerful and
He found German officers in comgum.
impressive story of the dangers of automand of his divisions, grim German gunfoot to
was

ners

the

cratic
behind German machine guns and

pockets of

many

of his own officers

lined with German gold.

Turkey

knew

when vested in the persons
of monarchs who are consumed with ambition and greed of conquest.
power

More than 40,000 people and
10,000
that Austro-Hungary expected to be rehorses were employed in the making of
warded for her part in the struggle, with
the big battle scenes, and all the mechanTurkish territory. She knew that she,
isms of war, both on land and sea and in
but
that
herself, must not expect reward,
the air, are faithfully shown. The cost
come victory or come defeat, vassalage
of the production of the picture alone is
In brief, she joined in
was to be her lot.
the war because she was in the grasp of
the merciless mailed fist.

said to have

considerably

exceeded

a

mil-

lion dollars.

Picture will be shown at
2.30 and but once in the
evening at 8
The soil of Turkey is almost everyo’clock. Prices for children 18c, for adults
are
the
too
indowhere fertile, but
people
25c.
lent to carry on agriculture beyond the
actual
DeTHE WAR.
necessity.
point required by
velopment of the mines has not passed

primitive

During the past week no severe battles
dustries as are undertaken are carried on have been fought by the infantry, although the big guns have been in action
in the old traditional fashion. The people
continuously. The only event of imporare nomadic and predatory.
They are ! tance has been a peace proposal
by Pope
cunning assassins but not natural war- : Benedict. It is believed that the proposal
was inspired by
The
terms
a
has
Germany.
As
riors.
fighting asset, Germany
suggested do not seem to be such as could
profited but little from Turkey. Turkish be accepted by the Allies.
troops have done little except to hold a
swanville center.
British and a Russian army, and prevent
out

of the

stages and such in-

them from throwing their strength against
The
or the Hindenburg line.

Austria

BROOKS.

Vaudeville.

In spite of weather, electric lights and
other misfortunes, the Society Vaudeville was presented to a large and enthusiastic audience Friday night August 3rd,
in Union Hall. The show will be put down
in Searsport’s annals as the brightest and
most unique of its kind.
Surely Miss
Louise Dickerson Leib, the director, deserved all the compliments which were
showered upon her. Miss Leib, who
is director of the gymnasium at National
Park Seminary, Forest Glen, Md., not
only was in full charge of the entire program, but arranged the first act herself.
This was a dainty little Japanese comedy called, The Tragedy of a Slipper.
The little comedy had an added charm
when it became known that Miss Leib
was responible for its being.
The first number was a selection by the
orchestra, Sempre Giovine, played by the
so called Kaspar orchestra of the Hauf
Brau Haus. This was made up of Mrs.
Sumner C. Pattee,
Stanley Cayting,
violins; Sumner Small, cornet and Miss
Harriet N. Roulstone, piano.
Much curiosity had been aroused when
it was understood that Vic Le Roy was

Maynard Stantial

Hawaiian way.
She dances very graceMiss Ford is a graduate of Sargent
school in Boston.
Betty Bonn (Jeannette Colson) and her
captivating company came next and the
audience were entirely captivated by the
dainty Betty and her maids. Miss Colson sang, Smile, Smile, Smile, and on the
first verse in came the Knitting Girls:
Misses Virginia|McGown, Annie Whittier,
Evelyn Young and Lucy Ross. The girls
were dressed in attractive sport clothes,
wearing sweaters of pretty colors, and
carried stunning knitting bags.
At the
second verse the Over-All Girls came in
wearing up-to-date garden rig over-alls
in different colors, and broad brimmed
farm hats. They carried rakes and hoes and
looked extremely cute. There were four
of these girls; Mrs. Nehemiah Roulstone,
Miss Evelyn Jackson, Miss Dorothy McGown and Miss Sally Dow. Then came
Vic Le Roy (Renfrew Wilsoni and Sandy
McDuff (Story Trundy). They sang and
told stories and kept the audience laughing from the minute of their entance.
Both men are amateurs of unusual talent,
and they were recalled and recalled.
Mr.
Trundy as Sandy MacDuff gave an exellent impersonation of Harry Lauder.
One of the biggest hits of the evening
was At the Movies.
A fake ticket office
was arranged in front of the stage, on
the floor, with Renfrew Wilson as ticket
seller. The players making their entrances from the back of the hall came
down the aisle and after purchasing tickets mounted to the stage, which was arranged with theatre seats. Every entrance was screamingly funny, and all
received great applause. They were all
there from the soldier flirt and the flashy
girl to the mother and her family of four
disturbing children, the suffragette and
the squalling baby (the squall by Miss
Dorothy McGown.) They were all good.
M. H. Robbins played real movie music
and the expressions on the faces of the
actors were great. The ushers were
Warren Gray and Ronald McGilvery.
The next act was the daintiest thing
imaginable. Miss Harriet Roulstone in a
pink crepe-de-chene negligee sang Anna
Held’s song success from Milady’s Toilette, and she was splendid in this as she
always is, finished, and showing the ease
of an artist. She was assisted by Miss
Jeanette Colson as Mirror and Miss Annie Whittier as Powder Puff Both young
girls are pretty and bright and they were
particularly so in their dainty evening
gowns. All three performers have sweet
voices and their little dance at the finish
of the song was the acme of graceful-

fully.

C. A. Lane is at work for H. L. Rey-

Miss Laura Jones has been visiting
friends in Athens.
Miss Admah Emmons is visiting relatives in Thorndike.
Maurice Hall is at work for E. G. Roberts at Hood’s Creamery.
Roberts & Son are having their new
house wired for electric lights.
Maynard Stantial has gone to Waterville where he has employment.
Mrs. Fannie Hall is visiting her father,
Wm. C. Rowe, for a few weeks.
E. C. Boody and A. R. Hall are at work
Pond.
on the Roberts cottage, Ran^ll

Cream

Makes

Biscuits

For Rent Sept. 1st

his

is

Miss Laura

Jones returned home last

Saturday from a two weeks’ visit in
Waterville and Athens.

Raymond Merritt
in Connecticut is

building

a

new

garage.
Mrs. A. A. Barden from Winterport, is
her
Fred
visiting
son,
Barden, for several

There’s

employment
visiting his mother,
a

Mrs.
MISS

Chas.

ollSie

Littlefield

and

Dcuasi,

ui

syciu

—

«.

tuc

town.
Over three hundred attended moving
pictures at Crockett’s Picture House last
Saturday night and all pronounced the
pictures fine.

And yet, they’re MILD!
The blend is what does it—the
new blend of pure, natural Imported and Domestic tobaccos.
And the blend can’t be copied.

j

Quite a number of women attended the
lecture on canning food Wednesday of
last week at Crockett’s Hall and ail reported it very interesting.

Next time, if you want that

new

“Satisfy” feeling, say Chesterfields.

Thomas Cook, Junior Volunteer, who
has been at work in Caribou, Me., is
home on a two weeks furlough on acon

taste

rapped in with a brand-new kind
i enjoyment for smokers
Chesterfields hit the smoke-spot,
they let you know you are smoking—they “Satisfy”!

daughter,

week-end with friends and relatives in

count of an abscess

this

You bet! Because Chesterfields,
besides pleasing the taste, have

Rev. W. E. Streeter Aug.

'-/Oisuu

to

cigarette than

few days.

Fred Lee Kenney and Lucy Saywood
of Knox were united in marriage at the
parsonage by
10th.

more

who has

Mrs. F. A. Merritt, for

JfefAffuHyvuJS&moQg

his face.

Mrs. Frances Knowlton (nee Eaton)
from Swanville, spent Saturday in town.
She was a former student of Brooks

Thaf "ScdLfy’l-

High school graduating in the class of

anc( yet£ha/’fL£%jl{uc{'

1915.
Mr. George Peavey who has been'spendsome months in New York with rela-

ing

tives,

has returned home.

He is going to
a few

visit friends in Northern Maine for

—

WINTERPOkT.

weeks and then will live with his daugh-

ter, Mrs. L. C. Cilley.

Mrs. Addie Smith of Coles’

The canning demonstration at Crockett’s hall on Tuesday afternoon was well
It seems that nothing need go
to waste if everyone should follow the
instructions given, not only in canning
attended.

but salting and drying all fruits and vege-

tables.

Cr.,

visited

Miss I. E. Grant recently.
Miss Doris Doty is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Herbert Blanchard of Prospect.
Geo. L. Weed of Somerville, Mass., is
spending his annual vacation in town.
Miss Esther A. Prescott is in Camden,
where she has opened a boarding house.

tion.
Lewi* Atwood left Monday morning
a business trip through Cumberland
county.
for

Miss Louine Ford made her third appearance in the next act, giving an effective dance called The Dance of Peace,
and showed: ia) Peace Blinded bv War:
(b) Peace Triumphant. She danced this
beautifully and was recalled.
The last number Miss Leib arranged
carefully and it was a triumph.
The
scene represented the Allied Countries,
and was a huge patriotic success. First
entered Italy in the persons of Mrs. Sum-

Mrs. S. C. Thompson of Washington,
D. C., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.

Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whiting of Somare in town for their annual
vacation.

erville, Mass.,

Benjamin Berry who is stationed at
Camp Reyes was in town recently on a
brief furlough.
Charles Cunningham who is installing
electric lights at Castine, was at his home
for the week-end.
Several from here began work cutting
ship timber on the Birmingham lot in
Frankfort Monday morning.
Roderick

Stanley,

Jack Cook and Norman Arey motored up from Seal Harbor
Saturday evening for the dance.
The Delta Alpha S. S. class held a lawn
on the grounds of Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Cowan Wednesday evening.

party

Miss A. L. Clapp attended the annual
reunion of the Castine Normal School
alumni at Sandypoint last week.

Look For The

Tripl-Seal

**

Sign

buying Ice Cream. It’s
guide to the stores where

when
a

Jersey

Ice Cream
(Brick

or

Bulk)

model ice cream plant—of
choicest materials—by hygienic methods and means—
JERSEY ICE CREAM in the “TriplSeal** Package or in bulk is the best
and purest Ice Cream you can buy.
THE JERSEY DEALER prizes your
trade. That's why he pays more for
JERSEY CREAM—in order to give
you the best to be had.

Made in

a

"Look for the Tripl-Seal”
JERSEY ICE CREAM CO.
LAWRENCE, MASS. (»>)
For Sale by

Read 8C Hills,

Mrs. George English and daughter Lucille, arrived recently for a visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements.
Mr. and Mrs. William Eastman of Moncalled on Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Eastman
and Mr. and Mrs. George Cole Sunday.
roe

Fred Shaw of Boston motored here
Saturday and will spend his annual vacation as the guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Shaw.

The 23rd annual reunion of the Clements’ family will be held at Morning Light

Grange hall, Monroe, Thursday, Aug. 23,

i* sold and served.

Druggists.

LIBER 1Y.

i

Norman Cuddy who is employed on the
E. S. S. Co., is having a two weeks’vaca-

& Co's

Baking

in

nolds haying.

Delano, Potter
Like
Label Mother
uaDei
Made

employment

ness.

ft. P. White is

Kaiser smiles as the slaughter of Turkish
ftraops goes on and the debts of the illw hen the
fated country| grow larger,
Mr. Gilbert Morrill of Waterville visitday of settlement comes the country will ed his mother, Mrs. Hannah Morrill
last
be so weak in fighting power that the Friday.
foreclosure of the German mortgage will
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson have
The Prussian dream of moved to
not be contested.
Bangor, where they both have
world power has given the autocracy a employment.
ner C.
Pattee and Stanley
Cayting.
vision of the easy acquisition of Serbia,
Miss Melissa McKeen has opened her
They were dressed in the bizarre costumes
Rumania, Bulgaria, and the other little house for two weeks and then will return of Italy and they played as a duet for two
to Ballardvale, Mass.
violins; Sextette from Lucia. Then came
powers, once a part of Turkey, then TurMr. and Mrs. H. P. White were Sunday England in the persons of Miss Louine
key itself, and in the vista beyond the
They
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ford and Nehemiah Roulstone.
Turkish railroads she has built she sees Clements of
danced the loveliest old minuet and were
Searsport.
in
dressed
Old
of
eastern
Asia. But
Persia and the lands
English costumes with
Mr. and Mrs. George Curti$ and daugh- powdered hair and the manners of the
Prussianism has overestimated the pow- ter
of Manchester, N. H., are boarding nobility.
They were forced to repeat
er of the German empire and her dreams at the home of Mr. Oscar Dow for two
their dance.
of world domination are not to be real- weeks.
France was played by sweet Valma
ized.
Mr. James Knowlton is recovering his Webber who was dressed in white and
speech nicely and it is hoped will fully re- carried the French national colors. She
recited, Vive La France, with great spirit
cover from the ill-turn he recently exand made a lasting impression.
perienced.
Last came America; Sergeant Rue and
Mr. and Mrs. Perley McKeen and son her drum corps girls. Lucy Ross dressed
of Woburn, Mass., who have been guests in a real khaki girls uniform with miliof Mr. Isaac McKeen for one week, have tary hats and boots sang Sons of
America,
returned home.
one of the biggest songs of the
day, and
she
all
the
and
into
it imput
spirit
snap
Mrs. R. G. Robertson who has been
Her drum corps girls were
critically ill, is out of danger and gaining aginable.
dressed in white and carried red, white
Miss Kelley of Bangor, a
very nicely.
and blue drums. The song and the drill
trained nurse, is caring for her. fjhe is
under the care of Dr. F. C. Small of Bel- which followed pulled the audience up on
their feet, fired as they were with the enfast.
thusiasm of the company.
The girls
There will be an entertainment at Comet were as follows: Evelyn Young, Annie
Grange hall Wednesday night, Aug. 22nd, Whittier, Dorothy McGown, Virginia
for the benefit of the Red Cross. A nice McGown, Jeanette Colson, Sally
Dow,
program will be given, also a grab-bagfor Mrs. Nehemiah Roulstone and Evelyn
young and old. Refreshments of icecream Jackson.
and cake will be on sale. Admission only
The curtain went down with the sing10 cents. The public is cordially invited ing of The Star Spangled
Banner, by
to help the great work.
players and audience. To add to the efNorman Bachelder who has made his fectiveness, Herbert Young, a member of
home with his Uncle Hermon for some the Reserve Training Corps, M. I. T. ’19
in his uniform stood at attention. The
time, with his brother Wilson, spent the rear of
the stage was covered with a
week-end in Detroit with their uncle and
large American flag, and that with the
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Robertson,
and started for California Monday to picturesque costumes of the actors, made
be with their father, Leroy Batchelder, a brilliant scene.
Miss Leib was assisted in stage decoratwho has been there for several years and
ing by Mrs. James H. Duncan and Mr.
was formerly of this town.
and Mrs. Nehemiah Roulstone.
Capt.
Miss Blanche Webster, a graduate of James Parse sold tickets at the lower
Simmons colle'ge and a teacher of do- door and Ernest Gray upstairs.
Ask Your Dealer For It. mestic
science for five years, demonThe Ladies’ Guild, under whose ausstrated in canning at Comet Grange hall pices this was given, are very grateful
Friday afternoon. Miss Webster demon- to all who assisted in any way.
strated the cold pack method advocated
Miss Mabel Griffin, president of the
by the government. The committee in Guild, should feel well repaid for her efcharge were Mrs. A. P. Nickerson, Mrs. forts during the year as the proceeds are
HOUSE 32 CHURCH STREtT.
H. P. White, Mrs. Charles Nickerson, far and away larger than ever before.
on
or
Mrs. Porter Webb, Miss Louise Cunning- For the sale and entertainment, about
Apply
premise! Aug, 21st,
e. o. Patterson, Rockport. Me.
(450 was cleared.
ham, Mrs. T. D. Nickerson.

Blue

has

Waterville.

helping
Capt. Walter O’Brian
father-in-law, Mr. Estes,with his haying.
rapacity of the coal operators, the govern- to be
announcer, and he was none other
Frank Ellis who was drafted, passed
ment must exercise the right of eminent than Renfrew Wilson, who is a talented
the examination and will soon go in traindomain, take the mines and operate them actor. Before each act Mr. Wilson came
before the curtain and chatted in the ing.
for the benefit of the people.
This is a
funniest way about the coming act, and
Mr. Spaulding has sold out his grain
scheme which finds favor with a great
was one of the hits of the evening.
business and will take a much needed
many, who forget that the government
When the curtain rolled up on the setknows nothing about coal mining and ting for the Japanese comedy, it showed xesi.
a really beautiful scene, with Japanese
John Hobbs, Jr., received a bad injury
cannot, therefore, operate the mines as arbors and
Japanese
lovely wistaria.
car of
to
the skull while helping load a
as
those who have learned the lanterns were hung and the lighting for
effectively
business by years of practical experience. the entire act came from the lanterns old iron.
his auto
Training and knowledge of the business alone. Miss Lucy True Ross was a true
B. F. Stantial made a trip in
Japanese coquette and looked charming
to be done, are too often side-tracked for
the western part of the State on
through
in her lovely silk kimono and dainty slipinefficiency which has a political pull. pers and headdress. She is wonderfully Sunday.
Too often the specialist has to take a versatile as her work in several acts durF. M. Forbes and J. C. Forbes visited
back seat, while the amateur marches ing the evening showed. She played the
part of Sugahari, and was assisted by Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Buslield, Monday,
down to the platform.
We have lately
Stanley Cayting of Bangor, who was an Aug. 13th.
seen a lawyer who never built a raft,
excellent support, and also Renfrew WilOn account of the storm on Thursday
son.
Both men were dressed in beautiful
seated at the head of the ship construe
costumes culled from the attics the annual picnic of the sisterhood was
Japanese
tion board of the United States.
Many- of Searsport’s much-travelled citizens.
postponed.
other instances might be mentioned which The little comedy was bright and artistic,
Mr. Fred Brown has bought from Kate
give emphasis to the assertion that the and unusual in arrangement.
The second act was the real vaudeville A. Lane, the building known as the
government often does not, in business
kind. Mr. Robbins was at the piano, and
affairs, display average common sense. played and sang in true vaudeville fash- “Yankee Blade.”
Governmental operation of our coal mines ion.
Miss Dorothy Mathews of MassachuHe sang one number, and on the
is nonsense supreme.
Extortion whether second number, Miss Louine Ford, dress- setts is visiting her aunt, Mrs. E. G. Robin coal fields or elseyvhere should be con- ed as a Hawaiian beauty, danced in a true erts, for a few weeks.

call to arms, to
her
wage fierce war for the lion’s share of
Grabbing a little at a time
have caused

Searsport's Society

and several from here are planning to
attend.

1

_

Miss Grace Hunt spent two days in
Belfast recently.

STEADY,
women

Donald Walker of New York city is
home for a few weeks stay.

factory

for workers.

Bridget Whalen who is out of health is
enjoying a rest at Ash Point.

,

J. J. Walker and family are passing
few days at Moosehead Lake.

1

a

Hon. L. C. Morse and son Ralph were
auto visitors in Augusta and Togus Sun-

Attractive t.

splendid hand, recreation
dancing—for benefit of en
ners paid a worth-while

J

free board and room at ''
a month can easi'
Woman

welfare

pleasant.

Mr. Mariton Knowlton has bought the
Meservey house and will begin repairs on

trated

Falls.''

soon.

worker

Don't decide

w

n

booklet, “A Good
Address

EMPLOYMENT i

Rev. Mr. Williams of Houlton is passing the month of August at Saint’s Rest

BEACON

Cottage.

FALLS RUHR!
Beacon Falls

Mrs. Ben Bean of Melrose,
Mass., are in town for a few days, staying
at the Sanford House.
Mr.

|

|

end of

day.

jt

PROMT BA

and girls in large
in Connecticut,

and

Walter Young and family and W. D.
Sanford and family motored to Pittsfield
and Bangor last Sunday.

Notice of First Meet in*
In the District Court of ti
the District of Maine, N
In the matter of Homer It
Carter, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Horn*
fast, in the County of t*1
aforesaid, a Bankrupts
Notice is hereby given ths
July, A. D. 1917, the said
e

Mrs. R. A. Benner of Belfast, is pass- 1
ing a few weeks in town the guest of her
j
nephew, Mr. Roy Woodard.
I

|

Mr. Chester Banton of Boston arrived
last week to pass a week at the home of was
duly adjudicated a Bat
his mother, Mrs. Frank Sanford.
I the First Meeting of his
Mr. and Mrs. W alter LudwicK motored
While in
to Togus and Augusta Sunday.
Augusta they visited Camp Keyes.

j
!

Bank building. Belfast. Mai
of September. A. D. 1917, at
forenoon, at which time an i
creditors may attend, prove

Dr. W. L. Cargill and family of Pitts- i
point a Trustee, examine it
field are in town for a few days and are transact such other business
at the Grant cottage on Penola Point.
come before said meeting
JOHN
Walter
Master
Referee
Mr. and Mrs.
Young,
Harlan Young and Miss Gladys Young,
Bangor, Maine, August 10,
motored to Waterville Sunday, to spend
the day with Mr. Young’s brother.
Rev. David Wilson, pastor of the First
Congregational church in Bath, arrived
last week with his family and will pass
his vacation at W. J. Knowlton's cottage
on

Loon Island.

Miss Frank Ayer of Proviand Mrs. Carrie Ayer of
Howard, R. I., arrived Sunday to pass a
vacation of two weeks, making the journey in Mr. Baker’s car.
P. O.

dence,

Baker,
R.

I.

Donald Spear, Mrs. Alban Wvllie, Miss
Frances Wyllie, Miss Helen Ellis, all of
Belfast, Miss Dorothy Freeman and Mrs.
Freeman of New Haven, Conn., are passing the month of August at First View

cottage.

Modem Dentistry
We would be pleased to have you call at our dental parlors,
which are properly equipped with the most modern equipment
known to science.
Modern denistry is no miracle, but simply the long hoped
for reward of patient study. Patience and gentleness are as
necessary as skill and science in dealing with many,
DR.E. S. WEBBER,

DR. S. J. NOYES.

For Rent

One-halt of the reNo. 33 Church Si
modern conveniencec
the above number or t<

FOR SALE
“GOLDEN

0

RULE

WInTERPORT. m
This beautifully located an
dence with ail modern
lights, etc.

improv
l

MRS. ELSIE I

A

NOTICE
After the fire sale I have
counters, 4 show

cases.

1

Mom

tional register, 1 office deskj
cheek Protectegraph, 1 balano
scale, no spring. Inquire at

NO. 6 MIUER
Telephone 188-81

FOR

SALE

Fine chest of carpenter
all in good shape.
Capt. Sewall Lancaster
H. G. Peaslee.
Searaport, Auk. 13,1917—2*83

Cn(t,,v'f
"

Mrs. j. Woodbury Burgess is at
the
Tapley Hospital, where she recently underwent a severe operation, which was
very successful.

SPECIAL

t

Two Hundred

fancy articles, aprons, cooked food and
home-made candy will be for sale. Admission free.

ONE
Dollar

to Chas.

and will add

tory

on

factory

a

E. Bicknell of

near

son

of Mr. and Mrs.

Augusta, is now with the Pejepilp and Paper Co. in this city,
u M. Howes who recently enlisted
Maine Coast Guards, returned

the

in

He has returned to his
grocery store of A. A.

& Co.
and Mrs. Ear! L. Curtis who have
ving in the Boulter house at the

>.

r

Congress streets
the last of this month to the
house on Charles street, for-

of Miller

nove

I'.son

and

ccupied by Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood
iompson.

large ash tree on the Church street
,f school common was cut down last
-day night. It was practically dead
iy a few leaves had appeared this
u
It was wedged between a large
nd a fine formed maple and was an

we

you

B. O.

of

Belfast, Maine.

win

diMj

on saie

ana

everyone

is

to attend.

tlemen—Mr. J. L. Clienery, Eugene Lit- guests.
tlefield, William Whipple.

Mr. and Mrs. E.

Chester C.

Fowles,

farm help specialist, with offices at Orono, Maine, was in
Belfast recently making arrangements

|
|

W.

Lane,

last

j

booths from which the wares were sold
well patronized.
The following

j committees

“HER

Canyon

Yes, madam,

is5

Wedneseay—Matinee-Eve. IMjf

in

Carlyle Blackwell

MATERNAL

in

“THE CRIMSON

RIGHT”

||

(UP

DOVE”

n

--

Little^ Wonder”

a

selling the Electric Grill or t able Range
believe in it—we know that a large
variety of
menus can be prepared with it.

because

dainty

we are

we

At any time of day or night it can be attached
socket in any part of the house,

to any

lamp

The Electric Grill
You

can

can

Boil, Broil, Fry, Stew

find

use

for it at every meal
ana

right

Toast

on

the table.

at a cost of

cents an hour to operate.

Single

Twenty-Sixth Maine RegiA. R. hall
wish to thank all who as-

Heat $5.00.

«

You

only six

Three Heat $6.00
!|

~_;_■__

cvci

uuc

uiuvnig

uum

me

u&c

Percy,

a

former superin-

County Hospital,
Ruth Wiley.
Miss

in

I

j

1

■

sacks....

ANSCO
The Amateur Camera of Professional

Quality
Makes it possible for every man, woman and child to make
pictures. The art of drawing, carving, moulding and
painting, however, has been and is the sacred gift of a
few chosen ones who could devote a lifetime of
study to
their art, but ANSCO PHOTOGRAPHY is within the
reach of ALL. The Ansco is easy to operate—certain in
its results.

Prices from $2 to $55

JONES,

Successor to Carle & Jones,

MAINE.

d.

11.

(Norton

is

oirering tor sale

a

few

new Ford chasses equipped with
six-post,
cab-top and open truck bodies; also a few
second -hand Ford touring cars. He suggests placing your order at once if you
want a new Ford car.The electric grill
is a little wonder with its clean, quick
and efficient service. A large variety of
dainty menus can be prepared with it at
a cost of only six cents an hour to operate. For sale by the Penobscot Bay Electric Co.For sale, a fine chest of carpreached in the church last Sunday morn- penter’s tools, all in good shape. Inquire
ing and evening to large audiences. Miss of Capt. Sewall Lancaster or Mrs. H. G.

who labored with us two summers, has a warm place in the hearts of
our people and they delight to attend
church when she holds services. She re-

Walkley,

to Robbinston this week....The
Sunday school, which has been in operation since the first of May, is very successturned

Nearly all the children in this vicinity attend it. The membership is about
It is under the direction of Mrs. Wil40.

ful.

lis S.

Hatch,

Miss Arline

Walton,

Miss

Millie Mitchell and Mrs. Annie B. Pitcher.
A party for the children was held on the
church lawn Tuesday afternoon.

Bay Electric Company

ants.

|

lowing program was given:
Mrs. Wellington Roberts
Solo,
Miss Grace Hatch
Recitation,
Miss Mildred Ward
Piano solo,
Mrs. Melvin O. Dickey
Vocal solo,
Kenneth G. Merriam
Reading,
Henry B. Ladd, Everett S.
Quartette,
Hatch, Howard W. Hatch
Victor Merriam.
Miss Frances Walk'ey
Story,
Ruth and Eva Tibado
Song,
Victor Merriam,
Song,
Howard W. Hatch
Frances Davis
Miss
Piano solo,
Miss Frances S. Walkley of Robbinston

Penobscot

is the guest of Miss
is taking a vacation from her
duties at the Brooklyn, N. Y., naval hospital, where she has charge of a ward
with 88 beds and has ten male attend-

j Percy

ui

charge: General the curtain to the end. Mr. Ellwood is
chairman, Miss Ann E. Going; aprons and surrounded by a capable company of peofancy work, Misses Lora Maxcy and Eda ple who assist in putting the fifteen big
were

Miss Adelaide

tendent of the Waldo

Miss Alice P. Poor entertained last
Woodbury; candy, Mrs. C W. Martin musical numbers in this production over Wednesday in honor of Mrs. Karl Mcj
N. Y., was in the honor list of : and Miss Bertha Whitten; food, Mrs. in biff, bing, bang style. Seats on sale at Donald of Hartford, Conn., a former
j
The afternoon was spent
boys to receive commissions Aug. Georgia Buck and Miss Laura Mank; ice box office Saturday at 10 o’clock, prices schoolmate.
socially and with knitting.
He is second lieutenant of the in- cream, Mrs. Alice B. Bramhall, Linvill S. 25c, 35c and 50c.
RefreshWhitmore, Misses Marian Thuston, Milments were served. The other guests
section of Company Six.
The sawmill units in England and
dred Thomas, and Dorothy Chamberlain;
were Mrs. L. C. Follett, Mrs. C. E.
;s Charlotte
Knowlton received a
Read,
j pop corn, Frank Downs and Edward Mar- France are, in most instances, at work on Mrs. H. L. Seekins and Miss
Amy E.
the forest lands which are often menFriday from her brother Stanley
tin; fortune telling, Miss Ethel Frost;
Stoddard.
s in the Red Cross Hospital at Mantioned as the “vast landed estates.” The
flowers, Mrs. Eugene L. Pierson; enterMiss Alice Gertrude Welch of Bangor,
following extract from a letter, recently
r, England, stating that he is ra- I
tainment, Miss Ruth S. Macomber. Mrs. received
inproving under the very best of
by Mr. C. G. Ferguson, shows who has been at the Woman's Club for
Mary S. Whitmore and Miss Lena Sanwhere one of the New England units is two summers, will have an exhibition of
ment, that he is still confined to his |
born assisted in decorating.
tooled leather for sale in the interest of
ut is wheeled into the open air by
operating.
the Woman’s Club at the home of Mrs.
irses every pleasant day.
He thinks
Colonial Theatre.
A line double
Ardgay, Ross Shire, Scotland.
The days here are just right to work James S. Harriman, 16 Pearl
II be at the hospital at least four program is offered Thursday, matinee and
street, for
and the nights are cold, so we have to four- or
five days beginning Monday,
more.
evening at the Colonial, the bewitching have a lot
of bedding. There are only
20th. The exhibits will also indamp weather of last Thursday star, Emmy Wehlen, in a superb five- two hours of night here now and you can August
clude novelties in creton, knitting bags
ng kept many from attending the part Metro Wonderplay, “Vanity,” Ros- read a paper at eleven o’clock at night as
well as any time.
I am setting up my and other arts and crafts work, reed and
concert on School common, but coe, “Fatty” Arbuckle in his latest twomill now as it has just got here from raffia
baskets. The hours of the exhibit
reel comedy, “A Reckless Romeo,” and
was lacking in numbers was more
Liverpool. I am on the Andrew Carnegie
will be from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m- The
counteracted by the enthusiasm Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in “Black- Estate and the lumber was set out eighty
which an excellent program was re- mail;” matinee 5 and 10 cents, evening, years ago and it will take about ten trees public is cordially invited to attend.
to make a thousand feet of lumber. There
A fire alarm was rung in from box 5 at
J.
FriMr. Elbridge S. Pitcher, one of children 10 cents, adults 15 cents.
is no other growth on the ground and no
tading musical men of the city, has day, at 2.30 and 8 p. m., the colossal swamping to do. The lumber is pine, 11.45 a. m. Wednesday for a fire in the
engaged to direct the Band and this $ 1,000,000 spectacle, ‘Ci vilization, ’shown spruce and larch. The country here is as Herman Beckwith barn at the Head of
in the larger cities at dollar prices and handsome as can be and there are lots of the Tide. Assistant chief Walter J. Clifrt showed how fortunate this a'rcastles here handy and they are worth
ford left wiih the engine and hose carriinent is.
Mr. Pitcher has examined here at popular prices, children 15 cents,
C. C4. McNally.
seeing.
adults
will
be
25
the
cents,
age, but soon learned that there was no
attraction.
Band’s music library and says it is
Mr. McNally’s unit consists of 35 men,
water near the place and that the buildf the best in the State and the qual- Remember, “Civilization” will be shown
each skilled in the kind of work to be res
excellent. Charles F. Hammons but once in the evening starting at 8 quired of him. The remainder of the ings were totally destroyed. As a result
o’clock.
Saturday, in addition to the crew will be made up from men to be ob- of the rush of autos as sight-seers John,
unusually well the short selection
-n i ou and I Were
Young Maggie," stirring Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature, tained in the vicinity who are not, for the little son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur P.
h. selection of Songs from the Old
Tucker of Bridge street, was run over
“Ninety and Nine,” starring Lucille Lee various
reasons, at the battle front.
fs in the
and taken to Waldo County Hospital. He
Stewart, the first of the unique Paula
following program:
North Belfast. The annual sale and was found to be only bruised. The acciBlackton Country Life series and a Big
Star Spangled Banner.
" h,
Washington Post,
Sousa V Comedy will be offered. The follow- entertainment held by tne Ladies’ Aid dent has been investigated and found
I
ion, Songs for the Old Folks,
ing attractive program will be shown the Society Wednesday evening, Aug. 8th, that no blame could be attached to the
Arr. by Lake
first three days of next week: Monday was an enjoyable and successful occa- driver of the car.
Gladiator,
Sousa
from the sales
t/, El Colibri Vanegas,
evening at the Opera House, George Be- sion. The fancy articles
New advertisements.
The Dinstable found a ready sale, the candy was
Arr by R. P. Chase han in “The Cook of Canyon
more Store are offering a special bargain
Camp,”
h, Semper Fidelis,
Sousa, Tuesday, matinee and evening, Kitty Gor- quickly disposed of, the mystery packages this week of 200 pairs of women’s white
ade, The Soldier’s Dream,
Ripley don in “Her Maternal Right,” Wednes- soon disappeared and Arey’s ice cream
sport shoes for one dollar; white canvas
Battleship California,
Crosbv , day, matinee and evening, Carlyle BlackAll of which, towas well patronized.
"rica.
with rubber heels and soles. Value $1.50.
well in “The Crimson Dove.”
gether with the admission fee, made the :...Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co.
will pay
The foltotal net receipts about $60.
cash for whole second-hand feed

BELFA8T,

I*!

their sons,

sisted them in any way.

principals in this “rapid fire” farce that
Rccys

■

D.

Kitty Gordon

Association held in G.

Tuesday,

fS

Blue Ribbon Feature

Clean, Quick and Efficient Service

A Card of Thanks,
i a. Conant,
j L. C. Putnam and Mrs. Julia G. McKeen,
committee of entertainment at the rement

_Vitagraph

j

annex and moved
Monday from
their Northport cottage. They will remain at the Windsor until their residence
on High street, formerly the
Sibley house,
is ready for occupancy.

| union of the

Lucille Lee Stewart in
“NINETY AND NINE”

uesday—Matinee—Evening

in

“Here is

!

Hotel

j

SATURDAY—Matinee-Evening
—~—

Cray"_

James Taliaferro and Edward Wood, Jr.,
of Jacksonville, Fla., are guests of Mrs.
Lane's parents, Hon. and Mrs. James P.
Taliaferro.

■

1

_

„

1

were

FRED

I

This Popukr pair

mwmmmwmmftwmwm

Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes entertained a
few friends last Saturday afternoon in
honor of Mrs. May Heath Walker and
the Misses Walker of
Rockland, her

The following
letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office for the week ending Aug.
14th: Ladies—Miss Julia Sullivan. Gen-

the different towns will recommend
on friends here Monday.Mrs.
Ellen L. Shorey and little granddaughter some person to act as community farm
|
Dorothy, spent the week-end at Will labor agents.
| Shorev’s in
Waldo.Miss Emily F. Mil“Oh-You Kid" a new musical farce
ler was the guest of Mrs. O. E. Clay and
comedy which is the sauciest, smartest,
Miss R. T. Newell recently.Mr. and
brightest and funniest concoction of
I Mrs.
Ferry and two daughters of New- music and terpsichore you’ve
enjoyed in
ton, Mass., and Mrs. Nathaniel Twombly many a day, will appear at the Colonial
] of Monroe, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Theatre on Monday evening, Aug. 20th.
i
Beverly Staples last Saturday.
This comedy was written for laughing
I
The Epworth League of the Methodist purposes only.
Many ludicrous situachurch held their annual mid-summer tions follow in rapid succession which
fair in their vestry August 7th and 8th, keeps the audience in roars of laughter.
afternoon and evening. The room was Mr. Prince Ellwood, the
comedian, well
1
very prettily decorated with small ever- known for his fun making proclivities
green trees and cut flowers.
All the and an artist in his line is one of the

Hazeltine, son of Mr. and
Ben Hazeltine, a medical student at 1
:,iin recently enlisted in the reserve j
training camp in Plattsburg Bar-

■

“The Cook of

(r£

eve.

Drew

gest

M.

Adults 25c.

ivionuay

Sidney

in “BLACKMAIL”

Laughter.

Children 10c.

George Beban

Mr. and Mrs.

A Two Reel Riot of Fun and

CIVILIZATION
nouse

7.00 and 8.30

A RECKLESS ROMEO

I|||I

NORTON,

ADVERTISED LETTERS.

Arbuckle in

“Fatty”

”

SuP** Five Part Metro
Wonderplay

■g v^pcra

| ||

THURSDAY! Evening,

“

FRIDAY at 2.30 and 8.00 P

M

|j||
| J
||j|

Touring

suggest that

^

jjj
pjj |
jl
||j
I I

you order at once.

called

to both.
ank D.

place

Runabout

A

son.

Mitchell of Belfast, who has been
ed as bookkeeper in Gardiner since
ling from the Shaw Business Col-

nations.

j||

or

New Ford

a

to

“VANITi

to organize the Farm Labor Movement.
The plan provides for a man in each
Miss Katherine Reynolds of Portland
CITYPOINT. Mrs. Leroy L. Woods is county known as the county farm labor is the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jonah W. agent; and in each town or community a Stevens. Mrs.
Augustus Stevens of Troy
known
as
community was also a recent
Vaughn.Mrs. Frank. M. Bailey is representative
guest at the Stevens
at her home here after spending the farm labor agent. The county and com- home.
men
will
in
munity
co-operate
supplying
winter in New York.
Mr. Bailey recentW. A. Mason, Waldo avenue, is meetly went to New York, called there by farmers with available labor for the haring with remarkable success raising cuthe illness of his son Ralph who accom- vesting period. In many counties of the
cumbers.
From eleven hills transplanted
panied him home. Miss Marian arrived State the labor situation will be taken 1
from a hot bed, he has supplied Ben D.
Wednesday from New York for a vaca- care of locally, while in other sections I
Field’s grocery store for the past two
tion... Mr. and Mrs. John Beckwith are there will be extra labor needed. S. A.
picking 500 cucumbers.
weeks,
Parker
of
this city has been appointed
spending a vacation with Mr. Beckwith’s
Mr. and Mrs Joseph W. Blaisdell have
mother here.Miss Frances Walklev, county farm labor agent and the chair- |
I
who is at North Belfast for a short visit, men of the Public Safety Committees in taken the suite of rooms in the Windsor

broth-

:ast Saturday having failed to meet
vsical requirements in the final

one

If stormy
the next fair day. Bishop Brewster plans
to be present and will be the guest while
in town of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. John-

eat ment.

Mitchell,

Car

twenty mile

pottery and other work, Japanese trays
and other foreign pieces.
Ice cream and

Mrs. B. C. Dinsmore of this city, is
Waldo County Hospital for medi-

er

a

mounted

17th, from 3 to 5. They will have on
sale many pretty fancy
articles, Mexican
baskets and needlework, Serbian pillows,

Belfast.
a

camp

Emma WehIen

have their annual lawn party and sale at
the home of Miss Maude Gammans, 6
Church street, Friday afternoon, August

cordially invited

Montville,

If you want

was kicked in the right
knee by another mule standing near.
The ladies of St. Margaret’s chapel will

v-aivc

..rles Whitten of

Rockland,

story to his clothing fac-

He was returning front

gg3EHE2EBi^
News of

l||

Two of these are equipped with demountable Rim wheels.

Camp Keyes, Augusta, is spending a sick
leave with his mother, Mrs. RoseF. Fahy.

ow heels and soles
white rubber,
of
rimmed with white
kid. $1.50 value.

he

ranging in price from $225

Bridge street. He has closed his
for a short vacation.

hike and when
the mules and

|,,|
|||J

$300.

\'K

Warren F. Fahy who recently enlisted
in the Machine Guns Company now at

with

Matinee 2.30

i

||II

We offer for immediate delivery,
to previous sale, a few new Ford
Chasscs equipped with Six-post, Cabtop and Open Truck bodies. Also a
few second hand Ford Touring Cars,

I
HI

Miles S. Jellison has bought some of
the material in the old Dana building,
which was recently sold by the Pejepscot
Co.

____•_'

|
1
subject

Ig

Colonial Theatre!Par
UOSY

£

The midsummer sale by the ladies of
the Universalist society will be held in
the vestry of the church Thursday, Aug.
23d, afternoon and evening. Useful and

White Sport
Shoes

I

®

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pendleton of Roxbury, Mass., who will arrive August 20fh.

Pairs Women’s

canvas

1

The Dickey-Knowlton Real Esta te
Company have rented the Pendleton cottage at Temple Heights bwned by Mrs.
Ada Pendleton of Washington, D.
C., to

_______

White

smwm mi

Peaslee, Searsport.H.

R.

McDonald,

45

will show for a few
with his antique furof rugs, some prize
Jones carries Ansco,
the amateur camera of professional qualily, that makes it possible for every man,
woman and child to make pictures.
Easy
to operate, certain in its results.
Prices
from $2 to *55....For rent Sept. 1st, the
house at 32 Church street. Apply on the
premises Aug. 21st, or to E. O. Patterson,
Rockport, Me.....Dr. E. S. Webber and
Dr. S. J. Noyes invite the public to call
at their dental parlors, which are equipped with the most modern equipment
known to science.

Northport avenue,
in connection
niture, a fine line
winners....Fred D.

days,

MONROE.

SOUTH

Fred Walker was at home for
furlough last week.

a

Mrs. Ethel Colson Waldron of Portland,
has been the guest of her parents here

Mr.

place but

lina,

Curtis,

Frank
now

a

a

native

of

this

resident of North Caro-

has been here this week.

Miss Hazel

Scrymgeour,

Braintree, Mass.,

j

Mr. Linwood Linton and
family of Little Falls, N. Y., and her
father, Geo.
Peavey, his sister, Olive Randall, and

daughter Gertie Cilley
on

of

relatives and friends

Brooks,
one

week.

was
a

held
suc-

day
also a
delightful place to go. The view from
Randall hill is grand. A long table
was
spread in the shed, loaded with
good
things. E. L. Adams furnished music

C. E. Gilman and son Harold of
South
is spending a few days
at Mrs. C. F. Connor’s.

recently.

Young’s parents.

The Prescott Reunion which

at Clifford Randall’s last week
was
cess.
It was a beautiful
and

Eugene Clark, and family of Camden
called at M. A. Connor’s one day this
week.

brief

Mr. and Mrs. Eben Young and child
went to Liberty on Sunday to visit Mr.

MONTVILLE.

|

called

with his graphophone. Those
from out
of town were Mrs. O. P.
Fuller, Orville
Gross, wife and son, Mrs. C. E. Moody
of Camden, Mrs. Chas.
Skinner of St.
George, Hon. F. F. Phillips of Water-

C. E. Gilman with wife and
j town,of Mass.,
South Braintree,
David C.

day last

son

Mass.,

Connor and sister, Mrs. Chester
M.
Mrs. Robert Linscott and two children Howes of
North Carolina. Aunt Nancy
of Springfield, Mass., who have
been Colby, aged ninety-three, was among the
Miss Mildred Curtis spent a delightful spending a few weeks with her sister, other guests.
day in Liberty recently, making the trip Mrs. Clifford Randall, returns home this
with friends by automobile, Mr. Clarence week accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
POOR’S Mills. Stella
Daggett is at
N. C. Hannon.
home sick.Mr. and Mrs.
Dickey driving.
Orrin I..
Wentworth are receiving congratulations
The
annual
Dale
°n
the
birth
of a son.Mr. and Mrs. M
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ferry and family
meeting at So. MontO. Wilson spent last
of Milford, Mass., have been visiting at ville is to be held at Grange Hall Friday
Sunday with Mr
and Mrs. Ned Wiison at
Quantabacook
Fred Cunningham’s. They made the trip night this week. A cordial invitation to Mrs. J. A.
Hartshorn
returned home last
attend is extended to the public
by automobile.
generally. friday after spending two weeks in LinF. F. Phillips,
colnville.Albert Wentworth of ClinMr. and Mrs. G. A. Palmer and Mrs.
ton, who has been helping his brother
Chief of the Clan.
Herbert Cooper motored to Belfast on
Henry hay, returned home this week.
Sunday afternoon, calling upon Mr. and
Mrs. L. F. Simpson.
who was the
guest of Mrs. G. A. Palmer for several
weeks, has returned to her home.

I

COLONIAL THEATRE

Mrs. Ellen Mansur Brown and daughter Hazel arrived recently for a visit with
Mr. Brown came later,
Mrs. Mansur.

Monday Evening, August 20th

arriving last Saturday evening.

“OH, YOU

Any who would like to knit abdominal
bandages for the Red Cross should notify
Mrs. Cooper, who will furnish them with
the cotton yarn and the directions.
Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis and daughter of Manchester, N. H.. are at O. B.

A

Bright
Breezy

Dow’s. They made the run from Manchester in ten hours in their new Chal-

Musical

mers

Farce

car.

Morning Light Grange held a pleasant
meeting on August 11th, with an interesting program. The next meeting will be
a pound
party, each person bringing a
pound of some kind of eatables, which
will be partaken of at recess, coffee being
furnished by the Grange.

left for home

on

Tuesday,

but Mr. Flan-

will visit the White Mountains be-

fore returning.
An interested audience of about fifty
witnessed the canning demonstration
conducted by Miss Barker at the grange
hall on Thursday afternoon.
Many new
ideas were gained by those previously
unacquainted with the cold-pack method
of canning, and everyone acquired some
useful knowledge. Miss Barker has a
delightful personality which at once
charmed her audience.

Novelty
Song
(

Hits

4
■Seats

on

Mr. J. E. Flannery of Plainfield and his
Miss Marion Johnston of
Scotch Plains, New Jersey, have been the

nery

15

^
Sale

Saturday,

10

a.m.-250,350,50c

RUGS

granddaughter,

guests of the P. A. Cooper’s. They spent
a short time in Portland on their way
here, visiting Lake Sebago, Old Orchard
Beach, and other places. Miss Johnston

KID”

For a few days, in connection
with our line of Antique Furniture, we are showing a fine assortment of Rugs. Some prize winners.

h. r.

McDonald,

45 Northport Avenue,

Belfast, Maine.
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KICK OF THE

Corn

GIRLS, HELPED DETHRONE CZAR

Ott Without Fain

___

Corn or Callous so it Lifts

Off with Fingers.
corn-pestered men and

Wonderful

women

France is stronger today infighting men
and war materials than at any other time
during the war, despite three years of
terrific combat, of which the greatest
share among the Allies has fallen to the
French Armies.
This is the cheering message to the
American people given by Andre Tardieu,
High Commissioner of France in the
United States, in a formal communicaIt contains stunning
tion to Sec. Baker.
figures as to the men, guns and money
they have contributed to the war. It
breathes the spirit of confidence and high
courage that still animates the Nation.
It asserts without hesitation that the
United States is to aid in striking the
last blow at the foe.
“Such is the situation,” says M. Tar“Severe was the
dieu in conclusion.
ordeal; stronger is the National energy.
“Now it is a question of striking the
You will
last blow to the adversary.

help

us.

“But at the moment when American
soldiers arrive in France it is proper to
let them know what they will find to receive them in a country which today, as
well as during the past three years, bears
the principal exertion of our dreadful foe,
a country which maintains to the maxiwithout hesitation
mum of her power,
and without weakness, her strength, her
means and her will.”

people.
“Now that America has begun to contribute soldiers and material to this war,”
says the Secretary, “It will be well for
our people to have the story you have
told, in order that we may realize that
our Army is going to share the imperishable glory which belongs to the soldiers
of France and her Allies, who have
fought so long and with such increasing
spirit and determination in the cause of

liberty.”
there are today nearly 3,000.000 French
troops in the zone of the armies alone,
exclusive of those in the zone of the interior and the colonies. This is 1,000,000
more men than were used to stem the
German floodtide at the Marne and the
greatest number France has ever mustered in the fighting zone. The commissioner adds that the force can be maintained for a “long time to come.”
He shows that French “definitive casualities” in killed and prisoners have
dropped from 5.41 percent of all mobilized forces at the battle of the Marne to
1.28 percent during the last six months
of 1916; that France is holding 574 kilometers of the 739 kilometers on the western front and that her troops in June
of this year were facing 81 of the 123
German divisions concentrated on that
line.
As to guns, the commissioner shows
that French armies have had an ample
supply of the famous 75’s from the first
and that her 300 heavy guns in August,
1914, had increased to 6,000 in June, 1917,
giving one heavy gun for ever 26 metres
of the French offensive fronts this year.
Including all field and trench guns, he
says, there is a gun for every eight metres
in the sector of attack.
Fodder for Great Guns.
To feed the “75s” the daily output of
shells has risen from i3,000 in 1914 to a
quarter of a million today and 100,000
projectiles for the heavy guns are supplied each day in addition. During the
last offensive a toi.a! weight of projectiles
averaging 1142 kilograms (about 1 1-2
tons) was hurled into every lineal metre
of the German trenches assaulted and
12,000,000 shells of all calibers were expended by French guns.
In addition to all this France completely
equipped and rearmed the Belgian, Serbian
and Greek armies and furnished 800 heavy
guns to her Allies.
On the financial side the tables show
that France has expended 82,647,000,000
francs (nearly $16,000,000,000) since the
war began.
During the war she received
from foreign countries 6,000,000,000 francs
and loaned to several of her Allies 4,000,-

000,000.
LEAGUE

TO ENFORCE

PEACE.

This league deserves to receive hearty
approval and support. Its motto is “Win
the War; make the world safe by the defeat of the German Autocracy. Keep the
world safe by a league of nations.” We
print below the public statement recently
authorized by the executive committee of
the League.
In the words of the Secretary of War
“our combined armies from now on will
represent a League to Enforce Peace with

Justice.”
me war wun

wnicn we are

engaged

arbitration, contingency against which
proposals provide.
The purpose of the war is to discourage
aggression by such a defeat of the German
autocracy that no nation will again undertake a war for self-aggrandizement.
This purpose requires that the war
shall.be vigorously prosecuted until it
be terminated in such a way that
will be permanent.
The organization of permanent peace
requires the continuance and extension
of the League of Democratic Nations
with which the United States is now cocan

peace

operating
during the

to

protect our own liberties
and safe-guard them af-

war

Water for the Soldiers.
of the

wars

world,

ble for

How To

that have preceded this war
sickness has been responsi-

very

corn

mended.
The

is

prepared for drying by

least three slices to the depth of the kernels.
To insure getting all the corn the
cob should be scraped with the back of a
knife Do not cut off the ends of the kernels and then scrape out the pulps of the
kernels, as is often recommended for canning. This method will give a sticky,
gummy mass which is more difficult to
dry than when the kernelli are cut in
thin slices.
The smaller the particles, as
long as they do not adhere together to
form masses, the more rapidly the product will dry.
win

liry

in

cur

“endless

the

chain"

1

STOP

1 eave the Door Open.
If for any reason it is desired to hasten
drying' the kitchen range oven may be
utilized as an evaporator. If the corn is
placed in shallow’ pans or in a fine meshed screen frame and set in a slow oven it
may be dried in a few hours.
Do not place the corn more than onehalf inch deep in the pans or trays and
stir it occasionally in order to dry it uni-

formly.
In drying

or

Auto Factories

BOARD MOVES.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation have
requisitioned all merchant vessels of
more than
2500 tons now building in
American shipyards. Double and triple
labor shifts will be put in the yards to
speed construction.

fertilizer,

there being an annual loss of material
worth twelve hundred million
dollars,
once and a half the value of the
country’s
191ti wheat crop.
“This is not

uiiiu

u

m

Busy

“but

a

wild

guess,”

he

con-

a

produces annually $27

worm of manure
ared with commercial fertilizers);
each head of cattle, $20
worth; each hog,
$8 worth.
Calculating from the 1910
census figures for number of animals on
farms: 62,000,000,000
cattle, 24,000,000
I horses and mules, 58,000,000 swine, and
54,500,000 sheep and goats, the total
value of manure produced is found to be
about $2,461,000,000, Recent investigations by the Department of Agriculture
indicate that at least half of this great
wealth of fertilizing material is sheer
waste.
I o save a billion dollars worth of manure is a Herculean
task, a veritable
latter day Augean stable job, for it means
the handling of literally millions of tons
of dung and litter. It means the conI struction
of concrete manure pits, of
1
paved feeding pens or sheds, and greatly
j increased care in the conservation and
i use of bedding materials. It means a lot
of work, but it is work that can be done
at odd hours and moments, and work that
will
pay tremendous dividends, not only
i
as a war
measure, but conceivably for all
time, for if we once get the habit of
making full use of our available manure
supply we are not likely to lapse into the
old, wasteful ways again.
(as comp

Francis

Sleeplessness
Often goes with INDIGESTION
If you eat a hearty meal at night, especially when tired at the end of
day, and then go to bed after sitting quietly in a dose room for a f
troubled sleep is quite likely to follow. If you can get the habit of t
brisk walk of thirty or forty minutes in good, fresh, outdoor air afuyou are less likely to suffer from disturbed sleep or nightmare.
But. if the weather should prevent the walk, a teaspoonful of ”L
wood's Medicine will aid digestion, your sleep will be more peaceful
will not suffer from constipation.
All dealers sell it, 35 cents large
“L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

J

FUR

RAH FOR PROSPERITY.

“Prosperity,” remarked an observer of
men and things,
“is a condition that
nickel’s worth of prunes cost ten

cents.”
i

SICK BEASTS

I

WALDO

SS.

Notices.

In P

of Pro*
.9;
!■:

urt

1

Belfast, on th* lOiii day of Juiy,
:VL Bagiev, guardian «.f Nellie’M
of

=

said C unty, I.Hvhg -t
Monroe,
her first and final account of admi.v.st
said estate for allowance*.
m

Nobody

■

Upon

i

»

i

ment of

the German Government the disagreeJEKEELSON I WILSON, la‘
able evidence that it is morally bankrupt
is being pressed from every quarter. This in the ('< unty of Weldo, dec rst )
having demands against the
is the indisputable truth which stands
leased art dt sired to present it
out in the reception throughout the world ; tlement, and all
indebted theret- >r
of the latest peace proposals by Germany. to make payment itnrnedia:* \
They meet with almost universal skepti- i
LIZZlV I*
Be lfast, Maine, July 10. i: 17 31
cism and suspicion.—New York Evening
Post.
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NO IT I.

>•
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derna ds against th*are

j

d-. sited

payment

in

tv,

M-

estate

present tht

»•(

same

f«•

mediately
CORA A.

*

Moulville, Maine, July ID. 1917
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<

The publications included in
clubbing offer may be sent to

i

ferent addresses.
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Less Waste.

Nearly a 25 percent saving has been
made in the endeavor to check waste of
foodstuffs in Boston. Such a report from
the overseers of the poor is encouraging
to those who have used much persuasion
to induce families to save odds and ends
rather than spill them into the waste pail,
thence sent away in wagons to the city
piggery.

As offered to-day should include i
all the Commercial Branches, Short fru
Typewriting and the BurroUghvS

Automatic Bookkeeping Ma.

"‘SHAW BUSINESS COO
PORTLAND, BANOOR AND AUGl
only school in New England which

Telegraphy

a course.

logue.

>

also taught
i
F. L. SHAW, F;

Meat scraps apd pastry waste are almost unknow n now.
High prices and a
genuine appreciation of food values by
those who have small gardens this yerr,
together with educational methods, are
credited with beings productive of these
reforms.

OtU. t. JO h N SO N,

Aiiorney

at m

BELEAST, fciAlfiE,

Practice in all Courts.
a

_

A Furnished Room

Probate

a

but it is said that little or no attention is paid to them and that in consequence the situation has now reached
such a pass that something has got to be
done or the lobster business will soon become a thing of the past.
It is understood that at the special election next
month there is to be a vote on this sea
and shore fishery business and the insinuation is that the department is keeping
very dark in order not to attract too
much attention to itself.—Portland Press.

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

J

hear

a

Ordered.‘hat notice thereof Peg
weeks ucctstivtly, in The Rei n
na!. a rewsp&f.-cr pubHsbeo. it; B-.
u-ity, that all p- rsens inU reateu n
it h
Prohate Court to be h- Id a; 1
the 14-h day of August next, v a srn>w
to be saved'out of the wreck.
the said acr
any they have,
But Germany has to mourn today a not he allowed. why
greater loss than any of those mentioned. I
HARRY E BAN
She has lost her reputation. She has j A true copy. Atiest;
Chas. E. Johnson i
squandered her moral assets. At a time
when she needs to call up all her reserves
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE
1 he
of good faith and confidence, she finds
hereby gi- es tienc* hat she 1 apthat they have been wasted.
Nobody pointed
X cutrix ol the last ai
believes her.
trusts her.

HUMPHREYS’

j

we

hand,

A Herald reporter asked him whether
there was any truth in the report that he
would claim exemption on the grounds
that he could help the country more by
playing golf for Red Cross benefits.
‘T do not expect to ask to be excused
from military duty,” he replied.
“I’m
willing to play either the game of golf or
war for my country, and I’ll do my
best,
whether called upon to hit golf halls on
the green or shoot ritle balls over noman’s-land.

j

war

venience.
Letters have been sent from hand

quarters.

j

After three years of

great deal about German man-power beThere is renewed talk
ing exhausted.
about German finances being at a point
of collapse. That Germany’s food supply is failing everybody knows; that many
of her industries are ruined, is not denied;
that her shipping and commerce have
suffered blows from which it will take a
generation to recover, is admitted by
German business men.
It is not strange
that they are reported to be urging peace
as an imperative necessity if anything is

ago to have a talk with Gov. Milliken on
the subject of what they term the complete fall-down on the enforcement of
the new lobster law on the part of the
department of sea and shore lisherios.
The lobster dealers all along the coast—
even those hardened sinners out in York
county—have joined, in the protest and
are trying to have
something done to
better conditions.
They say the department is letting things slide along without
any sort of rhyme or reason and that
every warden is a law unto himself, doing or not doing as he pleases and interpreting the law to suit his own con-

Ouimet, champion golf player,

Never was such a demand for automo- Payne.—Argonaut.
biles. Never such a rapid using up of
vast numbers.
Hundreds of thousands i
Love and Friendship.
are being junked on the battle front.
An
Love is the shadow of the morning,
artillery horse’s life is short and also that Which decreases as the day advances.
of an army automobile. Europe has been
Friendship is the shadow of the evendrained of cars for war business.
And
ing. which strengthens with the setthe drain continues.
naEvery warring
ting sun of life.
tion is being combed for transport material.
Pleasure riding has almost vanished.
No automobiles to ride in.
As Usual.
About six
pleasure cars a week are possibly being 1
Willis—IIow did the automobile acci- I
turned out in Great Britain.
ieut occur? Gill's—In the usual manAutomobiles and other factories over
ner; the road turned one way and the
(COMPOUND)
there have been converted into munitions
car the other.—Town Topics.
For Piles or
There’s
where
America comes in
plants.
Hemorrhoids,
with an assured automobile business
External or Internal, Blind or
Only the man who is in the wrong
while the war lasts. There’s where she
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
must win at once. Those who are right
also comes in when the war ends. These
One application brings relief.
plants can’t be reconverted overnight into can afford to wait.
Price 23c., at all druggists or
automobile factories.
It will take time.
In the meantime those countries will deThe Difference.
mailed.
mand all sorts of automobiles. They will
Send Free Sample of Ointment to
also be used to the idea of getting things
“Suppose that Venezuela had by some
from America. Therefore America may use of submarines torpedoed one of our
confidently keep on making great num- commercial vessels and sent a number of
.
bers of machines. Assured domestic and our citizens to death on the high seas,
would it have been 24 hours before the
foreign markets await them.
President and the secretary of the navy
would have ordered a battleship to Vene- 1
Humphreys* flomeo. Medicine Company
zuela to thunder at her ports, demand ;
156 William Street, New York.
restitution, threaten war and call for
securities for her future good conduct? In
doing so the President and secretary
would have at their backs the whole naRENT
tion and even pacifists. What is the difference between the case of Venezuela
AT THE S. S. L. SHUTE HOUSE,
BOOK on treatment of Horse., Cowv
and that of Germany? None except that
Sheep, Doga and other animal., ten',
No. 7 Park Street.
Germany is a great military power. Vene- free. Humphreys1 Homeopathic Vet
Tel. 208 11
26
zuela is not.”—Ex-Pres. Taft.
winary Medicines. 156 William St., N. Y,

A MORAL BANKRUPT.

sender fferehy gives nolle- that
duly appointed admitnstr ;fi ix o
I
ALLEN GOODWIN, Inti of
A committee from the Portland lobster dealers went to Augusta a few days in th- Ci unty i Wald** d*
bonds as the law directs. A !

is ready to fight the Teutons with either
the golf stick or the riile, whichever the
government decides is the best weapon in
his particular case. He passed his physical examination for the national army
at the Brookline exemption board head-

i

i

PORTLAND RICKS.

Good Red Blood.

wuuy.

The manuscript of “Home, Sweet
Home,” is said lo be buried iu a grave
in a little southern “garden of rest.”
The grave is that of Miss Harry Harden at Athens. Ga. She was the sweetheart of the composer, John Howard

tinues,

very shrewd and conservative estimate based on reliable statistics.
1
It has been found that each horse or mule

i

A Use For Old Rubber.
Old hot water bags make fine holders
to use when wringing cloths out of hot
water, for compresses, facial massage,
etc. Cut the bag all around the seam.
Cut the stiff top off and you have two
flat pieces of rubber. This is a great
protection to the hands, nnd hotter water can be used.—Xew Y'ork Tribune.
■

Secretary Vroonian estimates

that one-half the manure produced in the
United States is not used as a

potism would be the absolutely perfect
earthly government if the conditions
were the same—namely, the despot the
perfeetest individual of the human
race and his lease of life perpetual.
But as a perishable perfect man must
die and leave his despotism in the
hands of an imperfect successor an
earthly despotism is not merely a bad
form of government; it is the worst
possible.—Mark Twain.

any product in an
oven, the door must be left open a few
inches so that the air may circulate freely. A high temperature will cook rather
than dry. The temperature of the oven
can be
regulated somewhat by opening
the door wider if the heat becomes too intense. A temperature of 150 to 170 degrees Farhenheit will dry the corn rapidly and will give a high grade product.
In order to be sure that the corn is dry
enough to store the beginner might try
this. Fill a fruit jar partially full of the
corn.
Place a piece of cracker on the
corn and fasten on the lid.
If after
standing for several hours the cracker is
still crisp the corn is dry enough to store.
If the cracker is moist the corn is not
dry.
corn

TREMENDOUS MANURE
WASTE.

Assistant.

A hurry cull went to w usulugton for
extra help, anil mail was delivered to
Miss Schenck by the truck load. Xow
that young lady began to feel the effects of the scheme.
Her home was
littered from cellar to garret with letters, letters anil more letters, all containing dimes. Before the thing died
out of its own accord she had received
more than a fpiarter of a million dimes,
Fakers all over the world heard of it.
and, us fakers will, they immediately
got busy. Hundreds of thousands of
people were swindled out of money In
this manner until the postal authorities put an end to it.
The famous
endless chain prayer, which threatens
endless punishment to any person who
breaks it, has been one of the hardiest
survivors'of all.—Xew York World.

i.ays.

■

j

If the weather is fair the corn will dry
in about three or four days if spread on
clean cloth in the sun.
A piazza roof or
shed roof sloping to the south makes an
excellent drying place.
A temporary
platform may be made, using boxes or
stakes for supports. When exposed in
this way it should be protected from flies
and other insects by a covering of mosquito netting. When thoroughly dry the
corn will be hard and will rattle.
As a matter of insurance against insects, corn dried in the sun should be
placed in pans and put into the oven
where it is stirred occasionally, being
careful not to heat enough to burn.
If a
thermometer is at hand have an oven
temperature of about 150-100 degrees F.
and leave the corn iu until thoroughly
heated, 10 to 15 minutes.
When cooled sufficiently it may be
stored in paper bags, coff ee cans or other i
similar containers which are insect proof
Despotism as a Government.
and should be stored in a dry piace.
Unlimited power is the ideal thing
Corn dried in the open air should be
when it is in safe hands. The despotprotected from the dew and should not be ism of heaven is the one absolutely
wet by the rain.
perfect government. An earthly des-

---.-

No announcement was made as to the
amount of tonage taken over, but the
Shipping Board’s records show that about
700 vessels of nearly 2,000,000 tons of all
classes are being built.
As fast as the yards are cleared of
their present construction they will be
put to work on the great fleet the Government will build. The yards were ordered to enter into no more contracts or
commitments for private construction
and to begin no new work on contractsmade without first obtaining the permission of the Fleet Corporation.
Compensation for the construction seized will be determined later. Much of the
tonnage being built is for British and Norwegian account.
Plans for requisitioning American tonage now on the seas have been held up
temporarily by the Shipping Board until
legal technicalities are straightened out.

of

first

America s fighting boys took their appetites to France with
them, ami n>t
await with much eagerness {lie bugle call to ‘'chuck,” which those
men, h
in
France, are blowing. America's liberality to her soldiers
graphed
aroused Interest 'n Fr.-moe
Kn-h man is allowed daily a big field ration

j

raise a fund for the aid of American
soldiers then fighting Spain, she originated the endless chain Idea as an
adaptation of a scheme that had a
vogue in England until it was stopped
by act of parliament.
The “chain” was started with four
letters written by Miss Sehenck to as
Each was asked
many girl friends.
to contribute 10 cents ana write four
similar letters to other friends. A few
days later the Babylon i»ostoitice began to get busy, and as the days went
by tile postal officials got busier and
busier until they wore fairly buried under the weight of mail which descend
ed upon them like an avalanche.

if preparing for the table After
dipping into cold water the corn is cut
from the cob in thin slices, making at

and there is very little sickness.
And for the way in which Tommy
has obtained his drinking water as he has
done, there is one branch of the Service
that has to be thanked.
That is the
Royal Engineers. They dug wells at
Gallipoli, they looked after the tanks
away in the desert on either side of
Egypt, they solved the water problems in
Mesopotamia, and in France they did
everything that was to be done in this
connection.
mere has
been plenty of water in
France, in the villages, and far too much,
not of the drinking variety, in the
trenches at times. The problem lias been
to take it where it was wanted and remove it from where it was a burden. The
i system is as near perfect as it can be.
But every drop of drinking water has
had to be passed by the medical officer
before it has been drunk by the soldiers,
On thousands of wells today are the little
i
notice
boards:
|
This water is fit for washing.
This water must be boiled before being
drunk.
This water must not be used unless
treated as ordered.
The Royal Engineers have worked day
and night in making things right for the
boys. This has been done all over France
i behind the British front and the water
supply has been kept right on the heels
of the advancing troops all the while.
Water carts have carried the water
right up to the support lines, on hundreds
of occasions. The water has been chlorinated in these carts, and the goods have
i been delivered exactly to time.
Chlorinated water is not pleasant stutl' to drink
at all times; even tea will not always disguise its taste, but its purity is guaranteed. That is the principal thing, for
when a soldier’s tongue is hanging out of
his mouth with thirst he is inclined to
chance things, and to drink anything
that may come his way.
Horses, too, as well as men, require
water. For them, huge canvas tanks
have been erected and filled from a small
iron pipe, running, perhaps, from a point
seven or eight miles away.
Steam pumps
for deep wells have had to be brought up
and fixed, and thousands of petrol tins,
carefully cleaned and filled with water,
have had to be stored in the trenches in
case of any sudden emergency arising.
The Hun, too, is not idle. He cuts the
water supply whenever possible. “Plunk”
come a
4.9 on the top of a pipe, and
“whoosh,” away goes the water. The
repair has to be done at once and it is
done.
Up come the snappers at the run
and the break is either plugged or the
fractured pipe is cut out and another
piece fitted in its place. It all depends
upon how hot the shelling may be, but
not much time is wasted. That is how
Tommy gets his water at the front.

a

The directions follow:

corn

same as

treated,

makes

superior to canned

followed by a blanching of five
to ten minutes or it may be cooked the

water.

plans and quarreling.

She—You don’t even dress me decently.
I’m going home to papa.
He—All right. You might say to him
also that I need a new suit myself.

as

The

husking,

Water means everything to the fighting man. Impure water and then you
get sickness. Water properly dealt with

WA NTED TO BE IN ON IT.

regarded

LETTERS.

schemes that have proved such an an
noyauce to postal officials In all countries was launched on June 27, 1898.
hy a young girl. Natalie Sehenck, of
Babylon, N. V. Her project was purely benevolent and was animated by
a
spirit of patriotism.
Desiring to

1

statement from a British official source,
that “Empire Tommy” has been particularly well looked after in respect to his

SHIPPING

is

CHAIN

lished unless the average speed fof at
least one-half mile exceeds the rate of
twenty-five miles per hour. No municipal officer or other person shall erect or
cause to be erected speed limit signs contrary to those contemplated by this section and if any such signs now exist the
municipal officers of cities and towns
! shall cause their removal. Any person
arrested for violation of any of the speed
regulations of this chapter, except those
I of Sections
thirty-eight and thirty-nine,
shall be given an immediate trial, if he
shall so demand of the officer making the
j
arrest, but if tor any reason it is imprac- j
ticable to do so, the officer making thear- ;
rest shall immediately take the prisoner
j
before some bail commissioner, who before admitting him to bail, shall require
him to give his name, his place of residence, the number of his license to operate a motor vehicle, and the registration
number of the motor vehicle operated at >
the time of his arrest, and shall make a
record thereof on the bail bond, and may
take his personal recognizance for his appearance in court on a specified day, not
less than two days thereafter.
If such
person fails to appear in court on the day
either
’n
specified,
person or by counsel,
the court shall notify the secretary of
State, who, in case the person is a resi- j
dent of the State, shall immediately re- !
voke his license, and ajso annul the registration of the motor vehicle driven by
such person when arrested; and in case
j
the person is a
non-resident, or said
motor vehicle is registered by some other
State or country, all rights of said person
to operate in this State, or of the owner
of said vehicle to have same operated
in this State, shall forthwith terminate.’

The One That Started the Ball Rolling
In This Country.

corn, and more nutritious. Corn that has
passed its prime for roasting is recom-

is playing a very small part indeed.
Many things have combined in making
this an accomplished fact; sanitation has
been brought to a fine art, for one thing,
but the most important of all is, says a

and

ENDLESS

oweth for the Massachusetts Agricultural
College extension service. Good dried

casualties.

drinking

Sweet Corn.

Directions as to the drying of sweet
have been prepared by W. W. Chen-

big percentage of the total
But in the struggle which is
now going on in various parts of the
earth the surprising fact is that sickness
a

Dry

corn

terwards.
The League therefore urges its State
and County Branches' to assist the Government actively in pushirg the war to
victory, and to help create such an overwhelming conviction that this is a righteous war that Congress and all officials,
in the passage of bills and the carrying
out of projects, will act with the speed
and loyalty which the President, as Commander and Chief of the Army and Navy, j
must have to win the war for democracy j
and for such a “League of Honor” among
The act creating the shipping board
nations as he has forecast in his great
was passed last September.
It is time
war messages.
Ex-President Taft is president of the something was done besides changing

League.

at the side of a mule. That is to
him an unexplained action.
He cannot fathom the intent back of it, and
he generally lets fly with one or both
heels by way of protest.
A person who has harnessed and unharnessed a mule for mouths may forget himself and stoop for something
at the animal's heels. Then the mule,
docile for so many days, begins to kick.
When the luckless driver regains his
senses he Imagines the mule had been
waiting craftily all those weeks Just
to get a good opportunity to kick him
—Los Angeles Times.

Potos by American Press Association.
Two daughters of the Russian revolution reached America wearing the
uftiform of girl scouts. Blue eyed Vera Lodyguine, fourteen years old, threaded her way through streets choked with rioters during the seven days of the
revolution, carrying messages from department to department of the young
government. Her elder sister. Margaret, sixteen, served as secretary to the
chief of police at Petrograd. Vera is at left, Margaret at right

the case of an attack by an aggressive
Power before submitting any question to
our

At times the mules

or

is

a

Statutes, Chap. 26, Sec. 16.
‘Section 16. The rate of speed upon
any highway, town way,, public street,
avenue, driveway, park or parkway, by
any person operating a motor vehicle in
this State shall not be greater than
twenty-five miles an hour in open country outside of cities and villages, and
within the compact or built up portions
of any city, town or village, not greater
than fifteen miles an hour. The compact or built up portion of any city,
town or village shall mean the territory
of a city, town or village contiguous to
any way, which is built up with structures devoted to business, or where the
dwelling houses are situated less than
one hundred fifty
feet apart for a distance of at least one-quarter of a mile.
No person shall be convicted of exceeding the rate of speed hereby established
for any compact or built up portions, unless said city, town or village shall cause
the words “Speed Limit, Fifteen Miles”
to be conspicuously displayed on sign
boards along each highway, townway,
public street, driveway or parkway, and
such other signs as will clearfy designate
such compact or built up portion. No
person shall be convicted of exceeding in
the open country, outside of cities and

will not even exert enough force on a
third attempt to move an empty wagon.
Mules are charged with treachery
only by those who have never given
an intensive study to their habits.
Mules defend themselves from that
which they do not understand. They
become accustomed to being harnessed
and unharnessed while colts, and it
iS traditional that a mule never kicks
while being saddled or harnessed. The
beast knows what that means.
But it is also traditional that a mule
sleeps with one eye open. He K always alert to what is going on about
him.
It is never safe to stoop down
suddenly to pick something up behind

In all

Sec. Baker Commends France.
Sec. Baker paid high compliment to
the spirit of France in his brief reply.
American officers are unanimous, he says,
in their praise of the splendid courage
and military efficiency of the French

Revised

short rest the mule will make
a sec-ond attempt, but this is seldom as
sustained as the first. If the load still
refuses to move, the team might as

France.

I

of this State.

a

well be unhitched.

frequent

FRANCE^

com-

speed established by the last legislature

»

possesses.

summer

needlessly dangeroqs and resulted in
many casualties and fatalities. For the
benefit of our readers we publish below
the law relating to the legal rate of

collar,

After

GRUB CALL ‘SOMEWHERE IN

Speeding.

plaints have been made against speeding,
which is claimed to have seriously injured our State highways, made travel

1 er cent, more hi proportion to his
weight than a horse. Science Is dumb
at the question whence comes that
latent force which neither horse nor
ass

Automobile
During the

will seldom make more than two attempts to move a load. On the first
rain he will throw his whole force
i to the
and a mule can pull 50

need
suffer no longer. Wear the shoes that nearly
killed you before, says this Cincinnati authori
ty, because a few drops of freezone applied
directly on a tender, aching corn or callous,
stops sorenesR at once and soon the corn or
hardened callous lrosens so it can be lifted out,
root end all, without pain.
A small bottle of freezone costs very little at
any drug store, but will positively take off
every hard or soft corn or callqps. This should
be tried, as it is inexpensive and is said not to
irritate the surrounding skin.
If your druggist hasn’t any freezone tell
him to get a small bottle for you from his
wholesale drug house. It is fine stuff and acts
like a charm every time.
You

i

It la Not Treachery, but Fear, That
Move* the Spring*.
Handled intelligently, a mule Is a
most willing worker, but there are a
few unwritten laws that cannot be
transgressed with impunity. A mule

Cincinnati
a

MULL

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENI
Dissolved in r/at r for d yjehes
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\
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Mother—Are you really sick?
Tommy—Say, ma, when a bo>
during vacation, he's sick. You oiitf
know that.

How

to

Make Bordeaux Mixture.

•.

SOME MMT TERMS

_______

Home made Bordeaux mixture is'best.

Use:

Biueston, (copper sulphate,)

4 pounds
4 pounds
50 gallons

fvater
*ter'

EXPERT AT iHROWING HAND GRENADES

Light For the Layman Not Post-

ed on Military Matters.
Prepare the copper sulphate
by suspending it in a gunny sack just below the
surface of several gallons of
water in a
clean barrel. When the
sulphate is dis- HOW ARMY UNITS ARE NAMED.
solved, which requires three or four hours,
remove the sack and stir into
the barrel
enough additional water to make
exactly | The Various Designations From a
Z > gallons of the
copper solution.
Prepare the lime by slaking it slowly
Corps to a Squad—In Speaking of a
and thoroughly in a clean
Company, Troop or Battery the Letbarrel,
strain,
and add enough additional water
to make
ter Should Always Be Named First.
exactly 25 gallons of lime milk. Stir
t loroughly.
To the ordinary civilian, who is not
Pour the two ingredients together into
well posted on military
particularly
another barrel, or better
directly into the matters, an interpretation of the army
spray tank, if it will hold 50 gallons. It
terms in general use may prove qf inis highly important to
stir the mixture
terest. The following are among those
very thoroughly and to strain both inthat are most constantly employed:
gredients before they are combined as
A corps is two or more divisions
otherwise clogging of the spray nozzles
might result. Use copper or bronze wire
and is commanded by a major general.
strainer of eighteen meshes to the inch.
A division is composed of two or
Do not put copper sulphate or
more brigades and is also commanded
Bordeaux
mixture into tin or iron
vessels; use wood by a major general.
or copper containers.
Mix the Bordeaux
A brigade, commanded by a brigaas needed and
apply at once. It is never dier
general, is composed of two or
so good after it has settled.
more regiments and independent comWhere poisons such as arsenate of lead
are to be combined with
panies or battalions.
Bordeaux mixA regiment of infantry consists of
ture, add the poison after the two solutions are mixed. Then stir well.
twelve line companies and three additional companies. It is commanded by
STOCK BORDEAUX SOLUTIONS.
a colonel, with the following additional
Those who use Bordeaux mixture freofficers: One lieutenant colonel, three
quently and in quantity will find it convenient to keep concentrated stock solumajors, fifteen captains as company
tions on hand, as these keep
commanders, three of them also being
indefinitely
if the water which evaporates is
members of the colonel's staff as adjureplaced.
Build an elevated platform to hold the
tant, quartermaster and commissary:
barrels. The night before the day you
two lieutenants to each company, one
wish to commence spraying, suspend fifty
lieutenant acting on each of the three
pounds of copper sulphate to dissolve in a !
majors’ staffs.
fifty-gallon barrel of water. Slake fifty
A battalioi. is made up of four compounds of lime in another barrel. Add
water to make fifty gallons of lime milk.
panies and is commanded by a major.
When Bordeaux mixture is needed,
A company of infantry consists of
stir;
both stock barrels well and take four gal- ! about ir>0 men, divided into two plaIons from each stock barrel. Dilute the
toons; platoons are divided into squads.
copper sulphate in one barrel by adding
A platoon is commanded by a lieutenenough water to make 25 gallons. Dilute
ant—a commissioned officer; two or
the lime milk in another barrel by adding
more squads are commanded' by a serwater
to
make 25 gallons. Stir
enough
geant; a squad is commanded by a coreach thoroughly.
Combine the two as in
poral and comprises seven men besides
previous directions. Thorough agitation
the corporal.
is essential in making good Bordeaux
mixture.
A company of cavalry is called a
troop, and tt battalion of cavalry is

We Are

NEW NAMES
TO

CROPS.

caueu a

by American Press Association.

■

well over the tops of the candles,
which are only as tall as the width of a
newspaper column, and let them soak in
Bretton, New York City, Aug. 3. ! the paraffine for three-quarters of an
f the Courier-Gazette:—
Some women let them soak an
hour.
all the
1’ort Clyde, Surry and other hour, but they are apt te absorb
of an
Maine, 1 have received requests paraffine they can in three-quarters
tion for making the newspaper hour.
An easy way to lift them out of the hot
hat are used in the trenches in
the string
I cannot reply to all the ques- liquid is to stick a fork in
whole out.
id so I am notifying the ladies around the bundle and lift the
Full off the string and let the candles fall
tve sent the article to your paper
can be
catoin.
I trust you will be inter- ! loose and dry. The odd candles
use
the work is of importance, and fished out any way. Some women
cad it in Maine. May W. Mount. nut-crackers in lifting them out.
The women of Italy are making a paraffine bundle which is twice as long as the
crude which Mrs. Mount offers candles and about an inch and a half in
diameter. These are used by soldiers for
a French officer recently taught
boiling coffee and warming food. These
York woman how to make trench are called torches which are lighted and
or candles, from old newspapers,
placed between stones on which the coffee
rk has proved the most popular pot or warming pan is placed.
So many
evening assembly work for the of these torches have been made that old
mss, and many summer residents newspapers are now scarce articles in
ri hotels are spending their time
Italy.
bese candles.
Hall
called
at
Bretton
ting was
SILLY SECRECY.
New York City, and 21 States sent
■rntatives to learn how to make
No more troop arrivals across the water
■andles.
They are used for the
in the are to be chronicled, if Secretary Baker
portant
come

-tuque Red Cross Work.

<

■

|

surgical operations
they do not drip nor melt, has his way. He regards these announcehe candle is properly made will ments as of possible service to the enemy
: two hours and emit a full, pleas—at which suggestion the enemy will
equal to that of a group of wax I
smile, in the first place because he genv candles.
s,

as

neaaing me Kea ■
ork, and member of the firm of J. j
;an & Co., says they will take all
'paper candles they can get, and j
rbert Satterlee, of the Navy Cominmittee, a daughter of Pierpont
desires all the torches possible
oranch of the Red Cross. Other
are also waiting for candles,
v hich is put in every man’s kit.
the Bretton Hall Hotel candle
(i
candles have been shipped to
This has been of very recent oce, and Columbia University is
delegations to another candle bee
ame hotel on Aug. 7th, to learn
make the torches so that they
shown all over the United States
les for making them organized by
11 school students, who come from
States in the Union,
they are made the candles are
n hot paraffine for three-quarters
This paraffine is being donat!-.>ur.
nterested persons, and it costs
ten cents a pound in 20 pound
The candles can be rolled in odd
wins and accumulated until a quantiTe ready for dipping.
Usually three
pounds of paraffine are melted in
’acle and as many candles as posm ed in the liquid.
When each lot
ved, an extra pound of paraffine
added to take the place of that
las been absorbed.
It is cheaper
tin lots of 10 or 20 pounds, or the
old paraffine candles may be used,
dies can be delivered to any local
1
>ss, or to any place designated by
r.

Davison,

j

■

TO MAKE

TRENCH TORCHES,

.ake the torches, cut sheets of
One sheet of a metrotaper apart.
a
More
paper makes one candle.
•'lie sheet will be required of a smallpaper. The big papers have seven
tin. columns on a page.
Lay the first
'iumn strips one on top the other
!l tightly.
Over this roll proceed
tip each separate column one at a
This makes a very smooth, tightil -d torch.
After all the columns
been wrapped around the original
He the candle around the middle
1,1 a bit of
string and clip the ends
*•* 1° the candle.
make a good candle the rolling
dil be done on a hard
surface, such as
able, a board, or a book. Roll tightly
keep the edges even, although a
ng irregularity does not matter if the

nght.
deep receptacle full of melted
araffine, and keep it hot oversome small
f"ier, such as an electric plate, a little
*stove, or any form of heat. Twenty
ini lots cost eight to tencentsa pound.
"* "rder
to place the candles in the re'l

ive a

■

Pta. le most
easily, it has been found
•| a
good plan is to stand 50 or more of
rm close
together and tie a string
;
,und them, just as one sees bundles of
mve wood or
kindling wood tied. This
''undle can be placed in the paraffine,
ids down, in an
upright position. Around
a outer
edges more candles can be
upright, until the receptacle is as
fu
1 as
will hold. Let the hot paraffine
■

=

j

|

j

1

peas.”
erally knows when the troops sail ana j
ui hi lciius ui
Atuuuuuuuu is
when they are due to arrive, and in the
i rounds.
The French Soldier on Leave.
“Fifty rounds” means fifty
second place because the French and
cartridges—fifty shots.
English papers promptly publish the news
The French soldier as described in
There are not
Never say muskets.
of these arrivals, often mentioning the numerous
stories and dispatches makes a
any.
Artillery carry pistols and not
Under
names of military organizations.
strong appeal to our interest and affecthe system of suppression which Mr. tion.
revolvers.
One of his striking characteristics
Baker proposes the only people who will when
Troops generally move in columns.
on leave is his
and
willingness
be denied this information are the friends
The usual column is four men abreast,
eagerness to slip back into his accustomand relatives of the soldier boys at home. ed
place at home no matter how short his two ranks comprising a squad, with
There is, by the way, no suppression of
the corporal as the man on the left in
stay may be.
in
the
facts
about
general
organizations
It is reported as quite common for the
the rear rank. They go into the firing
Allies' western front.
Why should there French soldier returned to his little farm
line in “extended order,” sometimes
be? The Germans know exactly what to
pick up his work promptly at the
referred to as a skirmish line. Troops
divisions and regiments they have against hour
of his arrival at home and to work
are sent into battle or engagement as
them. The people of Canada knew when all
the while he is there.
A soldiertheir soldiers reached Salisbury Plain and
the firing line, the support and the recobbler home on leave is said to have
when they reached the firing line. They
serve. The tactical unit in line of batdonned his cobbler’s apron and gladly
know that they made the rush and gained
tle or engagement is the battalion.
served as many customers as possible in
There
is
the victory at Vimy.
every his brief
A picket consists of several men, genstay. A famous aviator spent
reason for concealing, if possible, the
his four days’ leave in his white apron
erally a squad. One of a picket is a
facts about the sailing of our contingents
serving guests at the little restaurant his
sentinel or sentry. In front and on the
and about their progress across the sea.
wife had kept up af er he had left for the
flanks of all troops in camp are outBut once they are landed, our allies are
front.
All troops doing guard
posts—pickets.
able to discover no reason why their arThrift and simplicity, love of home and
rival should not be chronicled; and since
duty, picket duty, outpost duty, etc.,
are the background for these
country
are commanded by "the officers of the
they publish the fact, why should not we? homely
pictures of the French soldier off
As matters stand at present, the people
day,” so designated for a period of
duty.
have no confidence in the news about the
twenty-four hours, as are the troops on
troops furnished them by the War Deguard duty.
blunder
made
It
the
is like
by
partment.
the British in the matter of the AudaWashing the Dishes.
cious, which did vastly more harm by
A convenient device in the form of a
undermining public confidence than the
publication of full news of the vessel’s
good sized depression in the center or
loss could possibly have done.—Boston
end of a kitchen sink does away with
Transcript.
the necessity of drawing and emptying
water for a separate pan. By the adVery Encouraging.
dition of a double set of sieves the
to
dishes may be washed and drained
Elihu Root who with other members
without being touched by the hands.
E.
of the returning American mission to
Russia, when in Chicago, said that as a
matter of fact there is scarcely more disHungry Ants.
order in Russia than there is in the
To have his mail eaten up by white
United States.
ants is sometimes the lot of the resiThis woman now raises chickens and
“Certain disturbances are inevitable in
dent of Siam, owing to negligent or
labor.
Read
her
does
manual
story:
a change of goverment so radical as that
criminal postal officials. A few months
I
two
Ind.—“For
Richmond,
years
of Russia,” said Mr. Root, “and cable
ago a whole hag of mail was lost in
troubles
with
so
sick
and
weak
was
dispatches deal largely with these disan
irom my age
outlying district, and the letters
turbances. Hence the public has gained
when going up
were afterward found in the jungle
an impression that there is little going on
stairs I had to go
in Russia except demonstrations. As a
partly eaten.
very slowly with
matter of fact, if reports on American
the
on
my bands
affairs disseminated in Russia concenFame has only the span of a day,
steps, then sit down
trated on our own little disturbances—
say. But to live in the hearts of
they
rest.
to
the
at
top
race riots, the I. W. W. and the like—
the people—that is worth something.—
said
he
doctor
The
; Russians would have about the same
Ouida.
thought I should
picture of us'that we now have of them.
have an operation,
I have faith in the new Russian ministry
and my friends
and in the Russian future as an importhought I would not
tant element in the aims of the Allies.
W^
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
X
live to move into
Ladle*I Ask your Druggist for A
Russian women are doing wonderful work
Chl-che*-ter,s DiamondBr*ndXA\
our new house. My
and
In
Red
Bold
in shaming the men into fighting and
Pill*
metalIic\V/
J_,,
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
where necessary I hope American women
Take no otker- Buy of your ▼
to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Druggist. Ask for CIII-CtfES-TER’g
will follow their example.”
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for 85
it
with
taken
had
she
as
good
Compound
years known as Best, Safest, Alwmys Reliable
results. I did so, my weakness disSTATE FAIR DATES,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
appeared, I gained in strength, moved
into our new home, did all kinds of
Aug. 21-Sept. 1. Eastern Maine Fair garden work, shoveled dirt, did buildclasses
Association, Bangor. Samuel T. White,
and raised hunand cement

CLIMBED SIMS
Oil HEP HANDS

foo III

Walk Upright.

Operation

Advised. Saved by Lydia
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Secretary.
Sept. 3-6.

ing

Maine State Agricultural,
J. L. Lowell, Secretary, Au-

Lewiston.
burn.
Sept. 11-14. Central Maine Fair, Waterville. R. M. Gilmore, Secretary, Water-

ville.

Eyes Examined.

work,

dreds of chickens and ducks.

I

can-

Lydia E.
enough
praise
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
if these facts are useful you may publish them for the benefit of other
women.”—Mrs. M. O. Johnston,Route
D, Box 190, Richmond, lad.
not say

in

of

Frank F.

Fitted.

Graves,

Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me.. /. O. O. F. Bldg
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The committee of statistics and standards of the Chamber of Commerce of

ronc'li instructors are amazed at the accuracy of the American troops In
in the picture is seen one of
ibrowing, attributing it to baseball,
eu at an officers' training
camp learning to throw hand grenades. lie is
le-d by a screen of netting from the return throw of the, man opposite

WEEK

EVERY

squaurou.

A company of artillery is called a
It is divided into sections,
battery.
J and there may be different numbers of
the United States, after a nation-wide in- I
guns, according to the kind of artillery.
Three batteries of artillery make a
vestigation, reported today that the crop
yield in the United States this year will | battalion.
The word “company,” “troop” or
be abundant for all purposes.
It also states that the most
“battery” should not be used before the
encouraging and significant feature of the situaletter, as “Company Ii." It would be
tion is the general confidence of the busithe same as to say “Street Jackson."
ness world in the
future, the large volume The letter comes first, just sis the nuof business and the generally sustained
meral comes before the word regiment
conduct of commercial activity in the
—“Second regiment,” not “Uegiment
midst of war’s alarms.
Second.”
j The
>
report was made by Archer Wall
|
Troops, are either “federals" (regulari
I; Douglas, vice-president of the Simmons or national
guard. Every male citizen
I; Hardware Company of St. Louis.
Mr. Douglas says that the country for j of the United States between the ages
months “has been afflicted with alarmists ; of eighteen and forty-live is a member
who sent forth dire prophecies as to tiltNever use the word
of the militia.
likelihood of actual food famine in this
when referring to organized bodies of
j
nation.”
troops.
“I his unfounded apprehension,” he
There are no such things as “militia
adds, “had the effect of stimulating pro- 1 officials” or
“army officials" in military
duction.
parlance. They are national guard and
“The total yields of spring and winter
wheat combined will in all probability be I army officers.
A skirmish, engagement, brush, fight
greater than the results of 1916. This is
said to be due largely to increased proor encounter is not a battle.
duction per acre.
A battle is an engagement for the
“The
for a record breaking
possession of a certain point and is
j corn cropoutlook
is unusually good.
general in its character. Large bodies
“In many cases, owing to the late
of troops are engaged—more than a
spring cotton Was ploughed up and corn
otherwise the fight is an enplanted in its stead. For several years brigade;
gagement, a skirmish or an encounter.
the south has been raising about 35 per
Never say “Captain Jones and his
cent of all the corn grown in the
country
and bids fair this season to increase that
soldiers of Company A.” Say “A oomproportion.
pany commanded by Captain Jones did
“The harvest of oats is especially re- ! so and so.”
markable for the abundant yields per
i
Any irregular body of troops less
acre in nearly all sections.
The ultimate
\ than a company or troops is called a
output will probably be not far from a
detachment unless it is a platoon or
billion and a half bushels.”
squad or a section of artillery. Never
of
Potatoes.
Plenty
1 say "Lieutenant Jones and a number
“The production of potatoes, both Irish
of men” from such and such an orand sweet, will probably exceed that of
!
ganization.
Say “A detachment from
any previous year. The hay production
A company, commanded by Lieutenant
will be large. There is an unusually large
J Jones.”
crop of beans and

OUR

SUBSCRIPTION LIST

i
>

—

THE

Adding

Shall

have your

we

with others

name

Think

receiving?

it

we are

over,

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast
NIGHTS Of UNREST
No

Sleep, No Rest, No Peace With
Lame or Aching Back.

Weary
ferer.

tne

lot ot

a

many

Pain and distress from

PRESTONS
a

Livery, Boarding

kidney suf-

morn

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.

single

I have

to night.

Get up with a lame back,
Twinges of backache bother you all

and Transient Stable.

and double bitches, buckb

Your patronage iB solicited.

ir

D,..-te.

Telephone —stable,

C ireful drivers if desired.

235 2; hhusp, 61 13.
W

PRES CON, Proprietor,

G

day,
Dull aching breaks your rest at night,
Urinary disorders add to your misery.
If you have kidney trouble,
Reach the cause—the kidneys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for the kidneys

Quarries,
Factory

only—
Have made an enviable reputation in
Belfast.
Mrs. O. H. Stiles, 7 Union St., Belfast,
says: “Last spring I was down in bed
with kidney trouble. My feet and limbs
swelled and pained so I couldn’t sleep.
My back pained me both day and night
and I was dizzy at times. I couldn’t do
much about the house and had to leave !
most of my work undone I was feeling so
miserable. I doctored but only with temporary relief. Doan’s Kidney Pills had
been used in my family with good results,
I got this medicine from
so I tried them.
A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug Store, and
after using it I got better. I have felt
free from any of my former troubles
since.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Stiles had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Props Buffalo, N. Y.

PICTURES

Locations
Mill Sites,

B

ARTICLES

Farms,Sites

ICH MONTH

for Summer Hotels
and

Camps
1

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
to

give opportunity
make
in

a

change

in

^

location for

a new

start

£

life.

ig

Undeveloped 'Water

Power

£
ft

Unlimited Raw Material

!

^
S
A

—

AND
SILLIES

Sail—Why d’yer call

,Arry—Because

me

you are

A boy who was smoking a cigarette
near the monkey’s cage took another one
from his pocket.
“Would it do any harm,” he asked, “if
I should offer him one of these?”
“Not a bit,” responded the attendant.
A monkey isn’t
“He wouldn’t touch it.
half as big a fool as it looks.”

MECHANICS
MAGAZINE

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT
All the Great Events in Mechanics,
Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interestiiig manner, as they occur. 3.000.000

readers each month.
20
each Issue tells easy
SHOO
* Notfit andpage*
better ways to do things in
the shop, and how to make repairs at home,

r*
>

Land

Farming

Good

“Honey?”
my bee-loved.

J
ft

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

I

Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

j

J

f*

CENTRAL

outdoor
sports and piay Largely constructire; tells
howto build boats, motorcycles.wireless, etc

35,000 NEWS DEALERS

FOB SALE (Y

Ask your dealer to show you a eopy: if not eoneAdent
to news stand, aend $1.50 for a year's subscription.
or flfteoa cents for current-issue to the publishers.
Catalogue of Mechanical Books free on request.

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE

^

j

f

6

North

Michigan Avsnus, Chicago

i

Popular Mechanics offers no premium*;
not join in
clubbing offers," and
employs no solicitors to secure subscriptions

I

'*

does

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

i6p<wwof oruiD*!
Amateur Mechanics indoor
and

S
IJJ

MiVINE CENIKAL RAILROAD

5 Cents

POPULAR]

2

to

desiring^

those

*

NEWS STANDS

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.
—

■—

■■

--*

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
after June 26, 1917, traina connecting
Burnnamand Wateiville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as fol-

TO LET

On and

at

lows:
rKOM

BKLFAST
AM

Belfast depart. 6
Citypoint. 17

Waldo. t7

55
00
10
22
34
40
43
58

7
‘7
7
Thorndike.
Unity. 7
Winnecook. *7
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
11 52
8 28
Clinton.
8 38
Benton.
Waterville. 8 44
Portland. 1150
Boston, pm. 3 20
Brooks
Knox.

Bangor.*

TO

be let

desired.

separately

and meals furnished, if

Call at the
WAV SIDE TEA HOUSE,

Corner Miller and High Streets,
27
l ei. 166 4

Turbine Steel

AT A

AM

AM

SCO

10(0

LOW

15

12 60

AM

Waterville.
Bangor.
Benton.

Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

Unity

orndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Tt

Citypoint.

7
6
7
7
8

18

45
25
34
25
$8 35
8 44
8 62
*9 00
9 15
*9 26
*9 35

10 15

3 26
12 40

10 22
10 31
10 50

*3 32

*1100
11 30

t4 16
4 23

11 45
f 11 65
12 67
tl 15
*1 40
1 50

4 3L

3 42
4 06

Metropolitan

r4 40

FIGURE

Leave North side of India Wharf. Boston,
every day at 6 p. m due New York 7.30 a. m.
Same service returning from Pier 18. North
River, New lork,

4 65

*6 05
t5 16

6 20
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
♦ Flag station.
Unlimited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$6.86 from Belfast.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine.

6, MlOffllESt.
Maine

i

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking

piano moving

a

specialty

added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con*
Leave orders at the stable, corner oi
cern.
Have

just

Main and Cross streets, and they will

re

Steamship

Line

DIRECT BEWEEN PORTLAND AND NtW
YORK.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays ami Saturdays at 6.30 p. m.
Leave New York, Pier 19, North River, on
same

days

at 5 p

m.

FRED W. POTE, Aaent, Belfast, Me.

ALBERT

E.

ANDREWS

attention.

prompt
Telephone connection.

ceivt

Line

BOITON AND NEW
VIA CAPE COD CANAL.

TRUCKING
Furniture and

Belfast

DIRECT BETWEEN

A Cadillac Motor Truck with extra touring
body. Machinery in perfect condition.

_ELON

Steamships

and Camden

PM

7

Portland.

LINE.

Leave Belfast daily, except Sundays, at 5,00
p. m. for Northport, Camden, Rockland and
Boston.
Leave Belfast daily, except Mondays, at
j
j 7.30 a m for ceursDort. Bucksport, Winterport
; and Bangor
RETURN, leave India Wharf. Boston, daily*
except Sundays, a 5 (0 p. m.
Leave Bangor daily except c'r»*^"vri at 2.00
p. m. for Boston and intermediate ‘minings.

For Sale

BELFAST

Boston..

three furnished rooms with
use of bath on same floor; rooms connect
These rooms
and have a private entrance.
A suite of

can

2 30
t 2 85
t 2 45
2 57
t3 09
3 15
3 23
*3 30
3 40
5 20
6 22
5 32
6 39
8 30

BANGOR

126

W. W. BLAZO.
Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

REAL ESTATE
Odd Fallows Blotk,

Ballast, Wal.i*

«

Henry G. Curtis gave a chamber
concert, on the Victrola, for the Red
Cross, Tuesday afternoon, and in the

Daniel E. Richards of Milo was in town

evening a concert of varied music. ConMonday calling on relatives.
sidering that it was not well advertised
in
was
Robert Brown of Thomaston
there was a good attendance and thoughttown Sunday visiting friends.
ful friends who could not come sent their
Dr. A. A. Jackson has returned from a
fee. It was altogether a success with
business trip to his home in Everett,
nearly $11 to add to the treasury. People
Mass.
are very kind to open their homes to help
Fred C. Kendell of Orange, Mass., was the good cause along with several events
in town last week visiting Mrs. I. C. in the near future.
Closson.

DODGE’S Corner. Ka therine Hills is
entertaining a party of girls from Winterport at her father’s cottage.... Archie Merrithew is cutting W. J. Mathews’ hay.
.Mrs. Ernest R. Nickerson and children, of Portland, arrived last Thursday
and opened her bungalow Rill Rare for a

who spent several
months on the Pacific coart, arrived home

Harry'

Mrs.

Berry,

L.

Tuesday.
Ship Rhine, Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey,
port in India, July 29th,
for Boston.

sailed from a

few weeks.Mrs. H. Peabody Farnham
returned from her visit in Massachusetts

Miss Dorothy Brann of Bangor was in
town Thursday, the guest of Miss Mabel

last

McElhiney.

Friday,

and

accompanied by

was

a

friend,
Rev. Charles W. Martin of Belfast will
ter, who remained with her until last
preach in the Methodist Church next SunMonday.Doris Matthews and several
day morning.
girl friends from Union, have been spendMiss Grace Mosman of Stoughton,
ing a week at the E. A. Matthews cotMass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. tage.
Mrs. Charles Nichols of Manches-

Chase at Park.

ing

Mass., were in town Sunday call-

on

friends.

amount to get the Liberty Bond, which
the company has put up for three months

Frank Eastman of Winterport
week, the guest of Mrs.

Mrs.
was

M. A. Cook, District Manager for the
Peerless Casualty Co. of Keene, N. H.,
only lacks about $75 to complete the

of Rox-

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dodge

bury,

work providing the September premiums
He
are paid on what is issued to date.

in town last

Annie Wentworth.
Barge

Marion arrived

Sunday

still has three weeks left in which to get
the balance. Below is a list of claims

from

Port Richmond with 1,600 tons of coal to
the P. C. & W. Co.

paid in the last six months in Searsport
and Belfast:

Montgomery of
in town Friday the guests

and Mrs.

Mr.

J.

H.

Rexford W. Ryder
Daniel L. Irving

Bucksport were
of Edw'ard D. Black.

Fred O. J. Horne
Edward C. Davis
Daniel L. Irving
Mrs. Emma E. Carter
Daniel L. Irving
Haivey N. Foust
Mrs. H. C. Buzzell

Eugene Gilmore of Prince Rupert Sound,
Victoria, B. C., arrived Wednesday for a
few days’ visit in town.

News

of Alameda, Cal., arrived last week and
are at the Curtis homestead.

Melrose,
week, the guests

Mr. and Mrs, James Frame of
in town last

were

,H.

r.

Murdock of

Baxter and

death in

Grand

B. Norris.

No

He

was

the

Dixmoni

are

son

of the late Cyrus B. and
Norris, and was born in

the

Aug.

guests of Dr. Amelia C. Ford.

with his father.

Capt. Scott Blanchard who had been
visiting Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols,

19th Maine

out the war.

returned to New York Thursday.

in

Lieut, and Mrs. Wilbur J. Carver, who
have been visiting in town for a few

where he became

days,

a

Island, one brother, Albert G. Norris of
Cambridge, Mass., and one sister, Mrs.
A. G. Quimby of Laconia, N. II. While

Mrs. D. J.

Sutcliffe arrived Saturday
from North Andover, Mass., and is visit-

ing her brother, L. W. Wentworth.

a

New York.
Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Chase and four

Stoughton, Mass.,

Mrs. Annie Murch
business Aug. 11th.

spend-

]

Young, returning

to Augusta Monday.
Ur. and Mrs. S. C.

Pattee left

Sunday

The doctor will go to Inand Mrs. Pattee after a short

for Boston.

dianapolis,

visit in Boston will return home.

Valley, Long Island,

New

York,

for

the past six weeks, returned home Fri-

day.
Mrs. P. P. Nichols and

and Mrs. H. G.

Hichborn,

for the remain-

der of the season at their summer home.

at The Stockton for

a

short tarry.

days with her sister, Mrs. Charles Rogers
and family in Searsport.

on

daughter,

Mis

L. Nichols, and Miss Margaret
Miller, arrived Friday from St. John, N.
B., and are guests of Mrs. Lillias L.

Lillias

The canning demonstration at Hichborn’s hall Wednesday afternoon, Aug.

Mr. James R. Hawes had the misfortune recently to break
right arm, |in cranking
used in his retail fish
chine back-fired.

one

bone of the

his

8th,

motor car

business,

the

ma-

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hopkins with
F. A. Patterson, Mrs. Annie K.

Mrs.

Harriman, Mrs. J. F. Ryder and Mrs. A.
as guests in their car, motored
to Bangor on the afternoon of Aug. 6th,
having a delightful drive.
C. Colcord

Mrs. J. H. Gerrish was called to Bangor
last week by the critical illness of her
step-father, Mr. E. H. Townsend, who,
after a trying illness of three years,

Wednesday, Aug. 8th.

A.

C.

Mrs.

,

Saturday.

left Tuesday to i
Rockland with her :

Colcord

spend a week in
daughter and husband, Capt. and Mrs.
Harry D. Shute, the special object being
to help celebrate the first anniversary of
her grandson Master Harry D. .Jr.

Charles Woods
her son,

Harry

from

Orono is

some

40

Clarence Johnson from
the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.
Bellows
Gustave
recently.
Mr. and Mrs.

Waterville

were

days of rain last week,
Thursday and Friday, the gardens are
thoroughly watered and the sunshine
since has been conducive to fine growth

Lee Kenney and Miss Lucy Saywards, of the vegetables, necessary for the fall
both graduates of Freedom Academy,
harvests. Conservation of food and home
Their many
were married Aug. 10th.
1
a
friends in the village wish them many economies are now general topic of conversation among cur housewives.
years of happiness.

rv^K

j

j

JnLE

OX

W.

A.

panied by her sister-in-law, Mrs. F. S. j

Humiston, went to Rockland Tuesday,
Aug. 7th, in the McLaughlin car to meet
his arrival from New York
and bring him to Stockton Springs for a
brief visit with his family. The followMr. Rich

on

;

HALL, DELfASl.

Clifton Stevens, Millard McLaughlin
and the Misses Virgie Bean and Florence
Wilson of Bangor were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley Sunday.

ACHOKN In Warren. July 26. to M
Mrs, Ernest Achorn, a daughter
Bailey. In Bucksport, July 25, t.
Mrs. Stanley W. Bailey, a daughte
Edna.
Bickford. In Jackson, August 9,
Mrs. F, L. Bickford, a daughter
Kin '. In San Juan, Porto Rico.
to Mr, and Mrs, Amos J. King, a sui
Mathews King.
Ladd, In Rockland, August 4, to
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, a son.
Verrill
In Bucksport, July 29.
Mrs Elmer R. Verrill, a
daughter, 1
Wentworth
In Belfast, Auguand Mrs. Orrin L. Wentworth, a son

M. Conant

MORRILL.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan motored to
services Aug.

12th.
Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pearson and family,
anJ by favor, your correspondent, made
an auto trip to Bangor last
Wednesday.

MAKK1LU.
Dunn-Walsh. In Camden, Augu
H. Thomas, Esq., John K. Dunn
Walsh, both of Rockland.
Kenney Sayward.
In Brooks, A
by Rev, W. E. Streeter, Lee Kenney

Mrs. Frank Blake and little daughter of
Bangor have been visiting relatives in
town the past fortnight, returning this
week.
There

were

137

Lucy Sayward, both of Knox.
Stanley-Candage. In North Br
31, by Rev. Daniel W. Kimball. Clin,
and Miss Ethel M. Candage, both of

present in classes at

Sunday school last Sunday. Next Sunday the date will be announced for the
annual Sunday school picnic.
Mr.

ent day exhortations to let female suitrage purify the world of every existing

which was much enjoyed.
Mr.

biwu.

and Mrs.

Bert Gay of Lewiston
were at church last Sunday and Mrs. Gay
favored the congregation with a solo,
and Mrs.

Allen. In Union, August 6.Williar-

of Mr. and Mrs. Amory Allen. ag»
and 5 months.
COOPEH. In Newport, August ID, M

son

Page Cooper, formerly

Hallowell,

Mrs.

i

throughout the country four being located
in New

York,

one

in Boston and

one

in

Frank Treat and their

triends,

Mr. and

Mrs. Charles Peats, who spent the night
at their hospitable cabin, leaving Monday
in the Peats’ auto, for their respective
homes in Milo.
Mrs.

Eugene E. Rich and three chil-

dren, Caroline, Clinton and Virginia,
are summering at The Stockton, accom-

who

Mr.

and

Mrs.

C.

B.

Jewett,

accom-

panied by Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Clement,
motored to Swanville and Searsport Sunday.
and Mrs.

Mr.

R

L.

Clements,

Mrs.

Barbara Clements and Mrs. Frank Eastman were

callers at F. P. Clement’s Aug.

12th.
Mrs. John Gallant and four children of

Berlin,
Mrs.

N.

A.

here.

were

in his honor. Six fam—

Mr.

and Mrs.

Prank Paul, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Connell and daughter Louise of Belfast, Austin and Delbert (three

brothers and

accom-

panied Mr. and Mrs. George Hopkins of
Monroe to Swan Lake for a day’s outing
recently.

In the District Court of the
for the District of Maine

Freeman Fickett of Bangor, Mrs. Fred
Fickett and Miss Fickett of Arizona, and
Willis Fickett of Etna, came by auto to
town Sunday and were callers at M. A.
and

Mrs, B.

C.

Ames, Madame

Ames and Fred Ames of

Sunday guests of Mr.

Orono,

sacks,

Will pay cash.

SWAN-WhllTFu-BlCKFOKD CO.

Wellman.

)
In

To
in

the Creditors of Leo G. Chase
the County of Wald » and L;

said, a Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on ti
of July, A. D. 1917, the said Le

duly adjudicated Bankrupt;

the First
Meeting of his (Vbe held at the office of Duntor
Savings Bank Building, in Belf
; on the 1st day of September, A D
! o’clock in the forenoon, at which
pLce the said Creditors may al
their claims, appoint a Trustee, e
Bankrupt and transact such oth
I may prop rly come before said n. *
JOHN R. M
Referee in Bar

3

a

33

I

Bangor, Maine, August 14, 1917.

Nichols.
Arthur E.

Colson has been drawn

as

grand juror and Capt. Wilson N. West
and Jacob M. Fames as traverse jurors
for the September term of the Supreme
Judicial court to be held in Belfast.
Miss

Eudora W. Ramsay delivered an
open air address on Main street Monday

evening before a large audience, being
frequently applauded in many of the
telling points of her address on woman

suffrage
Mrs. William Claflin of Chicago, granddaughter of the late Rev. Stephen Thurston, for 50 years pastor of the first Congregational church, is the guest of her

cousins,

the Misses

Blanchards,

at

the

James G. Pendleton homestead.

This, Thursday, Aug. 16th,

at 2 p.

auction bridge at her home as a benefit tc
the Red Cross Auxiliary. Any who are
willing to help in this way are-cordiall}
invited to attend. A fee of 25 cents is

expected.
Eleanor Doyle of Ellsworth is
visiting her aunt and uncle, Mr. am
Miss

Mrs. Edmon Eno, at the Brookside. Dr
and Mrs. Fredic Hewey of Boston, am
Mr. and Mrs. Warren of New Hampshire
who have been stopping at the Brooksid'
for several weeks, have returned to thei
nomes.

EASTMAN KODAK
STORE

Developing
Printini

A SPECIALTY.

K. A. (M's My Stor
SEAKSPOrtT, MAINE.

With This as Inspiration Thomas Ince Has Produced
the Greatest Life Drama That Ever Was Enacted
for the Eyes of the Spectator. Civilization Does Not
Suggest—It Does. It Is a Product of a Wonderful

fl

Dramatic

B

Cl

m.

Mrs. Andrew Ross will entertain with

and

■

Imagination.

[ COST

$1,000,000

40.000 People
10.000

Bank

[

were

and Mrs. A. R;

n

Bankrupt,

was

Whole second-hand feed

Haley’s.

In the matter of
Leo G. Chase,

a

WANTED

I

vision.

Ice cream,
party of 20.
fancy crackers and candy were served
and a delightful evening passed.
up

life.

Notice of First Meeting ot Cu.

a

nieces of the guest of honor, were also
present, with some outside of the family,

making

t

This is shown in so
pale faces, lean bodies, frequ<
and lack of ambition.
For all such children we >
Th
unmistakable earnestness:
Scott’s Emulsion, and need it
possesses in concentrated form t
food elements to enrich their 1
changes weakness to strength ;
them sturdy and strong. No al
Scott & Bowue. Bloomfield, .\
mature

Milwaukee, Wis.,

represented

eceive the proper balance

sufficiently nourish both b<
brain during the growing peri
nature’s demands are greater

to

H., are visiting her mother, sister!, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Paul of
G. Larby, and other relatives Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Koy Paul and two
children, and Annie Paul, nephews and

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bickford

Mr.

NOT ENOUGH CHILDRFN
evei

away for 28 years. They had a family
party at Del. Paul s pleasant home last
ilies

Belfas:.

Haskeli{

been visiting his two brothers, Delbert
and Frank, the past week.
He had been

Thursday evening

of

years 5 months and 8 days.
Daggett. In Morrill, August 8.
wife of Bert K Daggr tt, aged 42 y
KarnhAM In Orland, July 30, Joh:
ham, aged 82 years, 3 months and 12
Mske
Iu Mansfield, Maas,, Ju.>
Hannah Flint Fiake, formerly of B
65 years,
Grindal, In Sedgwick, July 27
Grindal. aged 74 years, 7 months a
In Vineland, N J., Ju
William Uris Haskell, in his 81st year
Little. In Bucksport, July 24, J.
tie, aged 79 years, 8 months and 3 da.
McFarland
In Brooklin, 'ugu-Rubie McFarland, aged 64 years.
McMullen
In McKinley, August
Frank McMullen, aged 60 years.
SHELDON
In Camden, July 30.
Sheldon, aged 18 years and 7 month
LAUNDERS.
In Bucksport. Augur
son of Mr. and Mrs LyBle Saunders
V. HITTAKER. In Bar Harbor, Augus
Whittaker, ag d 80 years.

Elbert

evil.

of

«ARKK,

BORN

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clement of the village, Mrs. George English and Miss Lucille English of Dorchester, Mass., were

Thomaston, where he held

RETAIL

Beef, Corned,
Lime.
Butter Salt,
18a22|Oat Meal,
Corn,
2 5n Onions,
Cracked Corn,
2 34 Oil, kerosene
Corn Meal,
2 34 Pollock,
Cheese,
32j|Pork.
Cotton Seed,
2 70 Plaster,
Codfish, dry,
10 Rye Meal.
Cranberries,
11 Shorts,
Clover seed,
24 Sugar.
13 00al6 80 Salt, T. I„
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
3 26'Sweet Potatoes
Lard.
26Wheat Meal

Bangor, Maine

recent guests of Senator C.
and family.

Journ.i
PRODUcr.

Wood, soft,

I
22a28

■

Association, having its headquarters in
New’York city, and conducting 60 schools

18,

RETAIL PRICE.

manifested and apparently neither the men nor the women of
this community are swayed by the pres-

ladies

Woods.

After two

Deese,

Made in Maine.
Successful everywhere.

E*ti839h“I

PAID

Hay,
*CjO
Hides,
10 00 Lamb,
Beane, pea,
9 60 Lamb Skins
Beans, Y. E„
35a88 Mutton,
Batter,
‘«l
Beef, sides,
llal2 Oats, 32 lb.,
1 *4
Beef, forequarters, 11 Potatoes,
00 Round Hog
Barley, bu,
>6
Cheese,
32Straw,
80 Turkey,
Chicken,
,s'»
1
Calf Skins,
40 Tallow,
1
20 Veal,
Duck,
*
44 Wool,
Eggs,
unwashed
«
Foal,
26; Wood, hard

quality

_

Mrs. George S. Wardwell of Boston
arrived last Friday to join her husband at
The Stockton. They will take a housekeeping suite in Hopkins’ block while
Mr. Wardwell is superintending ship construction in the village yard.

away

PRODUCE MARKET.
Apple*,per bbl,2 00a 800
dried, per lb., 7

Certainly the conduct of those | Sawyer and little daughter Carmen, of
being present, women picketing the White House Augusta and Mr. and Mrs. James Scott,
1
equipped with pads and pencils and lis- grounds is not such as to commend their Miss Hill and Mr. Brown of Camden,
tening with noticeable interest to the cause to any sober, deep-thinking wom- were Sunday guests of Mrs. Lottie Murch
speaker’s explanations of preserving an. The very acts of that Washington Aug. 5th.
foods (berries and vegetables) by the new contingent bespeaks the unfitness of the
Every summer the eight grown-up
so-called cold -pack process. The speak- sex to mingle in the excitement of public children of Mrs. Annie M.
Simmons,
life.
er was earnest, having her topic well in
;
hold such happy family reunions at the
i
hand and asking for whatever questions
old home. Grace and Fred are there now,
WHITE’S CORNER, WINTERPORT.
her listeners might wish to have ansand a little grandson, Chester Allen. Mrs.
wered.
Chester B. Allen, and Joanna Simmons
Mrs. Ed. Merritt of Hyde Park, Mass.,
I
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio N. Drury of New was a brief visitor of Mrs. K. C. Nealey are coming this week—all from MassaYork left Monday afternoon after a ten
chusetts; others of the family later.
Aug. 7th.
|
!
days’ visit with his sister and husband,
The funeral of Mrs. Bert Daggett was
Dr. Wakefield of Boston visited his son
Dr. and Mrs. Harold E. Small.
On Sunheld at the church Friday a. m., August
who
R.
is
at
C.
employed
Elwyn,
Nealey’s,
day Dr. and Mrs. Small with their guests
10th, Rev. Nathan Hunt officiating. Edlast Thursday.
motored to Northport and later to Swan
win Sheldon, Charles Hoofses, Arthur
Lyndon and Guy Nealey were in New- Hatch and Leo Jackson were bearers.
Lake, where supper was served at the
8th and 9th, at the home of
Marden house.
The delightful scenery burg Aug.
Mrs. Roy Paul and Mrs. George Rose
their uncle, Walter Smith.
and exhilirating air of the beautiful Maine
Annie Paul
sang appropriate selections.
Mrs. Annie Thompson of Wollaston, j was
day was greatly enjoyed by all, especially
organist. There was a profusion of
Mass., is spending a few weeks at the beautiful llowers.
the New York visitors.
Mr. Drury is a
home of her brother, C. H. Libby.
member of the Payson, Pace Educational
has
Austin Paul

tended,

tending physician.

passed

conducted by Miss Blanche Webster

Augusta under the auspices ot the U.
U. of M. extension work, was well at-

ot

Dr. Stevens is the at-

guests of Mrs. E. J. Vose last week.

Charles B. Ueshon who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Amos U. Carver at Locust

Dr. H. Everett Hichborn of Cambridge,
Mass., arrived by Boston boat last Saturday morning to join his parents, Dr.

I

consequence.

| WOOD & BISHOP CO.

CURRENT^

BELFAST PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The

of the highest
of
iron
obtainable
grades
pig
plus the quality of expert
workmanship. We use every
care to give Clarions the quality that means lasting service.
Results are uniformly right in

ing day Mr. and Mrs. Rich and two older
children motored to Southwest Harbor,
late afternoon for their homeward trip in
Mt. Desert, returning at night, finding
their new 8-cylinder Cadillac machine,
the trip most delightful. The next day
in which they had just made a five
Mr. Rich took his children to Sandypoint
weeks’ vacation tour of New Hampshire,
to indulge in a little fishing trip enjoyVermont, northern New York and the able to
all, albeit the frequent showers
Thousand Isles, with a homeward run
soaked the fishers to the skin, but notthrough Massachusetts at the close of
withstanding the rainfall 40 fish were
the phenomenal hot week.
brought back as trophies of the outing.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. DeLaittre of
Last Saturday evening Miss Eudora W.
Aitkin, Minn., recent guests at the alumni
Ramsay of Greenville, South Carolina,
camp at Sandypoint, were entertained
addressed an open-air meeting from an
Tuesday and Wednesday of last week by automobile
standing in front of Trundy’s
the Misses L. A. and M. F. Simmons,
store, in the interest of woman’s sufflunching Tuesday afternoon with the rage, urging our male population to vote
Misses Mary and Harriet D. Hichborn.
yes in the approaching special vote on
Mr. and Mrs. DeLaittre are widely travelthe suffrage amendment.
Yellow flowled, generous and public spirited, and at ers (the suffragist color! were sold and a
present are supporting two so-called “war collection taken to
defray expenses. No
babies’’ in France.
enthusiasm was

Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins and their
Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn and son Donald,
Mr. and Mrs. George H.
son and wife,
Mrs. Carrie L. Boulter from Waterville Hopkins with Mr. and Mrs. George S. accompaned by her mother, Mrs. James
visited her daughter, Mrs. Inez Bellows, Wardwell as guests, motored to Swan M. Treat and her sister Mrs. Alice T. Doe
wim uaugmer miss Diancn, anu menu
the past wees..
Lake, Sunday afternoon, the beautiful
Mrs. Elden S. Shute with her daughter,
of
is
tne
most
Bath
weatner rendering
trip
enjoyaoie.
Mrs. Winmfred Sampson
Miss Louise, were at the Sanborn log
passing several days with her parents,
The present schedule on the B. & A.
cabin, “Molly Chunk-a-Munk,” on the
W.
D.
Mrs.
and
Dodge.
Mr.
railroad is as follows: Leave 7.02 a. m. Sandypoint shore of Fort Point cove the
Albra E. Flye has returned to Brighton, and 1.57 p. m.: arrive 11.20 a. m. and fi.15
past week, returning Monday afternoon
Mass., after passing his \ acation with p. m.
A very unsatisfactory arrange- to the
village. On Sunday they were
his mother, Mrs. S. J. Flye.
ment to our citizens, because of failure of
joined at the camp by Mr. Sanborn and a
Mrs. Frances Sweet and granddaughter, connection at Northern Maine Junction
party from Milo, consisting of Mrs. SanShirley Cole, from Auburn, were the with trains going west in the morning.
born’s brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.

visiting

ing the summer with his sister, Miss
Orilla J. Carlon, returned to her home in
Portland, Thursday.

mother,

in Waterville

Edward Sibley visited his cousin, Mrs.
D. W. Dodge, Iasi week.

ing her grandmother, Mrs. W. H. Blanchard, returped t<) her home in Melrose,
Mass., Thursday.

Mrs. H. R.

was

j

rived from Foxcroft last Saturday. They
will remain until Aug. 28th.

Mrs.

Miss Lewene Ford who had been visit-

Arthur Young of Co. F, 2nd Maine
Regiment, was in town Sunday visiting

Mrs. E. A. Cavanagh and little daughter i gusta were Sunday guests of his sisters,
the Misses Hichborn. They left in the

Paula of Bayonne, N. J., are the guests of
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens, having ar-

FREEDOM.

arrived last

Mrs. A. J. Mitchell w'ho has been

Mrs. G. W. Speed has sufficiently reDr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn of
covered from her serious burns treated by Cambridge,
Mass., accompanied by their
Dr. G. A. Stevens at the home of Mrs. daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. John
Herbert Clifford, to return to her home Draper Woodfin, arrived Wednesday
at Owl’s Head.
afternoon, Aug. 8th, by automobile for
Mrs. Ralph Hall of Quincy, Mass., with their annual summer visit in the doctor’s
little son, Ralph Jr., left by Boston boat old home. The party had been spending
Tuesday for her home, after a fortnight’s a week in Portland, Vt., the guests of
visit with her oldest sister and husband, ! Mr. Woodfin’s parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples.
Hon. and Mrs. C. S. Hichborn of Au-

Gerrish returned last

week and are the guests of Mrs. Charlotte
Chase at Park.

his

resident of Grand Island he made many

visits to his old home, the last time in
August 1914. He had many friends in
Searsport who will regret to hear of his
death.

Sawyer has enlisted in the
New York national guard as a sergeant
and is now stationed at Fort Niagara,
Eben E.

children of

1867

a locomotive engineer,
being retired after 40 years’ service. He
married Miss Harriet E. Patterson of
Searsport who survives him. He also
leaves one son and one daughter of Grand

children, Carl

and Valerie, left Monday on a visit for
month with relatives in Biddeford.

Returning home he went

with a party of gold seekers to
Idaho and finally settled in Grand Island,

returned to Boston Monday.

Mrs. Antonio Croce and

He enlisted in Co. E,
Regiment,and served through-

is the

S ockton.

visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry S.
Later she will spend a few
Moulton.

at hand.

QUALITY OF A CLARION

Last Sunday was a busy day at The
Several auto parties were enMr. Hutchings of Boston, arrived last
tertained at meals, and every room occuSaturday to join his friend Mr. Simpson pied for the
night, supper being served
for an indefinite tarry at our hotel.
from 5 to 8.30 and breakfast Monday
Capt. E. T. Staples of Bowdoinham, ar- morning from 6 to 10. Lovely weather
rived early last week to join his daugh- apparently tempted every automobile
ter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. O. W. owner to bring out himself and friends to
enjoy the fine day.
Smith, at The Stockton.
full of snap,

Mrs. Harry E. Verrill and little son Edward, arrived recently from Camden to

of Charles

are

reading
editorials,
vigor and patriotism.
are

with much interest the recent

C. Atkinson.

iy, ieoy, ana came 10
Searsport with his parents when a small
boy and learned the blacksmith trade

Miss Louise

Holden, Mass.,

Island, Neb.,

particulars

business.

Mr. Smith is the treasurer of the Sandypoint Shipyard Co. managed by Mr. Isaac

received last week of the

Lucena (Gould)

of Mr. and Mrs. John Frame.
Miss Emma

was

Eugene E. Rich left by Boston boat
Friday p. m. to return to his New York
The patrons of The Journal

THE

builder J. J. Wardwell of Rockland with
Mr. Libbeus B. Wardwell of Camden,
registered at The Stockton for supper,
leaving after the meal on their return to
their homes following an all-day motor
run into the lumber regions of Northern
Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. John Draper Woodfin left
Tuesday an route for Cambridge, Mass.

ed

$245 74

Mrs. Eben Curtis and daughter Isabella

Tuesday, Aug. 7th, ex-Gov. William T.
Cobb, Capt A. T. Vane and Master-

Wednesday, Aug. 8th, Mr. and Mrs. O.
W. Smith of West Medford, Mass., arriv-

$ 2 00
2 00
20 00
14 00
25 00
51 91
30 00
3 50
10 50
80 83

Henry W. Goodwin

Sophie Sawyer who had been
visiting Miss Harriet Erskine, left last
week for Damariscotta.
Miss

Mass.,

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Mrs.

SEARSPORT.

B

I
I

;

